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We know it helps the manufacturer to set rigid
standarcisat on of their egLipmenl formats most do'
It doesn't help ycu. The peralty need not be a sharp
increase in cost.
We at Cadac do not expect you tc suffer these short
comings. Our fully rrodjlarised range of equipment leaves
the flexibility of choice with you - and the cost? Lower
than you would expect on a console for console
comparison basis.
The most versatile recording uipment in the world.
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VOGUE P.I.P STUDIOS - FRANCE
The leaders in music recording consoles
and techniques.

Cadac (London) Ltd.
141, Lower Luton Road Harpenden Herts. AL5 5EL
12 Harpenden (STD 05827) 54351 Telex 826323
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STUDIO SOUND, published monthly, enables engineers and studio management to keep abreast of new
technical and commercial developments in electronic
communication.
It is available without charge to
qualified readers; these are directors, managers,
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sound recording, broadcasting and cinematograph
industries in any part of the world. Non-qualifying
readers can buy STUDIO SOUND at an annual
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AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING
Sound associated with film is nearly always considered secondary to the picture'. Sound is
the poor relation. It starts that way and finishes that way; and for very good reasons
it will probably always be so. Clearly there are exceptions: in the documentary field for
example, no matter how well the cameraman catches a facial expression, it will be of
little significance if the sound man loses the words -and furthermore there may not be an
opportunity for a second take.
In a feature film, however, the director's concern is primarily for the visual aspect -the
sets, the scenes, the costumes. Any microphones must now be placed unobtrusively
within this context -on booms, in bushes, under clothing. It's very seldom that a microphone
can be anything like optimally placed; such that sometimes a mie may be required solely
to compensate for the bad acoustic positioning of another.
The problems which face a sound recording crew can be singularly difficult but if one of
them yells 'cut' during a take, quite a few eyebrows are raised. In contrast, if the
cameraman has to call `cut' he may well be accredited by such whispers as `It's really great
working with this guy. He's such a perfectionist'.
At the 'output' the diversity of possible replay conditions is truly ominous. No two
cinemas will be acoustically identical, but additionally there is a variety of replay
equipment with a quality spread approaching that of a `radio receiver'.
So there are those caught in the middle. For example, in order to achieve a respectable
sound track, the dubbing mixer has to make corrections for the compromises in
recording, and subsequently make compromises to compensate for the possible replay
conditions- sometimes with the achievement of intelligibility as the only criterion.
Some tighter form of standardisation would obviously improve matters, but something that
obvious must imply colossal expense, otherwise it would have already happened.
All the same things are improving. Admittedly it's not so many years ago that people
expected or at least accepted bad film sound; but no longer. With the recent rise of
'hi -fi' into the mass production market one of the saving graces of the situation is the fact
that more and more people are hearing well- reproduced sounds. Some percentage of
these appreciate the experience and subsequently use their improved (subjective) reference level
to judge all reproduced sounds.
According to the usual rules of supply and demand the film sound industry is now
tempering its traditionally based limitations by exploiting technique and technology to the
full. It has become a very artistic, often creative, industry but paradoxically the greatest
tribute to the ideas, skill and sheer effort of the film sound men is usually the fact that it
doesn't show anway.
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stuc io and portable mixing consoles

Module Options
Sub -Mix module.

Compressor /Limiter.
Auxiliary send and return
P.F.L. /Talkback /Stereo Monitor

Input channel features:
Switched input gain (triple -ganged)

Output module with stereo monitor
Foldback master module with 3 band E.Q.

H.F., 3 turnover frequencies ± 15dB
Sweep equaliser 1, 30 Hz -15 KHz ± 15dB
Sweep equaliser 2, 30Hz -15KHz ± 15dB
L.F. 3 turnover frequencies ± 15dB
High and Low pass filters 12dß /Octave

Stereo Disc and Tape inputs with continuously
variable high and low pass filters.
Overall Specification of System
Output Clip Point +28dBm balanced -22dBm unbalanced
Noise:- For -50dBm input, +4dBm output -75dBm.
Frequency Response: within ± dB 20Hz- 20KHz.
T.H.D. Typically .01% for 4dBm output.

Other Features Include:1,2,4 or 8 track routing.
Illuminated v.u. (or P.P.M.) per channel.
Modular construction.

ZZOOT HORN

31 STATION ROAD

LONDON 5E25 5AH

MANUFACTURERS OF °ROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Tel

01-653 6018 8483
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EVENTIDE CLOCK WORKS
V

ANNOUNCE THE
INPUT LEVEL

FEECBACK

HARMONIZER
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MANUAL
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EVENTIDE

MODEL
H

CLOCK WORKS

810
PITCH RATIO

POWEP
ON

PITCH CHANGER

DIGITAL DELAY

SPECIAL EFFECTS

The HARMONIZER employs digital circuitry and
Random Access Memories to actually
transpose input signals by up to a full octave up

The HARMONIZER is a low -cost, very versatile
digital delay line. The delay it variable in
7.5 ms steps up to 112.5 ms ; a second output is
optionally available that varies up to 82.5 ms.

It

or down. Unlike the so- called "frequency
shifter which creates dissonances, the
Harmonizer preserves all harmonic ratios and
thus musical values. Any musical interval can be
achieved by the continuously variable control,
and an optional monophonic or polyphonic
keyboard allows real -time "playing " of the
Harmonizer, so that the musician can
harmonize with himself.

can be used to speed up and slow down tapes
without affecting pitch. It can create some of the
wildest effects on record !

"
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ANTI -FEEDBACK
-

Feedback caused by energy build -up due to
"room résonance is decreased by shifting
successive repetitions of the same signal away
from the original frequency.

Feldon Audio Ltd Dept SI
126 Great Portland Street
London W1
Tel 01 -580 4314
Telex: 28668

BROADCAST
B.B.C.

London Weekend
London Broadcasting
Piccadilly Radio
Guyana Broadcasting
Radio Orwell
Government Communications
Radio Edinburgh
Swansea Sound
Rediffusion
Radio Luxemburg
Radio Fleet
Seychelles Broadcast
Thames T.V.
State of Bahrain

Chappell
Precision Tapes
R.C.A.

INDUSTRIAL
Hawker Sidley
Metropolitan Police
Rank Xerox
Birds Eye
Ministry of Defence
Lloyds Bank
Catholic Trust
Wiggins Teape
National City Trust
State of Israel
British Rail
Pye T.V.T.

ENTERTAINMENT
Decca (France)

S.T.C.

Alice

EMI

Queen
Kinks
The Who
David Essex
London Palladium
Sarm
Indigo
C.B.S.

Virgin Records
YES music
Olympic
AIR

UNIVERSITIES
London
Wales
Nottingham
Cardiff
Kent
Southampton
Glasgow
Bath
Edinburgh
Durham
Lancaster
Leeds
Bristol
Swansea
Exeter
Birmingham
York
Reading
East Anglia

United Artists
De Lane Lea
Screen Gems Columbia
Orange
Trident
Rolling Stones
Tin Pan Alley
Alvin Stardust
Island
Morgan
Eamon Andrews
We satisfied
Gooseberry
Revox requirements.
Molenaire
Warner
We can satisfy

their

yours!

LONDON'S MAIN
REVOX DISTRIBUTOR.
5 Pratt Street,

London NW1 OAE
Tel: 01 -485 6162
Telex: 21879

JUNE

17 & 18

9th INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL

-EDIER6

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

CONNAUGHT ROOMS
Acoustic Research (Teac1
Acousmat
Agfa -Gevaert
AKG Equipment
Amity Schroeder
Acoustical Manufacturing
Audio & Design t

Bren ell Engineering
Cetec Audio UK

Jacques Levy Professional

Cadac

Leevers -Rich

Fraser -Peacock
Feldon Audio

Amek
Audio Developments
Alice
Ampex
Allen & Heath
Automated Processes Inc.
B & K Laboratories
Bose UK

Ferrograph
C. E. Hammond
HRH Electronic
Hampstead High Fidelity
Helios Electronics
Hayden Laboratories
Industrail Tape
International Musician

Beyer Dynamic
BASF United Kingdom
F.W.O. Bauch
Beat Instrumental

Racal -Zonal

Recording Services

Calrec Audio
Dolby Laboratories
Philip Drake Electronics
EMI Tape
Future Film

Allotrope
Audix

LONDON

GT. QUEEN ST.

Jackson Recording Studios

Klark -Teknik

Lennard Developments

Radford Electronics

Rockwool

Lockwood
Lee Engineering

Scenic Sound Equipment

MCI

Shure Electronics
SIS Ltd.

3M

Studio Republic

Macinnes Laboratories
Magnetic Tapes
Music Week

Sonaplan
Studio Sound

Surrey Electronics
Soundcraft Electronics
Trad
Theatre Projects
Tannoy

Millbank Electronics
Midas Amplification
NTP Elektronik
Rupert Neve
North East Audio

Trident Audio
Tweed Audio
Turner Electrical

Pyral Magnetics
Penny & Giles
Richardson Electronics

V i tavox

Edward Veale & Associates
Webland Electronics

Raindirk
Rugby Automation

Zoot -Horn

Tickets: APRS, 23 CHESTNUT AVENUE, CHORLEYWOOD WD3 4HA

Multichannel Peak Programme Meter
Colour Display
24 Input - and 4 Master Channels
Peak Indication According to IEC /DIN
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Up to 28 channels in standard version and 36 in special

version may be indicated on the easy to read vertical

bargraph display. The channels are divided into groups

-

rro

This new NTP design is primarily intended for studios using the multichannel technique.

of 4, and the bars

are

background illuminated. In the

overload range the colour of the bars changes to red. In

order to identify particular channels for instance those
In

record mode, soloists etc. the colour of these bars

may be selected remotely from the mixing desk.

The scale is electronically generated which gives an
outstanding accuracy. Two standard scales are available

DIN or Nordic, but special

scales according to

customers requirements can be supplied.

-
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NTP ELEKTRONIK A/S
44, 7heklavej
DK -2400 Copenhagen NV
Telephone (01) 10 12 22

Reg. no. 32426

Cable -address Electrolab
Telex 16378 nip dk

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

TEAC A2340
The only budget recorder under £400 with 15 ips!
Same spec. as ubiquitous 3340 but 7 inch spools. Don't
accept less!
£384+ VAT

ITAM 805
Fully modular electronics using plug -in PCBs
throughout. Separate sync and replay amps give identical
levels and frequency response. Switchable VUs with slow
decay. Individual oscillator for each channel. Dolby A
switching facility. Comprehensive facilities include sync on
all channels, servo controlled capstan providing variable
speed,from 71/2 to 20 ips, modular electronics, relay -solenoid
operation. Compact console presentation for easy
portability.
£1790 + VAT
Full console optional extra
ITAM 10 -4
Ten balanced inputs, four output groups, 4 limiters,
bass mid and treble EQ, modular construction, headphone
monitoring. Extremely high quality construction only
matched by mixers costing around £1000. £690 + VAT
Twenty input version £1190 + VAT
Eight output version £1260 + VAT

Immediate delivery
Also available for hire

Europe's leading studio

equipment distributor.....

-0

TA

5 Pratt Street,

London NW1 OAE
Tel: 01 -485 6162
Telex: 21879
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Rycote
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Otani MX 73081 inch 8 Channel
This is an entirely new 8 channel 1 inch recorder
from Japan's biggest manufacturer of recording and

duplicating equipment. Servo tape tension, full logic motion
sensing. Full remote sync and record modes. 71/2 /15 or

15/30 ips.
Early delivery
£3690 + VAT

Otani DP 4050 Cassette copier Two Speed Mk 2.

Superb quality makes it the only copier
comparable to large scale loop -bin systems.
Unquestionably the world's finest in- cassette duplicator.
modular
Ideal for 1- 10,000 copies. 8 times speed
construction
servo controlled direct capstan drive.
Immediate delivery

-

-

Otani MX 5050
Full capability professional machine. Front panel

edit mode and cue facilities. Motion sensing. Sync and
normal replay level identical. 600 ohm XLR + 4dB output.
Additional 1/4 track replay head. Two and four channel
versions. Test and cue oscillator. Edital editing block. 71/2, 15
ips. Balanced input and output options.
2

channel

4

channel 8 channel

0
The reliable answer

Iowa was my

,°Filease send details
MX7308
D P4050
MX5050 El

'Name

_

Address
IOtan, 5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE
Tel: 01 -485 6162 Telex: 21879

NOW

AMORON /
THE

D150A!

DC coupled throughout

Stereo -Mono switch

Drives into

200 watts per channel

I

ohm

Rack mounting

Ex -stock

delivery

logical follow -up to the world- beating DC300A, AMCRON have introduced the D150A
power amplifier to replace the old D150. This superb new amplifier will operate into load,
down to ohm, is DC coupled throughout, provides up to 200 watts rms from one channel,
and has newly designed heatsinks to handle the extra power. Ocher features include level
controls on the front panel as well as a mains power switch, and mains warning lamp. On
As

a

I

the rear of the D150A is a switch which allows the user to select either a Mono or Stereo
operating mode. As a monitoring, or PA amplifier, the D150A is really a delight, and is said to
be a `Baby' DC300A! Certainly where the higher power of the DC300A is not required,
the D 150A is the obvious choice.

Our London stockists for all AMCRON equipment are REW (Audio Visual) Ltd, 146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel. 01 -240 3883, and also at 10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SWI9. Tel. 01 -540 9684, and K. J. Leisure Sound,
48 Wigmore Street, London WI. Telephone 01 -486 8263.

Or Direct to sole agents:

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK IP17 2NL TEL: (0728) 2262 2615
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MACINNES FRANCE S.A.R.L.
RUE FESSART,
PARIS 19e
Tel. 203.30.01
45

seen from the

{' RADFORD

professional
angle

AUDIO HIGH SENSITIVITY
VOLTMETERS AND NOISEMETERS
HSV I
HSV2

ANM I
ANM2

Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

Voltmeter. Average reading
Voltmeter. True r.m.s. reading
Noisemeter. Average reading
Noisemeter. True r.m.s. reading

£125.00

£175 00
£150 00
4200.00

Four instruments are now available for the measurement
of audio frequency signals including noise. They are derived
from a basic battery operated voltmeter design having 16
measurement ranges from 10AV for full scale meter deflection
to 300 V f.s.d. The Voltmeter has a high input impedance and
low inherent noise. It is fitted with a high grade meter having
a 5" mirror scale of excellent linearity, calibrated in volts
and dBV.

the 201 is something
quite personal ...
The M 201 Hypercardioid moving coil
microphone is designed for recording or
broadcasting. The M 201 offers excellent
Separation characteristics in extreme
accoustical conditions.

Specifications:
Frequency Response: 40 -18000 Hz.
Output Level at 1 kHz: 0,14 mV /µ bar
1 mW/10
-56 dbm (0 dbm
dynes /cm2). EIA Sensitivity Rating:
-149 dbm. Hum Pickup Level:
5 li V/5 It Tesla (50 Hz). Polar Pattern:
Hypercardioid. Output Impedance:
200 52. Load Impedance:,> 1000 2.
Connections: M 201 N (C) = Cannon
XLR-3 -50 T or Switchcraft: 2 +3 =
200 2, = ground. M 201 N = 3 -pin
DIN plug T 3262: 1 +3 = 200 u
2 = ground. M 201 N (6) = 6 pin
Tuchel.
Dimensions: length 6 ", shaft 00,95 ".
1

.

Weight: 8,60 oz.

The Audio Voltmeter (HSVI) becomes an Audio Noise meter (ANMI) by the inclusion of frequency contouring networks having characteristics recommended by international
organisations concerned with specifications and measurement standards,as being suitable for the quantitative measurement of the subjective effect of noise in audio systems. The
HSVI and ANMI instruments respond to the average or
mean value of the waveform being measured and are calibrated in r.m.s. values on a sine wave.
In the HSV2 and ANM2 instruments an r.m.s. to d.c. converter module is incorporated which provides a true r.m.s.
reading on waveforms with a crest factor in excess of 10.
These instruments are also provided with an additional
output socket giving 1.00 V d.c. output corresponding to
1.00 V at nominal full scale meter deflection to operate a
chart recorder or d.c. digital voltmeter.

All the instruments are fitted with a socket to enable an
external network of any weighting characteristic to be introduced in the measuring circuit. This extends the use of the
instruments to vibration and acoustical measurement as well
as to the measurement of gramophone turntable rumble,
f.m. receiver noise, etc.
Brief Specification:
4Hz to 500 kHz ± 0.5 dB.
at frequency limits

Frequency response as Voltmeter

Input impedance

I

M ohm shunted by 30 pF.

Attenuator accuracy
Meter scale linearity

0.25 %.

Waveform error in true r.m.s.
instruments
Noisemeter included weighting
characteristics

1%

I

:

%. Typically better than
0.5 %.

for crest factor

10.

Wide band (flat response as
Voltmeter). DIN 'Audio
Band', IEC/DIN. Curve

'A'

Size

11

and CCIR.
x 7; x 81 deep overall.

of the
design and full performance characteristics of the above instruments, together with a reprint copy of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Engineering Field Bulletin No. 19/2- 'Noise Measurement on
Consumer Equipment'.
Please write or phone for descriptive leaflet giving details

Radford Laboratory Instruments Ltd
ASHTON VALE ROAD, BRISTOL

BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LIMITED
Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.
Tel: Haywards Heath 51003
1

Tel.

BS3

2HZ, AVON

0272 662301

USA: Roth Sindell, 540 Kelton Ave, Suite 102, Los Angeles,
California 90024. Tel: (213) 4733687
11

Roger Squiie's

the specialists in deejay
equipment for radio studios

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR BOTH
BROADCASTING STUDIOS -AND RADIO RECORDING STUDIOS
ALL PRICES ARE NETT PROFESSIONAL
JINGLE MACHINES

BROADCAST TURNTABLES
INSTANT
START

.
SQUIRE S3000 Mk.
R/Playback compat.

II

E155

RUSSCO from £180

SPOTMASTER
Model 1000 E339

QRK from £138

Tapecaster

Full broadcast specification.

Cartridge Machines

Pneumatically damped solenoid
action.

We are now the sole
importing and distributing
agents in the UK for the
entire range of Tapecaster
Cartridge Machines.
PRICES

-

u

AvailabIe Mono or Stereo.
Playback and Record Playback
models.

from £379

_y N
Gi

Start time less than 0.1 sec.

t
SINN

11*

11=1

I

v v

ALLEN &

FEATURING

a r.

Remote starts
Voice auto fade
Full studio spec.

t

6

y

I.V

iM

W W W
tir
;r M

rt

s

V

l,p

16/2
14/2
12/2
10/2

HEATH

...
...

...
...

£580
£527
E474
£421

Squire 54000 6ch M/S Mixer £218

ALSO

Stanton 500 AL Cartridges
AKG Studio Mics, from ...

...

Anglepoise Mic Stands

...

...

...
...
...

E13.25

£56.00
E14.75

Budget -priced mixers, from
Uher Interview Recorders
...
HH variable echo units

... E59.00
... L284.00
E134.00

UK CUSTOMERS VAT EXTRA

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN UK plus EXPORT SERVICE
Most items available ex- stock. Prices subject to change without notice.

Showrooms open Tuesday- Saturday
OPENING TIMES 10.00 a.m.

-

5.00 p.m.

Closed Mondays

LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 8.00 p.m.

Talk to our Manager Terry Way.
He knows about Radio Studios.

Roger Iquite!.'

SOME ITEMS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM

STUDIO EQUIPMENT DIVISION
55 CHARLBERT STREET, LONDON NW8 6JN
Telephone 01 -722 8111

OUR MANCHESTER BRANCH.
12
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APOLLO

ELECTRONICS

RADFORD

FRANCE

AUDIO MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

PROFESSIONAL
audio plug -in units.
More than 20 models.

Input channel, amplif.
Equalizers, compressor,
Expanders, generators,
Line amplifier, etc .. .
PERFORMANCE AND
RELIABILITY AT A

MODERATE COST

.

-

.

HYBRID MODULES
24 PINS DIL

33

x 20 x 15mm

-HM80:

general purpose AC
control module (with 32
applications free)
-HM70: low noise 70dB gain

micro preamplifier.
-HM30: Compressor limiter
34dB comp. 0.3% THD

Application data on request APRS std 22
22 RUE STE AMBROISE -PARIS 7501I-FRANCE

AUDIO MODULES
BUILD YOUR OWN
Mixers , Consoles ,or add

on to old equipt.

easy to use
10

LDO3.

LOW DISTORTION OSCILLATOR

A con'inuously variable frequency laboratory oscillator with a range
10Hz- 100kHz, having virtually zero distortion over the audio frequency
band with a fast settling time.

Specification:
Frequency range:
Output voltage:
Output source resistance:
Output attenuation:

10Hz- 100kHz (4 bands)
10 volts r.m.s. max.

ohms unbalanced
(eight, 10dB steps plus
variable)
150

0 -100dB

Output attenuation accuracy: 1%
Sine wave distortion:

Less than 0.002% 10Hz -10kHz (typically
below noise of measuring instrument)
Square wave rise and fall time: 40 /60 n.secs
Monitor output meter:
Scaled 0 -3, 0 -10 and dBV
Mains input:
110V /130V, 220V/240V
Size:
17" (43cm) x 7" (18cm) high x 8," (22cm)
deep
£275.00

LDO3B.

LOW DISTORTION OSCILLATOR

As LDO3 but additionally fitted with output amplifier and transformer
providing a 600 ohm floating balanced output. Unbalance: -80dB
1kHz,

-60dB

10kHz.

Distortion less than 0.003 °¢,. 30Hz- 20kHz.
£375.00

different MODELS
Mic(Low- Z,Hi -Z), Mag. Phono, NAB Tape,
Active Equalizer, Line Amp, Power Amp.

From $16.50 to $43.50 PrO- NETldomestic)
check your nearest distributor for local prices.

Send for NEW Catalog over 280 items for Audio

DMS3.

DISTORTION MEASURING SET

(illustrated above)
A sensitive instrument with high input impedance for the measurement
of total harmonic distortion. Designed for speedy and accurate use.
Capable of measuring distortion products down to 0.001 %. Direct
reading from calibrated meter scale.

Specification:
Frequency range:

SESCOM foreign distributors:
Australia: Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd., So. Melboure

Distortion range(f.s,d.):
Input voltage measurement
range:
Input resistance:
High pass filter:
Power requirement:

5Hz -50kHz (4 bands)
0.01 % -100% (9 ranges)

50mv -60V (3 ranges)
47K ohms on all ranges
12dB /octave below 500Hz
2 a PP9, included
17" (43cm) x 7" (18cm) high

Canada:

Chas. L. Thompson, Ltd., No Vancouver BC
John R. Tilton Ltd., Scarbough Ont.

England:

Future Film Developments, London
Laboacus -tica Hellas:Athens

Size:

lemke Roots Import, Amsterdam
Laboacustia Srl, Roma
Roger Arnholl Studio a. s., Oslo

Send for leaflets for further details:

Greece:

Holland:

Italy:
Norway:

SESCOM, INC.

5E5

OEM

"QUALITY ENGINEERED SOUND PROUDUCTS.
P.O. Box

590, Gardena, CA 90247 USA
X 910 346 7023

(213) 77C 3510 T W

0 -20dB

x

8;" (22cm)
£225.00

deep

Radford Laboratory Instruments Ltd
ASHTON VALE ROAD, BRISTOL BS3 2HZ, AVON
Tel. 0272 662301
U.S.A.: Roth /Sindell, 540 Kelton Ave., Suite 102, Los Angeles
California 90024. Tel. (213)

473 -3687

,
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THE DOCUMENT SON CONTROL UNIT
gets the

hest out of

your mini Nagra

Reduce your film sound recording channel to 1.25kg (21b, 12oz). Our SQN Control
Unit is designed to exploit fully the excellent basic specification of the Nagra SN making
available for the first time all the facilities of the big recorders. These include:-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

manual gain control and VU meter
direct monitoring without tape running
before /after monitoring with tape running
headphone amplifier incorporated giving extra 9 db gain
10Hz (or 30Hz) crystal sync. pulse generator
LED indicates sync. pulse being recorded
built -in powering for Sennheiser MKH series r.f. condenser microphones
built -in pre -amp for dynamic or self - powered microphones (200 -60052 )
a.g.c. option retained
6 hours' continuous recording on Mallory Mn 1604 9Volt battery
battery test button
bass cut switch (cut adjustable internally over wide range)
input sockets for line in and bleep signals
the lowest of low profiles
minimal transport costs for your sound kit
a product that has been extensively tested in all extremes of climate

Illustrated Brochure available from:-

DOCUMENT GROUP LONDON
THIRD FLOOR,

LTD.,

BROADWICK STREET,
LONDON W1V 1FH.
Telephone: 01 -437 4526/7 Cables: FILMDOC LONDON W1 ENGLAND.
8 -12

i

the
designed without sacrifice
New from TWEED

Available in Models

ROXBURGH range of consoles, economically

124,

of performance, quality or reliability.
128 and 168 formats.

ROXBURGH
For more information,
write or 'phone:

128

Specialists in Audio Control
equipment for the Broadcast and
Sound Recording Industries

14
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ELECTRQIICS
ROSEWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KELSO, ROXBLRGHSHIRE
SCOTLAND
TELEPHONE 2983
STD 05732

IiW-Iki1ain5 Main
TEA(

suppliers
1

TEAC-

TEAC -TASCAM MODEL 5
8/4 mic /line inputs, 2 Band EQ, direct

TASCAM

TEAC MODEL

80 -8

Track 2° Recorder/
Reproducer of
professional quality.
15 ips only, motion
sensing transport
provides smooth
operation. Perfect
Sync response.
Modular electronics
provide easy
maintenance and
lining up.
8

full monitoring built -in Test Tone
Talk Back (optional) with slate tone.
Professionally built for easy servicing.
Designed to interface with 80 -8
2" 8 Track.
O /P,

2

6/4 Mixer for use with 2340 or 3340S.
Mic/line inputs, HF /LF cut + full

panning to output groups.

TEAC A2340

Track recorder of moderate cost
providing facilities similar to 3340S, but
operating at 72/34 ips with 7" spool
capacity.
4

REW

TEAC A3340S
Renowned for its outstanding performance.
Sync output almost identical to replay,
running at 15 and 7; ips, using 10f"
spook, mic /line mixing and cue lever.

Professional Audio, 146 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2. Tel: 01 -240 3064/5

Mail Orders and Overseas Enquiries to: REW House, 10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.

Tel.

01

-540 9684/5/6.

15

SIX CHANNEL* AUTOMATIC MIC OVERRIDE* FIVE POSITION MONITOR
OFF TAPE MONITOR FACILITY* I9 " RACK MOUNTING * RIAA TURNTABLE

INPUTS

*

STEREO OR MONO VERSIONS

r

A professional quality discotheque Mixer at

a

price for all applications.

ICElectrics Limited
15

ALBERT ROAD, ALDERSHOT, HANTS., ENGLAND.
(List available on current importers.

CALREC MICROPHONES
Professional British Capacitor mies for studio /hifi use at low low
prices

Entertainment Series

Studio Series

CM602/652 (Card.)
E26 80
CM654 (Vocal card.)
£26 80
CM655D/656D (Card.) £33 00

CMI003C (Omni)
CMI001 (Omni)
CM 1050 (Card.)

L51.75
E51 75

mains: CP62IA

All

"

BIZARRE AUDIO

316

WE CARE FOR OUR REVOXESWHY NOT LET US CARE FOR YOURS?
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as:
I
Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to 41 i.p.s. without any of the usual problems.
2 Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
user.

3

battery: CP61I
£11.21
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND VAT AT 12;
Calrec mics and accessories available for rapid delivery UK
and Export
E14.22

Endsleigh Ct., Euston Rd., Bloomsbury, London W.C.I
Wide range of loudspeaker units and crossovers in stock

28514

World TRADE enquiries welcome.)

£51 75

POWER PACKS

Telephone: 0252

Pause

control.

line mic inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts.
Cannon input and output.
6 RAPID SERVICE.
WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY REQUIRE
THEIR REVOXES.
4 Balanced
5

Radio Recordings

TeI. N o. 01-586 0064

ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION
SHEET

Rockwool
A sound idea in insulation
Meet Rockwool Company (UK) Limited
at the APRS Exhibition.
Discuss acoustic control in your studio with
experts who have specified Rockwool Acoustic
products in many major studio projects.
June 17: Don Banks, Don Banks Associates
June 18: Anthony Butler, Alpha Acoustics Ltd.
16
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If you can't make it to
the APRS Conference and
Exhibition, send for full technical
information on Rockwool Acoustic
Products to: Rockwool Company (UK) Limited,
St. Agnes House, Cresswell Park, Blackheath,
London SE3 9RD. Tel: 01 -318 3915 Telex: 24398.

Professional Tape
Recorders for
Mini -studio use
10/4 MIXER
REW are pleased to announce the
availability of the new CANARY 10/4
Mixer Many features include superb
quality 3 -way EQ, foldback and echo on
each channel. An auxiliary unit is available to expand the desk to 20/4. Price

CANARY

TANDBERG 10XD

Superb results from a machine of this
price. Logic controlled transport, 3 speeds,
3,'-7i and 15 ips, mic/line mixing, Dolby
at all three speeds and the Crossfield head
system providing astounding signal to
noise results.

REVOX A77
A machine with a great reputation used
by many professionals and semi professionals. Available in many versions
including Varispeed and Sel sync.
We have the best prices; come and see
us for a quote.

of 10/4 £531 -I- VAT.

MXR FLANGER
AND PHASER
EFFECTS UNITS

Now available to
professional users, an
Auto Phaser and
Flanger of extremely
compact size, offering

effects equivalent to
much larger and more
costly equipment. Size
allows mounting in
desk, also mini limiter.

TEAC A7300/2T
1140
2 Track machine of mastering quality.
Ultimate 4- channel versatility is provided
on this machine. Bias adjustment for any Suitable for most high quality applications,
with reliable logic controlled transport.
tape, motion sensing transport, Auto
Running at 7H15 ips, it also has Varipitch,
locate via dual index counters, 4 large
Vu's and 104" spool capacity. Sync mode 4 inputs for mic or line, and large Vu's.
switches automatically in record
and replay.
DOKORDER

REW

Professional Audio, 146 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2. Tel:

01

Mail Orders and Overseas Enquiries to: REW House, 10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel.

-240 3064/5
01

-540 9684/5/6.
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IF YOU'RE A PROFESSIONAL AND NOT USING

TEAC...

ARE YOU

? ?

YOUR RECORDING PROBLEMS CAN BE
SOLVED BY A VISIT TO LIBBY'S!

STOP PRESS

Libby's

TASCAN

HI-FI

PHONE

RECORDS

554 8557

021

-

TRACK
SIMUL SYNC
AVAILABLE NOW!
8

244 SOHO ROAD

NEW FROM

E.S.E.

BIRMINGHAM B2I 9LR

USED EQUIPMENT
JBL LIOO's loudspeakers, Revox 102 HSand Revox 104
tape decks, Nakamichi 1000 cassette deck, mint condi1

APIIIIIIIIIIIIPN
en
í

-I
(,I

It-ill

i

1

1

I

1

tion, Amcron IC 150 pre -amp, ex demo stock. Phone
for further details.

NEW EQUIPMENT

1

I

1

I

AKG,
A full frequency range graphic equaliser

For JUST £35.00 plus VAT
You can tune out all unwanted
noises at seven different frequencies!
Bring all your recordings, P.A.,
discos, lead guitar, bass guitar,
organ, anything amplified to life
at the touch of a slider
No more annoying amplifier
noises
just clear, true sound
Frequencies from 60 Hz to 10 kHz!
Cut or boost each frequency by
maximum of 15 dB !
Hi and lo gain inputs.
Powered by just two PP3 batteries which last for ages. Or built
in mains power unit available at
£9.50 !- VAT.
Try it and you'll buy it
it will
change your concept of sound.
Trade enquiries welcomed.

-

!

!

!

-

YOU

afford

can
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Condensed Technical Spec
Max. output: terminated to 600;
10 dB>1.6 volts
peak to peak,
2.5 volts R.M.S.

Signal to noise ratio: input terminated with 47K resistor. All filters
at max. better than -70 dB.
Frequency response: All filters at
central better than -- 2 dB.
Filter slope: Better than -,13 dB
per octave.

Filter ranges:
180, 480 Hz,

To

E.S.

1,

Max.
2 .4,

5

i

HIRE EQUIPMENT
JBL LI00's, Amcron DC300A, Yamaha BI and Yamaha
desks, Nakamichi 700 and 550 portable, Neal 103,

Revox 102 HS, Ferrograph Super 7, Dolby recorders,
AKG D190E and AKG D202E1 mikes.
1

15 dB at 60,
and 10 kHz.

Electronics,

Upper

2

Fant Road, Maidstone, Kent.
Please send me
I,
2, 13, D4, E5
of your Graphic Equalisers. enclose
cheque or postal order for L
having added LI.50 for p. & p. on each
item ordered and V.A.T. understand
that two batteries are included.
i

I

I

Name
Address

GLOSSOP ROAD
SHEFFIELD SIO 2HS
Telephone (0742) 730064

Tel.

1976

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284

S

18

!

JBL, Gale, Revox, Ferrograph, Nakamichi,
Yamaha, Neal, Tannoy, Spendor, Amcron
at
special industrial prices.

S.5

the Master sound
Ask master sound recordists why they use EMITAPE
and they'll single out the high level of magnetic
remanence, good dynamic range and excellent
signal-to -print ratio combined with low head wear.
This probably explains why more than half
of all U.K. record releases are mastered on
EMITAPE. And why new EMITAPE 152
cassette duplicating tape has raised the sound
quality of production musicassettes to rival
the record.
That's a very high standard indeed.
The facts speak for themselves. For mastering or
playback, EMITAPE products have no master.

EMI EMITAPE
EMI TAPE LIMITED,
Tape House, Dawley Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 1BT, England.
A

member of the EMI Group of Companies.

International leaders in music, electronics and leisure.
19

RELIABILITY and VERSATILITY
This Studio uses a PARTRIDGE MIXER

For

IF YOU HAVE

A
MIXING
PROBLEM

CONSULT
US

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
21 25

Hart Road, Benfleet,

Microphoit ies
Send the
coupon and
get the full
catalogue.

The Eagle PRO range of microphones is for
Professionals. ( But we've got a lot of
different mikes for less exacting jobs as
well). They're all meticulously engineered,
guaranteed and cost less than any others of
the same quality. Omni- and unidirectional capacitor mikes. Lavalier
capacitor mikes. And a lot of other studio
equipment you're sure to need.

rPlease

send me your catalogue with details and
prices of mikes, mixers and studio equipment.

NAME
ADDRESS

.igle International Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive. Wembley HAO

1

SU

Tel(01) -902 8832

Essex, SS7 3PB England

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAA

1

STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES
WE SUPPLY, DESIGN, BUILD, MODIFY,
INSTALL & SERVICE PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO & STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Anything from building a DI box to a
solid state audio switching unit.
Or servicing a Revox to a 30 input, 4
output PA mixer.

CONTACT
IAN DOWNS
LONDON

-200
.V'I'ImT nT1'nTD'
Yn'`/TY
0I

ss1.J
20
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For the price of a stamp
You can save your studio, time, trouble and a lot of money because

Hill manufacture- Portable mixers.
Modular consoles, up to 24 track.
Power amplifiers, up to 800 watts.
Bi- amplifiers.
Monitoring enclosures.
Drop us a line and we w i

l l

send you all you need to know about H

i l l

MALCOLM HILL ASSOC;ATES
3

MAIDSTONE Rd

,

MARDEN, TONBRIDGE, KENT. tel. MAIDSTONE (0622) 831545
21

SALES and
SERVICE :

TRAD

Telephone: Cardington 404

track with

16

track with

8

track

8

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
i
LONDON
ROAD,
BINFIELD,
BRACKNELL,
1
i
BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND
ì

s

8

Helios 18 -8 -16 desk
Neve 24 -8 desk
Neve 16 -4 desk
Amek 10 -4 desk
Chadacre 10 -4 desk
Lockwood type cabs with reds
Neumann U67 mics, perfect
Neumann U47 valve

Neumann

AT THE

£9500
£3200

track M23

£12500
£800

2"

£650

as

£125 each
£130 each
£10 each

and

s
s

a

a

£200

For these products and
our other manufacturing
and installation services

£400
LI .50 each

spools

50p each

I" matt back tape, new
4" matt back tape, new
JBL 4502 monitors

£6 per reel

f4 per reel

SEE US ON

s

Cadac monitors
New Uher 4200 IC
New Uher 4000 IC
Klark Teknik 27 graphic equaliser
Klark Teknik Duel II graphic eq

£400 per pair

165

s
s

£345
£270

£330
£320

s

ALL ABOVE PRICES PLUS VAT

0

16

STAND 17

PHILIP DRAKE ELECTRONICS LTD.

£750 per pair

WANTED -24 Track Recorder and

Track

Lancaster Road, New Barnet,
Herts
Telephone 01 -445 1144

YOUR SPECIALISTS IN

LANGUAGE RECORDING

-

AUDIO CASSETTE
DUPLICATION
ALL PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT HIRED
CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS COVERED

3M's Track Recorder

REEL TO REEL

DOG HOUSE
COPLE, BEDFORDSHIRE
Telephone: Cardington 404

STUDIO SOUND, JULY

TEL:

s

1976

01

-499 1231

Griff the Hansen (RECORDINGS)Ltd
12

0000000
22

new

STUDIO TALKBACK
SYSTEM

1

I" empty spools

s

s

MM 100 Auto Locate,

new

," empty

EXHIBITION

DIGITAL EFFECTS
UNIT

£300 per pair

600 stereo

Ampex

will be exhibiting

s

sAll AKG mics in stock

TRD

APRS 76

ELECTRONICS

£8000

STC 4033 mics

`

PHILIP DRAKE

£5500

from £160 each

U87

Phone BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

I._,_._._,_._._._._,_,_,_,_!

s

track

head block

3M

I

ì

£8750
16

imade in Britain by British engineers at about half the
cost of any other stereo cutter head!

I

i

head block

Studer A80

A STEREO DISC CUTTING HEAD

i

For full details call

FOR SALE
Studer A80

-

e

Specialists in Service and
Repair of T.R.D. recorders.
All parts, motors, etc.,
available. Collection and
delivery:
London
and

Home Counties.

s

1_,_,_._,_,_/_,_/_/_4, _,_,_,_.
AT LAST
ì

(Est 1953)

BALDERTON ST. LONDON W1 Y ITF

II
Series
Soundcraftspecification.
revised

Illustrated: Series

The Series II range of recording consoles are now available
with many more facilities as standard, enabling the engineer
to record four and eight -track with the four -group output
mixers, eight & sixteen -track with the eight group mixers.
Input modules are available in groups of four channels. All
connections between the channels are by multipin
connectors and a mother board system. Two types of
equalisation: -the standard module features the Soundcraft
four -band E/Q with the addition of a high pass filter (bass
cut), 12dB /octave below cut -off frequency, continuously

II

original format

variable between 20Hz and 350Hz. The special module
features sweepable frequency of the two mid -frequency
peaking and dipping equalisers, addition of a low pass filter
to the HF shelving equaliser, and the same 50Hz shelving
equaliser and high pass filter as supplied on the standard
module. There are four cue sends from each input and
monitor channel.
Write for complete details direct to Soundcraft Electronics
Ltd., or to the local agent or distributor if listed below.

SOUND CRAFT - Mixing Consoles to the World of Music
Systems & Technology in Music, Inc., 2025 Factory Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001.
Tel (616) 382 6300. (Mr. Verne Wandell)
CANADA.
Franchised dealer network - write for your local dealer.
NETHERLANDS. Selectronic B.V., Sluisplein 3 -4, Ouderkerk aan de Amstel. Tel (02963) 3838/3966.
SWEDEN.
Ing. Jar Setterberg, Forstaysgatan 1, S -431 36 Molndal. Tel: (031) 13 02 16 87 58 93.
GERMANY.
Franchised dealer network - write for your local dealer.
BELGIUM.
Delta Equipment, Rue de Calevoet 112, 1180 Bruxelles. (02) 376 60 34.
Calevoet Straat 112, 1180 Brussel. (02) 376 60 34.
SWITZERLAND. Professional Audio Systems, 4132 Muttenz, Kappeliweg 41. Tel 061/41 51 56.
AUSTRALIA.
Klarion Enterprises (Pty) Ltd., P.O. Box 379, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205. Tel 61 3801. Cables: Klarionmelb.
SOUTH AFRICA. Tru -Fi Electronics S.A. (Pty) Ltd., P.O. Box 31801, Braamfontein, TVL 2017. Tel: Johannesburg 8384930.
JAPAN.
C.M.C. Inc., Kasumi Building No. 503, 21 -20 Nishi -Azabu, 3- Chome, Minato -ku, Tokyo 104.
U.S.A.

:

:

:

:

C,

FT

1,
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

ISOUnO
5 -8

Gt Sutton Street London EC1V OBX Tel 01 -251 3631 2 3
:

Telegrams: Soundcraft LDN

EC1
23

D

40,

LOCKWOOD

GEMINI
MAJOR

MAJOR

STAND
No 81

ALTEC -MAJOR

4

ALL LOCKWOOD MONITORING
LOUDSPEAKERS ARE AVAILABLE

WITH POWER AMPLIFIERS. ALSO
WITH UNIVERSAL SADDLES FOR
CEILING OR WALL MOUNTING
GEMINI
UNIVERSAL MAJOR

UNIVERSAL
MAJOR

VERTICALLY OR HORIZONTAL

N

ACADEMY
MINOR
LOUDSPEAKER

ACADEMY
LOUDSPEAKER

PROFESSIONAL
DISC REPRODUCING

EQUIPMENT

MINIATURE
MONITOR

LOCK WOOD
LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.
Telephones:
24

01

-422 3704 and
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01

-422 0768

MONITORING
SOUND

HAI 3AW ENGLAND

TO

LOUDSPEAKERS
REMEMBER

CANARY1O/4 Mini StudioMixer
17 West Hill

England.

Wandsworth, London SW181R6
01.870 7722

INPUTS
MIC, 200 ohms balanced
Sensitivity 39 dBm
ECHO, 600 ohms unbalanced

Sensitivity

- 20dBm

OUTPUTS
4 LINES & FOLDBACK
+ 10 dBm at 600 ohms balanced
and unbalanced
ECHO, +2 dEm at 600 ohms

unbalanced

-

TONE CONTROLS

(Channel & Master Foldback)
TREBLE ±12 dB at 10 kHz
MIDDLE ±7 dB at 500 Hz
BASS ± 12 dB at 30 Hz

SIGNAL TO NOISE
MAXIMUM GAIN
79 dBm (below zero level)
equivalent input noise
120 dBm 60 dB
TERMINATIONS
JACKS

DISTORTION
0.07 %at 500 Hz

£ 531 plus V
Now available from,
A.T.

-

R.E.W. 146 Charing Cross

The ultimate

THE

in functional

JACKSON MUSIC GROUP

simplicity

(PROFESSIONAL RECORDING STUDIO
EQUIPMENT)

at

Road, London.

A. P. R. S. 1976

Amongst the goodies this year will be a 24 track
mobile truck, fully fitted and no bigger than the
brain of a record producer.
A competition, in which the prize will be:
A 3 day studio booking in any studio of your
choice, or
cwt sack of King Edward potatoes.
I

An early recording of the treasurer of the Chinese
Communist party singing "We all live in a

yellow sub ".
The

amazingly

preserved

producer seen through

a

brain
200 x

of
I

A day out with your favourite A &
visit to Madame Tussauds waxworks.

New 5 ", 53h" and 7" spools from Plasro

Quick load slots
Calibrations
Exposed hub
Drive holes
Fully rounded edges
To BS 1568, Part 1 1970

record
microscope.
a

R man or a

Plastics Ltd. 38 Wates Way, Mitcham,
Surrey. CR4 4HR. Telephone: 01 -640 0145/9

Plasro

25

CALREC
MIXERS.

CALREC AUDIO LIMITED

HANGINGROYD LANE
HEBDEN BRIDGE
YORKSHIRE HX7 7DD
TEL 0422 84 2159

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
THE
Tannoy - Gauss
Celestion - Fane

-

TURNER
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS

(from

100

watts to 500 watts)

Firm for speakers !

Radford

- Decca -

Kef - Goodmans Peerless - Baker, etc.
-

From stock:
RADFORD ZD22 Zero distortion stereo preamp
RADFORD HD250 High Definition Stereo amplifier
RADFORD Low distortion oscillator
RADFORD Distortion measuring set
Expected soon: RADFORD ZDI00 and ZD200, 150
watt and 250 watt per channel. zero -distortion power

amplifers!

Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works, Bank
Square, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(P.A. etc.) Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Hi -fi etc.) Swift of Wilmslow, 5 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Speakers)

Tel. Wilmslow 29599 (speakers), 26213 (Hi -fi. PA etc.)
26
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Professional Stereo Power Amplifier designed and manufactured to the very highest standard.
TURNER POWER is setting a new standard in the studios
for ultra clean monitoring, and with bands on the road for
ruggedness and reliability.

Customers include: Air Studios, Wessex Studios, Gooseberry Studios, Lansdowne Studios, Decibel Studios, Queen
and leading hire companies.

TURNER ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
175 Uxbridge Road, London W7 3TH. Tel. 01 -567

8472

For tl-e first time a tape deck, with full
solenoid transport functions, is ava table
from a British Manuacturer at a mice you
wouldn't have thought possible. It s the
MK 7S fro" Brenell.
A sturdy machine of studio q:oality.
Its features include a 10+ ind t27 cm.
spool capability, front panel bias

accessibility and dual standard equalisation.
We can tell you more about it if you
come along to Stand 73 at the A.P.R.S.
Exhibition. And, of course, we'll be only
too happy to give you a demonstration.

After all, as far as you're concerned,
hearing as well as seeing, is believing.

Pembroke House Campsbourna Road
Lyndon N8 7BR'T=_lephone 01-';.40 3291 (10 lines)

27

12 CHANNEL STEREO

MIXING CONSOLE

PERFORMANCE
123 dBm
Noise reference to input
Distortion better than .05% typically .01%
Overhead level at 22 dBm all outputs buffered
£250 Retail

-

*

*20 into 4 to be announced shortly **

Channel Export Model
16 Channel Mixing Console
8 Channel Stereo Mixer

12

For further details contact TONY GIPP
10223) 66559.

ELECTRONICS
French's Mill, French s Road, Cambridge 102231 66659

WOW and FLUTTER METERS
Vari -band sweep equaliser.

NAETER

Five selections, 20 -100 Hz, 100 -600 Hz, 600 -3 KHz,
KHz -6 KHz, 6 KHz -20 KHz.

3

Each section continuously tunable.

+15 dB boost or cut.
Bandwidth variable between
16 dB

Illustrated is the ME105, the very latest type of Wow
and Flutter Meters manufactured by Woelke Magnet bandtechnik, Munich, Germany, and distributed
exclusively by us in the U.K. Anyone concerned with
the most accurate measurement of drift (down to
plus /minus 0.1 %) and wow and flutter (down to plus/
minus 0.03 %) should be interested in the ME 105.
Fuller details on application.

LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
CHASE SIDE,
MIDDLESEX

206
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ENFIELD EN2 OQX
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Tel.
1976

01 -363

8238

2

dB per Octave and

per Octave.

The most flexible equaliser on the Market -at
down -to -earth price.

Sole Distributors:

-

Mellotronics Ltd.,
Portland Place,
London WIN 3AG
35

Tel. 01 637 0692
For details ring Peter Granet

a

CHI LT
*
*

Mic, Gram or Line inputs can be
changed at any time to suit a
particular session.
3

stereo outputs.

Phones All 4-

*
*

3

Line, Monitor,
19dBm 600 load.

mono outputs. 2 Aux,
I9dBm 600 load.

I

The Craftsman made M 10/2

switchable Osc. Talkback and
2 Aux Standard fitting.

now been in pro-

duction for four years. Its time proven reliability
and eye catching appeal has continued

to capture

the enthusiasm of users in many parts of the world.

WHY?

Talkback

PPM

has

LI

it meticulous attention to detail on the Teak case
or the Black anodised control panel -maybe the
Is

shape?

This overall effect does create

impression, but add

a

system with

loom programmed to accept

a

pleasing first

a
a

flexible cable

range of facilities

which can be fitted at any time, with

a

guaranteed

specification, and you may have the answer.
Example

Example 2

I

Basic M10/2 £410

Basic M10/2 £410

4 Line
4 Gram

20

2 Mic

24

2 Mid

18

24

35

PS

The new Mk.5: IO in 2 out on
Stand 34 A.P.R.S.

Lockable lid
with handle

Basic Price: £410.
16

Mic
120
10 Mid Boost 90
2 C.25
100
PS 24
35
IO Bal.

20
£775

£507

input version £585.
You can add at any time to Example

I

to convert to

Example 2.

MAGNETIC TAPES LTD.
Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond,
Surrey TW9 4NS.

Telephone:

01

-876 7957
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Sound at NAB
`a card posted near the transmitter
At first glance a visitor to the listing the normal indication for
enormous 1976 NAB Convention/ various circuits' or using a tranExhibition in Chicago might be sistor portable `to check whether
excused for thinking that this was the oscillator is operating propervery much a video show, with ly' and 'don't allow yourself to
sound the poor relation. All those rationalise that a component is
colour cameras -including the new probably okay just because it's
generation of ultra -compact, ultra - located in a spot that's hard to
lightweight cameras for electronic reach'. But before we allow a
news gathering -video tape record- fleeting European smile to our
ers, video tape editing systems, lips, it is worth emphasising that
video switchers, telecines, circular- American radio engineering is
ly- polarised television aerials . . . competent, cost -effective and well
who had even heard of sound for planned (particularly compared
television, let alone `steam radio'. with the European medium -wave
But first appearances are often chaos). Though one hesitates to
misleading and it soon became recommend, as the speaker did,
apparent that sound is indeed alive that `if the antenna tower is down,
and, if not always flourishing, is any length of wire can be made to
very much of the broadcasting radiate something'!
scene -and still producing a steady
Harris Corporation were the
stream of innovation and new first to obtain FCC approval for a
products.
kW all-solid -state am broadcast
All -solid -state am transmitters transmitter (type MW-1) although
of 1.5 kW rating; am stereo; quad- Sparta (Cetec Corporation) have
raphony; better pattern optimi- 2.5 kW units and RCA have
sation of vhf transmitting aerials; announced a 10 kW design (suitimproved limiters for fm broad- able for 20 kW operation by using
casting; multi -channel radio mic- two in parallel). American am
rophones for use in television; the transmitters are designed for 125
influence of all -news stations on modulation on positive peaks
radio -communicationnetworks (it's which is achieved by asymmetric
no good getting the story if you modulation. The main advantages
can't get it back); the long and of going all- solid -state include
often vehement debate about how reliability (due to the use of mulfar to automate ... but to continue tiple power devices some can fail
this list would be to pre -empt the without putting the station off the
report. Another pointer is that air) and the lower power conalmost as many papers were pre- sumption-about 15 to 35% lower
sented on radio topics as on tele- than can be achieved with power
vision including the inevitable valves. It may seem strange that so
panel session on `Automation for much weight is now given in the
radio -boom or bust' or such States to saving the relatively few
radio -television worries as 'What kW -hours of an am transmitter
the world administrative radio con- compared with uhf television, but
ferences 1977 and 1979 mean to for stations running throughout
you'; a comment (not particularly the 24- hours, power represents a
enlightening as it was judged pre- significant part of their operating
mature) on the 'Report of the costs.
National AM Stereo Committee' AM stereo?
is not due to report until next
The basic techniques which are
Spring; such nitty- gritty subjects being proposed for am- stereo have
as 'Antenna Q versus Audio Res- been around quite a long time but
ponse'; and for all who have ever there is doubt that interest has
suffered breakthrough of unwanted been fanned by the setting up of a
radio signals on sensitive equip- National AM Stereo Committee
ment: 'Achievement of rfi immunity of the Electronic Industries Associin audio equipment'.
ation. So far five proposals have
'What to do until the doctor been submitted and a major task
comes' seemed to hint at non - of the committee is to define
engineering programme presenters mathematically what each transtrying to keep transmitters run- mission would represent rather
ning by such methods as having than to compare their merits.
30
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At NAB, RCA provided demonstrations of their fully compatible
am-fm system in which the audio
difference channel is transmitted
by narrow- band -frequency -modulation of the carrier which is simultaneously amplitude- modulated in
the conventional way with the sum
channel. Sansui Electronics (two
different systems, one of them
am -fm), Communication Associates and Kahn Communications
all have systems, the Kahn independent- sideband system having
been tried experimentally at Baltimore in 1975, and which when
used with a special decoding
system provided some 35 dB
separation.
Some American broadcasters
see a brighter future for am-stereo
than for quadraphony- though
the fm operators are clearly worried
at the prospect of losing the advantage they hold at present of being
the only service with stereo.
There was little evidence at
NAB of any rapid advance towards
4- channel discrete quadraphony
following some disappointment
that the laboriously produced
report of the National Quadraphonic Radio Committee makes it
difficult for an outsider to determine
the relative advantages and disadvantages of each proposal. Meanwhile around 100 American stations
are using quadraphonic matrix
encoders; more are playing matrix encoded records.
Schafer 903E (console version)

Automation

Automated broadcast systems
are available from a number of
firms, a further twist to the debate
stemming from the use of microprocessors in this application. For
example one finds Systems Marketing Corporation with a DP-2 digital
programmer which is an integrated
combination of microprocessor
with digitally controlled audio
switcher and processor. The manufacturers provide the software
programmes which are stored in
plug -in units. Options to such
systems read like a computer
bureau with video displays, selective dumping, automatic logging.
There is a basic 1000 -event subroutine and models with up to
8000 programmable events are
offered by this firm, which also has
a Ras -Pro lower cost model.
Harris has a System 90; Collins
the A7600 Auto-Pro; considerable
use is made of Schafer (Cetec)
systems by the networks -and
some of the West Coast programmes are automated from New York
with distribution via satellite. The
jargon of automation: 'walk away
time', 'flag disaster events'; the
fear of what happens when an
automated system really `crashes';
the feeling that semi- automation
can sometimes combine the advantages of 'live' and automation:
these were the messages coming
through to this rather bemused
32

dbx
Mode 192
1

Two channel noise reduction unit
For the Nagra 4S recorder.
The smallest most effective
noise reduction unit available for the
Nagra IV S 3odb of noise reduction.
iodb recorder headroom improvement.
:

No critical level matching
necessary.

Uses only s of a watt of power.
Weighs less than albs.
Interfaces to the Nagra in seconds.
Available in the UK for less
than L400.

For further information
a demonstration of the dbx [9: two channel noise reduction unit
contact the sole UK agent:
Scenic Sounds Equipment, 27-3i Bryanston Street, London Will 7AB
Telephone: (oi) 935 014i
or

NEWS
observer. Schafer is currently introducing an all -new Model 903E
radio automation system with
`three -day' control system and
permitting full manual control. It
features one -button bulletin insert,
four -way entry lock and dual
alarm system and will be available
in both low- profile and rack NBC
mounted presentations.
incidentally are using 12-bit
pulse code modulation techniques
for the audio in a large video /audio
switcher with 100 inputs, 300
outputs.
Signal processing

An area of considerable interest to local vhf/fm stations in the
UK is the subject of audio processing to increase modulation levels
while retaining high signal quality:
something which is not easily
achieved with conventional compressors and limiters. Orban /Broadcast has recently introduced a new
Optimad-FM system in which the

compressor, limiter and stereo
generator are engineered as a
single package, using fets to provide fast, cleanly controlled attenuators. For the American 75 µS
pre- emphasis system it is claimed
that average modulation levels can
be raised by 2 -3 dB with extremely
low distortion (unless one views
any form of compression as distortion).
Although not a new product, it
was interesting to see the Garron
Electronics STE-100 stereo phase
enhancer, designed to act on common -mode signals above 3 kHz to
minimise the cancellation that can
occur when the common -mode
signals are out -of- phase, degrading the encoded stereo and particularly the mono -sum signal.
This is done by analysing the
phase relationship between 'left'
and `right' signals and dynamically
shifting the phase of the `leading'
signal to put it in phase with the
`lagging' signal.
Better ob communications
The emergence of 24- hours-a -day,
seven -days -a -week, all -news radio

stations has resulted in the need for
better radio communications to
link news teams with studios. The
buzz -word here has become 'satellite receiver voting systems' (eg
Motorola's Spectra-TAC equipment). In effect these are the use of
an area-coverage radio network
using multiple `base' receivers
scattered throughout the area,
each linked to the studio by line.
The receiver receiving the strongest
signal locks on to the transmission
which may be a hand -held transceiver and relays the channel to
the studios; all other receivers
remain quiescent. If conditions
change a signal comparator will
32

cause a switch to another receiver, venue.
as in diversity reception. A similar
Rules, regulations and entry
elaboration of communications forms may be obtained from:
can be found in a multi -channel Vitavox Live Sound Award, c/o
long-range radio- microphone sys- 27/28 George Street, Richmond,
tem developed by RF Technology Surrey TW9 1HY. Final date for
for Thomson -CSF. This 950 MHz receipt of entries August 1, 1976.
system permits the operation of up
to five radio -mike channels in the
same studio, each with diversity Ilr broadcasts QS
reception: in open air a range of An historic, although perhaps not
about a half-mile is possible.
earth shattering, event occurred to
Many other new products could mark the second anniversary of the
be seen -from new tape cartridge Manchester, England, independent
equipment by Audio-Cord to the radio station Piccadilly Radio.
biggest air -cooled tetrode for fm They were the first UK station to
and tv by RCA (55 kW output), to broadcast ordinary material in a
Delta Electronics digital systems quadraphonic format on an experifor monitoring the parameters of mental basis. The 43 hour trial
directional aerials and telemetry ran from 5 am, April 2 until
and supervisory systems for unat- midnight, April 3 using QS encodtended transmitters.
ed records -principally those on
Pat Hawker* the Pye label since these are the
only ones generally available in
*independent Broadcasting Authority.
the UK -and ordinary stereo
This report represents solely the view of
programmes put through a Sansui
the author, not necessarily the IBA.
QS synthesiser.
About the only thing that will
surprise the Japanese, Americans
and the rest of the world concernLive sound award
ing this experiment in broadcastVitavox, the UK pa equipment ing is the recalcitrance of the British
manufacturer, has announced the Broadcasting authorities
both
sponsorship of an annual award public and private- underlined by
specifically aimed at up and coming the first time nature of the broadbands resident in the UK. With cast in the new medium (sic).
the full title The Vitavox Live Sound Naturally, Corporate caution preAward, the winning group will vailed. The most obvious facet of
receive a sculptured silver trophy the quadraphonic
programmes
which will be kept for a year. More was the frequent announcements
tangibly, each finalist from one of identifying them `as being of experithree categories of music -pop, mental nature'. Just in case listenprogressive and reggae/soul -will ers thought that there might be a
receive a pair of the Thunderbolt fundamental policy change within
loudspeaker systems, worth £1500, the subsequent 43 hours, ten years
manufactured by the sponsors.
or whatever. It will come as no
Basically the rules are:
surprise, therefore, to learn that
1) Only British groups are eligible. there
are no plans for final adop2) The group must be resident in tion of a particular
four channel
the UK.
system, or even an overall concept
3) The group must have had a of multi- dimensional sound broadcommercial recording contract casts. This trial was undertaken
within the 12 months prior to purely through the initiative of
August 1, 1976 (closing date for Piccadilly Radio although proAward entry).
duction was closely monitored by
4) The group has never gained a two teams of IBA engineers.
place in the Top 30 as produced by
Silesian State Radio recently
Music Week in their album and celebrated its 2nd anniversary of
singles charts to April 8, 1976.
quadraphonic broadcasting pro5) Of the three categories of entry, cessed through 25 µS Dolby
progressive, pop or reggae/soul, encoders.
competitors and their record cornpany must decide in which category
they want to be judged.
Initial judging will be based on a
five minute tape from a live gig
played by the competing band.
Judges include three radio djs and
presenters. Second stage of judging
will be by committee listening to
15 of the tapes selected at the first
stage.
Six finalists will be chosen, two
from each category, who will cornpete for the various prizes in front
of a panel of judges at a public
The dbx 162 compressorllimiter
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Stereo compressor limiter
The dbx 162 compressor limiter
offers stereo operation from, what is
effectively, a pair of ganged 160
electronics sections housed within
a single unit. The basic 160 mono
complimiter performs demonstrably well -see review STUDIO SOUND,
February 76. Both channels, which
feature rms level detection and feed
forward compression control circuitry, share a common control
line sensed and summed from both
channels to preserve stereo image
stability. Connections at the rear
of the instrument enable interconnection between two units for
quadraphonic operation.
The twin panel meters are switch able to read input or output level
over a continuous 60 dB range. A
rear mounted trim control enables
zero dB to be set at any nominal
line level between ±10 dBm. An
additional switch position displays
gain change on one meter while
the other shows the sum of the
output levels of both channels.
Manufacturer's specification:
Compression ratio: 1:1 to infinity.
Input and output level: to +28 dBm
max.

Equivalent noise: -78 dBm from
20

to 20k Hz.

Frequency response: within
30

1

dB

to 20k Hz.

Distortion: .075% 2nd harmonic at
infinite compression and +4 dBm
output. 0.5% 3rd harmonic at
infinite compression.

Attack time: dependent on
programme dynamics; 1 kHz tone
burst, maximum rate of change
100 dB /ms.
Release rate: up to 120 dB /s.

Dimensions:

8.9 x 48.3 x 26.7 cm

(whd).

Weight: 4.6 kg.
dbx Inc, 296 Newton Street, Waltham, Mass 02154, USA. Phone:
(617) 899 8090.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment,
27/31 Bryanston Street, London
W1H 7AB. Phone: 01 -935 0141.

Stereo reverb
Orban /Parasound, manufacturers
of the mono 106CX spring line
reverb, now market a two channel
version featuring all the controls
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Tennis to Telemann
performance plus
Hampstead High Fidelity Studio and Outside Broadcast Professional Microphones
4105

Lightweight Cardioid Moving Coil Microphone

This small and lightweight robust microphone is ideally suited
to Public Address and Sound Reinforcement work. It is compact
and unobtrusive in design. The directional response makes this
microphone particularly suitable for high quality sound reinforcement systems where a high degree of intelligibility and a good
feedback margin are required. The microphone is virtually distortionlless at all normal sound fields. The electrical impedance
rises from about 25 ohms at the mid frequencies to approximately
35 ohms to 100 c /s. The outlet of the microphone is a shrouded
3 -pin connector. A 4069A jack is required for connection.
The microphone has a locking device. Impedance 30 ohms.
Available ex -stock London.

H

4038

Broadcast Quality Studio Ribbon Microphone

The 4038 ribbon microphone is a pressure- gradient transducer
and presents the very highest standard of fidelity for ribbon
microphones. It is manufactured by agreement with the British
Broadcasting Corporation Patent 738,864 and 742,006. Because
of its smooth wide frequency response, absence of transient
distortion and relative high sensitivity it is an outstanding choice
for the orchestral concert hall as well as the Broadcast and
Recording Studio. The frequency response is exceptionally flat
from 30 to 15,000 cis and throughout this range the shape of the
bi- directional (figure of eight) polar response is accurately
maintained both in the horizontal and vertical
planes. It has extremely low (non -I near)
distortion and exceptionally low hum pick -up.
The microphone can be stand mounted 3r
suspended from lugs to enable it to swivel.
The outle- is a 3 -pir connector inside the
stem of the micropF one. A 4)69A jack
is required for connection. The stem
is fitted with a rin3 safety clip to
retain the jack. Impedance 30 or
300 ohms.
Available ex -stock London.

HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY LIMITED
411'

Hampstead High Street,
London NW3 1QH
Telephone 01 -435 0999/6377
63
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and floating threshold limiting of
the mono model. In addition, the
new 111 Bincorporates a bass control
and a 'quasi parametric' midrange
control which permits stepless
adjustment over a _ 12 dB control
range.
The most surprising feature of
the new reverb, which measures
8.9 x 48.3 cm, is the price. It costs
the same as the erstwhile mono
unit at $695.
Parasound Inc, 680 Beach Street,
San Francisco, Ca 94109, USA.
UK: Helios Electronics, Browells
Amber 4400
Lane, Feltham, Middlesex. Phone:
01 -890 0087.
tures enable calibration and measurement of eq and filter networks,
desk and tape recorder line up,
room equalisation, production testing, microphone and speaker resComprehensive test set
ponse testing, spectral analysis and
The latest product from the transmission line testing. The /100
Canadian company, Amber, is the costs under $3000 with production
4400 multipurpose audio test set. units available now.
Its organisation is divided into two Amber ElectroDesign Ltd, 1064
sections: the generator comprises Chemin du Golf,
Montreal,
a multiwaveform function gener- Quebec H3E 1144, Canada. Phone:
ator, pink noise source, log sine - (514) 769 2739.
wave sweeper and comb generator. UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment,
It has facilities for tone bursts and 27/31 Bryanston Street, London
a balanced output capability of up W H 7AB. Phone. 01 -935 0141.
to -30 dBm. The receiver section
contains an autoranging digital
frequency counter, a spectrum Altec servicing in UK
analyser, a wave analyser, a band - From April 20, service facilities for
pass, band reject, highpass, low- Altec professional gear have been
pass filter and a four channel digital transferred to the UK distributors,
memory to store response plots.
Theatre Projects, from the indeThe instrument has been design- pendent company, Audiotek. When
ed for use with a good quality Altec first set up distribution in the
display oscilloscope to measure UK, the latter company provided
gain, noise, crosstalk, distortion, a caretaker function until suitable
frequency and phase. The four facilities were set up. The new
memories permit plots of ampli- service address is: Theatre Projects,
tude or phase versus time or fre- 10/16 Mercer Street, London,
quency. These functions and fea- WC2. Phone: 01 -240 5411.
1

IBC 76
The International Broadcasting
Convention
biennial event
will take place at Grosvenor
House, London between September
20 and 24. Following the usual format, it comprises a paper presentation programme
with
an
accompanying exhibition.
More than 60 papers will be presented during the 14 sessions of the
technical programme. They cover
new techniques, systems, developments and trends relevant to all
In
aspects of broadcasting.
addition to conventional broadcasting, there will be two sessions
devoted to the new information

-a

-

systems using the domestic television receiver as the vdu. Specifically, there will be papers on
Teletext (Ceefax and Oracle are
already in use in the UK) and View
data, the system using PO lines for
information transmission. Qualifying for an international tag,
there will be a paper on Tort Television, the system devised and
promoted by NHK of Japan.
A special session will cover
'Electronic Journalism' -man on

the spot news reporting using
lightweight camera, recording and
transmission equipment designed
specially for this purpose. This
class of ob hardware is in heavy
d_mand following increasing use
around the world to cover news
events for television.
The IBC is sponsored by the
Electronic Engineering Association,
the Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, the Institution of Electronic and Radio
Engineers, the Royal Television
Society, the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers.
Information and registration forms
can be obtained from The Secre-

tariat, International Broadcasting
Convention, IEE, Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL.

Ilr for N Ireland
The opening of Downtown Radio,
the independent radio company
servicing the Belfast area, brings
the potential audience up to 24M
for the combined service areas.
The new station started programme broadcasting on March 16
to an area of Ulster covering about
1M people: Belfast, Carrickfergus,
Newtownabbey, Bangor, New townards, Donaghadee, Down patrick, Lurgan, Portadown, Dungannon, Cookstown, Antrim and
Ballyclare. Transmissions are made
from Black Mountain to the southwest of Belfast on 96 MHz and
from a site at Knockbrackan, due
south, on 293m.
Downtown Radio is the eighteenth station to open; the seventeenth, Thames Val IeyBroadcasting,
serving the Reading area started
programmes on March 9.

Broadcast pattern audio jackfields
from Future Film Developments
ALSO Audio Patch Cords Microphone Cable
Installation Cable Multiway Cable Post Office &
Rendar Jacks Cable Markers Lever Keys Linear

19" Rack
Mounting, from one
to six rows of 20, 24, or 26 jacks. The
Jacks are mounted on a plastic block which is
in turn mounted on a 19" panel. Each row is fitted with a
legend (designation) strip and wire support bar. The panel is steel,
cadmium plated, chromate passivated and stove enamelled hammertone silver.
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Faders Cannon Connectors Preh Connectors
Tuchel Connectors Switchcraft Connectors Military
'Ili -Lock Bayonet Connectors Audio Attenuators
Wahl and Weller Soldering Irons PML Microphone
Accessories Hellermann Sleeves and Tools Crimp
Terminals Cable Drums A.B. Engineering Wire
Strippers and De- Solder Guns.
FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,
90 Wardour Street, London WIV 3LE.
Tel: 01- 4371892 Telex: 21624

IrConsoles for ail applications; sound reinforcement systems; electronic
crossovers
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MS Series

fcr :omprehensive,versatile
mix,vrg to the highest standards
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X Series: up to 24 or more

s

in, 2 or 4 out; options include eight -track monitoring,two foldbacks
and many others

London representation( P. A.) IAN JONES 16' Wallasey Crescent, /ckenham,Uxbridge, Middx

tel Ruislip(71)73271

FRANCE: AUDIO- SERVICE 36 Rue de l Abbe Carton, 75014 Paris

r

tel 533 2960

CAMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS Ltd 2nd floor Islington Mill, Salford M3 5HW
Lancs, England
tel 061 -834 6747
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Location recording of film sound
JOHN JORDAN
Location film recording often involves
severe problems which can prevent the
consistent recording of usable dialogue,
recourse being made to dialogue

post- synchronisation. Using existing
techniques it is possible to record under
almost any location conditions -but it
can be a risky business!

...

...

...

Slate it.'
Stand -by please
Run sound
Run camera
A sequence of instructions that film production crews respond
to many times a day, every week of the year. Always the same
starting point to their work. But what follows is always new and
challenge
different, both in front of and behind the cameras
to each member of the team.
For the sound crew, which can vary between one and five in
number, it is not only a challenge of technique but often
of political skill as well, since sound men, although essential, are
often thought of as a nuisance. For the director the key things
are usually visual and dramatic: camera angles, actors' performance,
lighting, props are of first importance. Recording a few words
and sound effects, which can always be post -synchronised in the
studio later, is not that vital. As a recording engineer who
has also worked on the other side of the microphone and behind
the cameras i agree with his priorities, but however hard the
actors and director work at post-synchronising location dialogue,
they can rarely match the ambience and feeling of the original
performances. And the cost of doing this is now very great
So the film recordist has to be, or become, a politician of the
most persuasive kind. Able to get good clean dialogue in
situations where this depends on the co- operation of the actors, the
camera crew, and other members of the team, for the sound
man can rarely put his microphones where he wants them. He
has to compromise continually to avoid the microphones (or
their shadows) being seen, to hide cables, to cope with camera
movement, and so on, and yet the dialogue he records must be
crisp, free from background noise, and free from reverberation. As
the camera angle changes from wide angle to close-up to
medium shot to wide angle and so on within the scene, the
microphones, if they are always placed on the edge of the camera
frame, are forced to move as well. Unfortunately, the sound
perspective changes which result from this are much more severe
than are needed to match the change in visual perspective even
when the directionality of the microphone is changed to attempt to
cope with this. The resulting sound track can be very intrusive
and disconcerting when the location is reverberant and noisy.
An outline of some problematical film settings is probably the
best, and only, way to introduce the questions of techniques
that can confront a sound recordist on location.
John Noakes is learning to fly a helicopter for the `Blue Peter'
programme. The director has asked for an air to air shot showing
36
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John Noakes and his instructor flying their helicopter over a
simulated battle run on Salisbury Plain. The camera, in another
helicopter, will be close enough to see the two pilots talking
to each other, so the sound must be recorded in synchronisation
with the film.
The Channel island of Guernsey. Fifteen metres underground in
a German Military Hospital built by slave labour during the
Second World War. Each `ward' is a semi- circular tunnel about
15 metres long with concrete walls, roof, and floor. It is as silent
and lonely as a tomb except for the distant drips of water echoing
round the huge underground complex. Drop a pin and you
hear it. Drop a stone and the sound echoes on for six seconds. Talk
at normal volume to another person 1.5m away and the reverberation
is so great that you cannot understand a word. Problem-record
a film with Charles Aznavour, Peter Sellers and Jeremy Kemp,
without any post-synchronisation, entirely underground.
The quadrangle at Sherbourne School in Dorset. The set of the Peter
O' Toole version of the musical Goodbye Mr Chips. The scene is full of
schoolboys miming to the playback of the pre- recorded song.
The camera starts on a close -up of a boy singing at the back of the
crowd and zooms out to reveal him as only one of several hundred.
Vienna. The Theater an der Wien. A small opera house which is
notoriously impossible to record music in. On stage is Lucia Popp,
Gwyneth Jones and Theo Adam singing in Beethoven's
only opera, 'Fidelio'; and conducting the opera, in exactly the
same place as Beethoven conducted the first performance, is
Leonard Bernstein. Problem -without any microphones being seen
by the camera, film for ten days while the opera is being rehearsed,
and record (onto one track only) in such a way that sections
of the opera can be assembled from bits filmed each day, and at the
same time, using the same equipment, be able at any moment
to record the comments and discussions between the conductor
and opera director and the artists in a suitable perspective to
match the shot being filmed.
These are not everyday problems, but they serve to illustrate
several of the techniques of film sound recording in the industry.
One underlying technical requirement, however, needs to be
established before the various techniques are discussed. This is the
synchronisation of film and sound track so that when the editor
receives the developed film (called `rushes') and the sound
track (which will have been copied from 6.25 mm on to perforated
16 mm or 35 mm magnetic tape), the length of the picture
Below: Location equipment in the Underground Hospital, Guernsey.
Right: Conventional mic techniques 'A Clockwork Orange'

take and that of the corresponding sound take is precisely the same.
As the camera and tape recorder are not driven by the same
motor it follows that both camera and tape recorder speed can vary
on location. So although the clapperboard gives a visual and an
aural mark at the beginning of each take, by the end of the take
there can be a considerable error of synchronisation between the
lips on the screen and the words on the sound track. An error
of 1 /12th of a second (two frames) is noticeable, and on a ten
minute long take this represents an error of 1 in 7,200 or about
0.014 %. To achieve such tolerances calls for a method of
continuously recording the relative speed variation between camera
and recorder, and this is most simply achieved by recording
a pulse which has been directly generated by the camera motor on to
a second track on the tape recorder using a pulse lead between
camera and recorder. When the audio track is copied on to
perforated magnetic tape (which matches up mechanically with the
film) this pulse is used to automatically vary the speed of either the
playback machine or the record machine so that the relative speed
variation between the camera and recorder on location is
accounted for and the resulting sound track has precisely the same
number of frames as the picture.
For cine- ve-ite work the pulse lead from camera to tape
recorder is a hindrance, and synchronous camera motors driven by a
crystal controlled oscillator built into the motor itself are used: the
tape recorder has a matched crystal which generates a pulse for the
pulse track. The tape recorder almost exclusively used professionally
is the fully portable Nagra which records full-track and
records the pulse on to two identical tracks within the full -track
width: the two pulse tracks are arranged to be 180 degrees out of
phase with each other so that the resultant playback of pulse in the
full-track audio head is zero.
Returning to the problems of techniques, most location recording
is recorded in such a way as to allow the film editor and the
dubbing mixer, who will eventually mix up to 36 simultaneous
tracks, as much flexibility as possible. When he is shooting the film
the director is seldom certain of the way in which he will assemble
his shots, so the recording engineer can make no assumptions
about whether the end of shot A will be joined to shot B or to
shot C. Everything has to be recorded on the assumption that the
director will want to use every word of every take, so the loss
of a word or two due to a passing car or aircraft is of vital
importance because there may be no way of re- recording those
missing words in a matching ambience. Nearly all recording is done
`flat' straight into the microphone input leaving any equalisation
until the final mix. There are however situations where neck
microphones are used, hidden under clothing of course, and the
results from these can vary in degree of muffiedness according to the
clothing. To give the `edge' back to the sound a rifle
microphone is also used at low level to put back the high frequencies.
This technique gives excellent quality when trying to record usable
sound in very noisy situations, or `period' sound in the countryside

Listening to
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take -`A Clockwork Orange'

when there is the inevitable distant roar of traffic. In situations
where the background sound is so high that the use of the
rifle microphone is out of the question then equalisation of the
several neck microphones must be done on location. On the
film `A Clockwork Orange' extensive use of this technique was
necessary and the resulting sound track was the first all- London
location film to be made which required no post- synchronisation; in
fact in several sequences the traffic noise was so low that more
had to be added! `A Clockwork Orange' was a very demanding
film utilising virtually all the techniques at the disposal of a
recording engineer both on location and during the recording of
sound effects and music and during the final mix. Many of these
techniques are discussed below in relation to the typical location
problems outlined earlier.
`Blue Peter' posed the problem of How to Record Air to Air
Without Really Trying. Radio microphones on John Noakes and
the instructor, or a tape recorder in their helicopter pre -set for
level were the two possible solutions. Actually the dialogue
had to be recorded off the helicopter intercom system which used
noise cancelling boom mics because the ambient noise is much
greater than the human voice, so the choice was whether to
plug the radio mic transmitter or the uncontrolled tape recorder into
the intercom. Although radio mics are attractive they are
inherently unreliable, especially in the presence of spark ignition
engines, so the unmanned tape-recorder was used. This solved the
dialogue recording problem, but introduced the problem of how to
record the camera pulse on to the tape recorder in the other
helicopter. Apart from a long lead between helicopters, the only
choice was to either transmit the pulse (using a radio mic link with
the same disadvantages mentioned above) or use a crystal
controlled camera motor and crystal pulse on the recorder. We
used crystal pulse. That left only one problem-how to operate a
clapper board in mid -air to get a common start mark on the film
and on the sound track. In practice we gave instructions to
John Noakes to very obviously tap his boom mic with his hand
when we told him to (by normal air to air radio). The camera
filmed his hand hitting the mic, and the sound track received a
big thump; the editor, having been told what to expect, used the
microphone `tap' as a clapper board. Because this is a common
problem in news situations there are now several automatic
clapper boards (called slating systems) which, as the camera
starts, fog a certain pattern of frames on the film and simultaneously
transmit by radio link to a receiver built into the tape recorder
a pulse code which is recorded on to the audio track to identify it.
A similar situation to this arose when `World in Action' were
making a programme about Edward Heath when he was
Prime Minister. We were filming the race from Cowes to Dinard,
observing action on board `Morning Cloud' from another boat
piloted by Robin Knox-Johnson. In spite of concern that the
weight of the Nagra tape recorder (about 10 kg) would upset the
racing trim of the boat we were able to install it on board
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LOCATION RECORDING
'Morning Cloud' and monitored its output by radio microphone
link to enable the camera crew to cover interesting situations
as they arose.
The German underground hospital posed many problems. The
silence was so intense and this combined with the very long
reverberation time at low frequencies meant that the slightest sound
became intensely audible. The only way to be understood was to
whisper to each other so that most of the sound energy
dissipated before it hit the concave roof and came reverberating back
to confuse the original words. Everyone spoke quietly, both
crew and actors, and in order to record the actors' words with a
reasonable signal to tape noise ratio virtually maximum gain

Neck microphones were essential, but unfortunately produced
a constant perspective whatever the angle of the camera shot,
and although this can be adjusted during the final mixing it would
have been impossible to reproduce the magnificent reverberation
of the tunnels. To provide the dubbing mixer with this echo so that
it could be used when required it was decided to record a second
track using a stereo Nagra and a conventional 'open' microphone.
The two audio tracks, one very reverberant, the other dry, were
transferred simultaneously to two tracks on the sprocketed
magnetic tape, the dry track being cleaned up as above. So much

for underground technology.
Musicals, such as Goodbye Mr Chips, present in many ways a
much easier location job, as the pre- recorded music just has to be
played back on location. There are however two simple points
which are easy to overlook. The first is the need to ensure that the
pre- recorded music has a pulse recorded on to it when location copies
are made so that when it is replayed on location the pulse from the
camera can be used to directly control the speed of the recorder
being used to play back the music. Severe camera speed changes
therefore appear as wow, but this is immaterial provided the
actors who are miming keep in time with it The other important
point is related to the speed of sound, the speed of light, and
loudspeaker placement. If the playback loudspeaker was placed
close to the front row of boys in the quadrangle at Sherbourne
School, they would of course mime in synchronisation to it. The
boys at the back, about 60 metres away from the loudspeaker,
would also mime in time to the sound as they heard it-60 metres
or about /5th second later than the boys at the front, with
obviously disastrous consequences on the screen! In a situation
like this several speakers placed throughout the group must be used.
In the middle of a song it often happens that while the orchestra
continues to play, the actors talk to each other in normal dialogue.
The use of a loudspeaker in this instance would require the
orchestra to be faded out before the dialogue and faded in again
whenever the song had to be mimed. This is not always practical,
and so the actors and director are issued with miniature hearing
aids with loop induction facility. The music is played only into
the loop; nobody, microphones included, hears the music except
the actors, and so their dialogue can be recorded in the normal way.
Live music recording for film almost invariably has to be
recorded on the same single track system as dialogue. In fact
the basic film sound kit is very limited, being composed of tv.o
neck microphones, three other mies (one of which is a rifle mic), a
Nagra recorder, headphones and a hand held mic boom; hardly
the ideal, but practical for carrying by one man anywhere in the
world. The 'Fidelio' recording kit was a little better off. Nine
mies and two Nagras to permit continuous recording. We had
been assured that there were multitrack facilities available in the
Theater an der Wien, and that we only needed our equipment
for some of the rehearsals which were to take place in another
auditorium. When we arrived there were no suitable facilities and
so we deployed our equipment as best we could. The acoustics
of the auditorium were such that a single mic balance could not be
obtained -once again a compromise had to be reached. The stage
area over which singing and dialogue took place was about
10 metres deep so one mic was set about half way back rigged in the
flies, two mies on front of stage, two neck mies on radio links on
conductor and director, and the remaining three 'covered' the
orchestra in art enforced close mic balance to avoid the mies
being seen when filming the stage from the auditorium. The ninth
mic, the rifle mic, was used hand -held in conjunction with the
neck mies to brighten up the otherwise muffled sound. The final
result, which should have been disastrous, was liked and the film
got a nomination for an Emmie, the television Oscar!
In no way has this been an exhaustive list of location recording
techniques. Much more could be written, especially regarding the
everyday life of the film unit, briefly touched on in the opening
paragraph. More could be written about the relationship between
the location sound recordist, the editor, and the dubbing mixer; a
relationship which rarely exists, the location recordist hardly
ever following a production through to the finished film. And more
about the everyday routine, often monotonous. But, as we have
seen, location dialogue recording is a little different. Occasionally
tedious, often challenging, and sometimes risky, especially when the
next job always depends on how well you did the last.
!
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On board 'Morning Cloud'

had to be used on the equipment. Talking quietly helped binaural
humans to understand each other, but still made nonsense to
microphones which were forced by picture composition to be up
to a metre away from the lips. The only answer in such a
situation is to use neck microphones on each actor. Naturally each
of these must be concealed under clothing with the inevitable
loss of high frequencies. This varies from actor to actor and
consequently each microphone needed individual equalisation before
mixing on to the one track. Using dynamic neck microphones on
up to five actors at a time, at full gain, meant riding the gain of
all channels simultaneously to keep the noise (both electronic
and ambient) on unused channels as low as practical between
actor's lines. This calls for very careful attention to the script to
avoid missing the opening word of an incoming actor. Such
an error on an otherwise perfect take for director, actors and the
camera operator is intolerable, so mixing in a situation like this is
quite a strain. Replace the cable between neck mies and mixer
by radio mic links, as often has to happen on wide shots to
avoid cables showing, and the dangers of a technical fault on the
take are magnified.
Apart from the electronic noise introduced by the equipment
the other main source of objectionable acoustic noise was
from the cameras. Cameras are 'blimped' to reduce their noise so
that it is almost inaudible about two metres in front of the lens in
a normal relatively dead studio; in the reverberant silent situaticn
camera noise being picked up through the neck mies was very
noticeable in almost every shot, and would normally have meant
post- synchronisation later. This was anticipated before the
location started and equipment was designed to selectively reduce
the camera noise and other low level background noise; this
equipment was used during the copying process from 6.25 to 35 mm
perforated tape. A pair of variable notch tunable dip filters, a
graphic equaliser, and Dolby A units used as selective expanders
with variable expansion in each of the four bands were used in the
chain. As it was anticipated that several generations of a take
would be needed to reduce the camera noise, which had many
harmonics, all the original 6.25 mm tapes were Dolbyed. By
subjectively 'compensating' for the removed components of the
sound track by using the graphic equaliser an acceptable
dialogue track was achieved.
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Dolby Noise Reduction

The First

Successful Decade 1966 -1976
Dolby noise reduction has staying power.
It has been around for ten years.*
If you have read our technical papers and otherwise
followed our progress, you are probably familiar
with the reasons for this success. Here are ten quick reminders.
The Dolby system works like a
constant -gain amplifier in two critical
dynamic regions -low levels and
high levels. Error -free signal handling
is thus ensured at the dynamic
range extremes. Compression and
expansion occur only at easy to
handle mid -levels, between -20 dB
1

and

-40

dB.

employs a simple
adding and subtracting scheme which
automatically results in mathematically exact complementary compression and expansion. There are no
approximations, so the signal must
come out the same as it went
in (just check the Dolby Level now
2 The system

freedom from overshoot is a
result of system philosophy, not an
ultra -short attack time. Relatively
gradual gain changes are used, yielding a compressor output which
is remarkably free from modulation
distortion. There is no need to
depend upon cancellation of modulation products by the expander
(thereby relaxing recorder performance requirements).
4 The

and then).

reproduced dynamics of
low -level signals are essentially
immune to rumble in the input signal
and head bumps and other frequency
response errors in the recorder
the system has a solid low -level
'gain floor' below -40 dB.

3 Compressor overshoots with high -

6 The system gives a

level transient signals are suppressed

without audible distortion, because
of the basic system layout (dual signal
paths). Since there are no overshoots
to be clipped by the recorder, there is
no impairment of even the most
extreme transient signals.

5 The

-

pre- determined
amount of noise reduction which is
realistically useful.

The first five A301 units were delivered to the Decca Record Company, London, on

April

7 The noise that remains has a

subjectively constant level. Noise
modulation effects are almost
non -existent.
8 The principles and parameters used
in the Dolby system result in a high

margin of safety. The system works
well with all types of audio signals
-speech, music, effects -and with
practically all types of noises. High
noise levels (from multi -generation
copies, for example) do not impair

performance.
9 The system functions reliably on a
day in, day out basis, with real worka-

day recorders and other equipment.
10 All of the above have been proved
in ten years of dependable service
to the industry- 25,000 professional
channels in use by well over a
thousand studios in more than 50
countries around the world.

14, 1966.

Dolby noise reduction now looks forward to

The Second
Successful Decade 1976 -1986
DO

Dolby

731 Sansome Street

San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392 -0300

Dolby Laboratories Inc

I ae

Dolby and the oaeL.r -D eyrn .
marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

t'ade

Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

346 Clapham Road
London SW9

Telephone 01 -720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London
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SPECIFICATIONS

AUTOMATION
The MCI automation system for the J H500 AUDIO MIXING
DESK will be released by late 1976. The circuitry and the
controls needed for full automation are built into the standard
desk. Advanced design, coupled with the extreme flexibility of
the J H500 desk allows the WRITE and UPDATE controls to be
reduced to just three simple pushbuttons per channel for ALL
FIVE AUTOMATED FUNCTIONS. When CHANNEL
GROUPING is used, three buttons can control the whole
group. These buttons are already built into the modules and are
labeled VCA WRITE, VCA UPDATE, AND MUTE WRITE. The
buttons are momentary pushbuttons with latching circuits. An
LED located beside each button lights whenever the circuit is
active.

1H -500 SERIES
11 /..

»1

?

.,,J?

Input impedance
Output impedance
Nominal output
Maximum output 1 kHz @0.5%THD- into 600

1.2K ohms
2 ohms

ohms

+29dBm

Distortion
O dB input- +28 dB output to 600 ohms (50 Hz)
IM measurements with 60 Hz & 6000 Hz ata 4:1 ratio

.03% TH D

-40 dB input-0 dB output

.005% IM
.03 %I M
-126 dBm

O

dB input- +28 dB output

Equivalent noise

t_HANNFI,. f IRCIjl -,
Two other features of the AUTOMATION SYSTEM contribute
greatly to ease of use:
FIRST, a design breakthrough has achieved AUTOMATIC
.NULLING of all automated controls. This is accomplished
electronically and results in an additional feature:

When VCA WRITE or VCA UPDATE is activated, the mechanical position of
the fader is taken as a ZERO, or NULL POINT. (WHATEVER THAT POSITION
MAYBE). When updating, changes are read as differencesfrom that assigned
ZERO position. Therefore the faders can be used in the upper (and more
sensitive) portion of their range when updating-REGARDLESS OF THE
LEVEL BEING UPDATED.

SECOND, when the UPDATE or WRITE function has been
completed, return the fader roughly to the vicinity where the
NULL WAS ESTABLISHED (NORMALLY AROUND 0 DB).
An EXPONENTIAL RAMP built into the NULLING circuit
will AUTOMATICALLY RAMP OUT any difference of setting.
No sudden level change will occur.

- is treated as a seperate function, and may
be easily added either before or after writing the VCA program.
NOTE -that the MUTE FUNCTION in the MCI desk is NOT
the usual reduction of VCA gain to minimum, but is
accomplished by shorting the output to ground through relay

-6 dBm

44 dB gain
(TO MASTER TAPE)

75 dB
4k ohms
100 ohms

Better than
Signal to noise
Input impedance to Fader
Output impedance of Channel output
Nominal output
Maximum output into 600 ohms @ 0.5% THD

+4dBm

(1 kHz signal) +27 dBm
Distortion
@ Nominal output .07% IM
Distortion
@ +24 dBm output .09% IM
Separation - Between adjacent channels
assigned to adjacent Busses
1 kHz
85 dB
Mike input to Line output
15 kHz
65 dB
Internal Head Room of Equalizer
Above +4 dB 25 dB

MIXDOWN MO
4k ohms

Input impedance to Fader
Nominal output
Signal to noise
Distortion
Maximum

+4dBm

Better than 75 dB
@Nominal output .06% IM
@ +24 dBm output .08%IM
output into 600 ohms @ 0.5%TH D
(1kHz) +27 dBm

Separation of QUAD MIX Busses

Maximum Fader attenuation

contacts. THIS ASSURES ATRUE CUT-OFF OF CIRCUIT

15 kHz

75 dB
65 dB

(FDR KILL)
Better than

80 dB

1kHz

NOISE AS WELL AS PROGRAM MATERIAL.
Patch panel

528

- up to

504 Jacks

The VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER (VCA)
automation has four modes:
- This is accomplished by pushing the VCA button andgoing
through the recording with the controls set as you wish them to be

- None of the desk buttons are used. Going through the
recording with the automation activated will cause the controls to faithfully
follow whatever you have written into the program.

tIDrt

'

_- ThisfunctionisessentiallyaplaybackwithCONTROLS

ACTIVATED. NO REWRITING OF THE PROGRAM occurs in this mode. If you
wish to test a different combination of control settings. use this mode. The
originally programmed control settings will be reproduced. YOU CAN ADD OR
SUBTRACT from any programmed control setting merely by moving that control.

Range (SCALE) Switchable from VU to Peak
VU (log scale)
Peak (linear scale)

Integration time
VU ballistics
Peak ballistics- Rise time
Fall time -Adj. from 1 sec. to 7.55 sec. FS

+3dBto-20dB
+10dBto-40dB
per ASA Standards
10 ms to full scale

20 Hz -20 kHz ±1 /4dB
Frequency response
10k ohms
Input impedance (resistive - unbalanced)
Lessthan.1 dB
Overshoot
length 127 mm (5 ")
Display
width 2.54 mm (.1")
100 per display
Number of segments
Controls

If you decide that you like the new settings, you may THEN
rewrite the program by pressing BOTH the VCA UPDATE and the VCA WRITE
buttons.

MCI (Professional Studio Equipment) Ltd,

Individual peak accumulate on /off switch for each meter.
2. Master Peak Accumulate on /off switch for all meters.
3. VU /Peak Select (single switch contained on master card).
1.
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APRS Exhibition 1976: o preview
FRANK OGDEN

The 9th exhibition

will

be held

at the Connaught Rooms, Great
Queen Street, London on
Thursday, June 17 and Friday,
June 18.

Opening hours are from 0900
to 1900 (17th) and 0900 to
1800 (18th).

Agfa- Gevaert. Magnetic recording tape for
professional and bulk consumer (such as
3.81 mm pancakes) applications.
AKG will feature a small reverb unit
intended for applications in ob vehicles and
small studios. Designated BX15, it has
reverb times from 1.5 to 3.5s in 0.5s steps.

Regarding microphone products, emphasis
will be placed on the C114 variable polar
response capacitor mic.
Alice will show a synchronised clock system
for recording studios, a new monitor
loudspeaker using built in Quad current
dumping amplifiers (built under licence). Also
'a few mixers such as the STNS portable
disc jockey mixer'.
Allen and Heath will show the complete
range of sound mixing consoles manufactured
by the company. In addition, there will
be four new products on display: a low cost
broadcast mixer, a simple compressor
limiter for use with the Minimix mixers, a
high quality feed forward compressor
limiter and, finally, an adt and phaser unit
incot porated in one black box.

Amek are to exhibit a 16/8 modular
recording console with a 'large range of
facilities'. Also a 12/4 X series console for
sound re- inforcement or recording
applications. The company are to show a two
channel rack mounting electronic crossover.
Ampex will naturally feature both the
ATR -100 and the 50 mm MM1200 multitrack machine. Improvements on the
previous MM1100 are of a design and
maintenance aspect. However the greatest
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benefit to operational recording engineers will
accrue from changes to the Sel -Sync
organisation which has now been reduced to
the same level of simplicity as other
multitrack machines.

Bose UK will feature the 8500 professional
speaker system and the 1800 drive amplifier.

Audio and Design Recordings will show the
low cost Scamp modular sound processing
system along with the company's standard
range of limiters, ccmpressors, dynamic
noise limiters, expanders, parametric and
octave equalisers and filters.

Brenell. The company will show stereo and
four channel versions of the Mark 7
machines using 6.25 mm tape. Also, there will
be complete eight and 16 track machines in
addition to the 50 mm transport
incorporated in them.

-

Audio Developments will exhibit an addition
to the mixer product line -the Pico mixer
which has a 6/2 format, twin vu or ppm
meters and pfl. It features phantom
powering to the usual standards and can be
supplied with various connectors. The rest
of the mixer range will be shown.

Audix MXT-1000 mixer makes a first time
appearance at the show. It offers custombuilt modular construction-the basic system
will accept up to 14 modules-while providing
two general options. The first is intended
for general applications such as outside
broadcasting and small recording studios and
the other could find applications in on air
broadcasts. The company will also exhibit
a simple mono version, the MXT-100, for
the first time.
BASF will exhibit its range of studio tapes
as well as the Unisette.

FWO Bauch major in Studer, Neumann, EMT,
UREI plus two handfuls of other imports.
Of special interest on show this year: from
Studer, 169 portable mixing unit, an

headphones using open construction accent
wearing comfort.

Bruel & Kjaer has recently introduced many
new instruments, most of which are
designed to facilitate automated calibration
and testing. The following are late additions
to the range and are mostly on show at
the APRS for the first time: Distortion
Measurement Control Unit 1902, together
with the Heterodyne Analyser perform
harmonic, difference frequency and
intermodulation distortion measurements.
The 1023 Sine Generator includes a frequency
modulator, compressor and voltmeter. It
gives both analogued and digital indication
of frequency and has facilities for
synchronisation with other B & K gear. The
2429 Psophometer offers noise measurements
through built in filters including telephone
line filters, Lin filters (25 to 22k Hz) and
CCIR, CCITT and DIN. The set is
equipped with matching rectifiers. Also on
show will be the new 2131 Digital Frequency
Analyser measuring in octave and á octave
steps from 1.6 to 20k Hz. Two memories
are provided for comparison of real time and
recorded curves for simultaneous display
on a 28 cm screen.

A68 power amplifier and the long awaited

Unisette tape deck for broadcast systems
first shown at AES Zurich. From EMT, an
electronic crystal time display, a small wow
and flutter meter and a micro -impedance
meter, whatever that is. From UREI, a
response plotting system, a compressor
limiter LA -4 and leveller LA -5, a new graphic
equaliser 532 and mono or stereo bandpass
filters .;5.5 and Jb6. Bauch has acquired
two more agencies: Transco who
manufacture disc blanks and Sontec,
likewise, for parametric equalisers.
Beyer Dynamic. The company will show the
full range of microphones, headphones and
accessories. Among the new products will
be included the infra -red cordless headphone
system comprising the 1S76 transmitter and a
DT444 headphone /receiver unit. Receiver
1E76 is intended for use with other types of
'phones. A new microphone, M640, is
intended for pa applications; it features a
dynamic cardioid capsule and is of small
dimensions. Also on display, the DT440

Cadac is to concentrate on the smaller
items of studio equipment at this exhibition:
vehicle mounted consoles, foldback speakers,
electronic crossovers, monitor speaker
systems, compressor limiters, Cadac built
Dolby A systems, equalisers, effect devices
and light dimming modules.

Calrec. Main exhibit on the stand will be a
44 input, eight output desk with eight
subgroups constructed for BBC, Glasgow. It
uses L series modules developed specifically
for broadcast applications.
Dolby Labs products hardly need further
description. New products include 330
stereo B type encoder for tape duplication
applications and the CP100 Cinema
Processor for use with all current 'and
foreseeable' film soundtrack formats.

Philip Drake Electronics are to show a
digital delay line offering delay times of up to
100 ms; it can also provide phase
44

Professionals have
been listening

through Tatmoy
Loudspeakers for
nearly half a century.
Isn't it time you
joined them?
By the late 1920s Tanncy had designed their first
loudspeaker system. It 'Was ahead of its time like
al the oilers that fclbwed it_ Sc. much so that
in a few years Tanncy had becpme a virtual

synonym for natural sound reproduction.
Today many Drofe-sional bruaccasting
and record_n.g studios use Tannoy as a
quality refermce. ri;lesicians hear their
playbacks t lrongh Tannoy Loidspeakers
and some ifthe finest reccrdings you buy
are monitc red for quality farcugh Tannoy
Systems. But :his exceptiona performance is nct r2served for professionals
alone. You can own a Tannoy Loudspeaker System yourse:f
You have Eiv new endcsures to choose
from, hand3ornely styled by cne of Britain's
leading industrial designers in ash, teak or
oiled wa_m_t finish and brziwn. blue or sand
panel grilles. The sneakers ar based on the
dual concentric prin zip le and feature the unique
Tannoy integrated loudspmker system and crossover network.

The quality of your hi-fi ultimately depends on the
speakers. It tries: make sense t 3 do as the professionals do.
Write to
fcr the name of yoir nearest Tannoy dealer.
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Tannoy Prodn:n Limited Canterbury Grove West Norwood
London SE2' DPW Telephone oi-67o 1131

The name
says it all

Phonogram Studio London
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advance or retard over 3 ms, frequency shift
of ±40% and octave shifting up or down.
The unit can be interfaced with high or
low level lines. They will also exhibit
an eight way talkback system with
applications in studio complexes or
broadcasting.

is

Feldon Audio will exhibit the Eventide Harmonizer, Omnipressor and Instant flanger sound
bending products and a range of high power
amplifiers from FM Acoustics of
Switzerland. Power ratings to FTC range
from 150 to 300W into 8 ohms.
There will be some disc cutting equipment
from Ortofon. Finally, the Pandora
time line will be on display.

for broadcasting while the other
for studio recording. Both feature phase
locked dc vari -speed from 15 to 80 cm/s
and a digital tape tensioner claimed
to keep constant tension in all modes and
speeds. They also incorporate NAB /DIN
eq switching and variable speed spooling.
There will be four graphic equalisers
on display comprising the full range: DN27,
DN22, DN11 and DN15. The last is an
entirely new unit comprising dual 11
centre equalisers and stereo pre -amp and hi
and lo pass filter facilities.

Ferrograph Professional Recorder Co are to
exhibit the Studio 8 series machines
as well as an interesting addition to the test
spectrum analyser for
gear range
use in conjunction with the company's audio
test sets.

-a

Fraser -Peacock Associates are to show the
Wollensak range including the 2770
high speed cassette duplicator, the 2551
visual sync cassette recorder and the 2520AV
and 2620AV cassette recorders. There
will also be an Infonics system 200 cassette
duplicator and Scotch AVC heavy duty
cassettes.

Future Film Developments are agents for
Rendar, Switchcraft, Cannon, Amphenol,
Preh, Hirschmann, Ruwido, plus other
manufacturers of aids to hard wiring.

The best pick -up arm
in the world

Hayden Laboratories will be showing products
from Isophon -Werke, manufacturers
of loudspeaker drive units; Kudelski SA who
manufacture the Nagra range of portable
tape recorders; Sennheiser with its
range of microphones and AEG Telefunken
will be showing a new version of the
M15 tape recorder for the first time in this
country. From the same company comes
an IPS F2000 parametric sweep filter
intended for incorporation in multitrack
mixing desks.

Chancing your arm!
Looking about that's what some folk are
still doing.
Fit your deck with an SME the original
precision pick -up arm. Now with improved
lift, the most sensible, most precisely engineered arm ever built.
SME arms are different, you can see it,
feel it,
hear it. Change now and have
the good will of your cartridge.
For complete specifications and independent reports write to

...

:

SME Limited

Steyning, Sussex, England,
BN4 3GY
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Helios Electronics. Principal exhibit is a 28/16
+24 monitor desk designed and built
for Release Records, Dublin. It features
parametric eq on all channels, four echo
sends, eight returns. Helios claim ergonomic
design as a highlight of the desk.
On peripherals, they will exhibit a new rack
mounting parametric equaliser with
two separate channels each with a four
section sweep, bypass and overload
indicator.

Jackson Recording Company. Malcolm
Jackson will probably be very silly again.
Jaques Levy will be offering a range of
recording lacquers and cutting styli. Also,
Pultec equalisers will be shown.
Klark Teknik will show recent, if not entirely
new, products. The SM2 6.25 mm
recorder is available in two versions; the first

Leevers -Rich Proline 1000 6.25mm machine

Leevers- Rich /Bias are to introduce a new
model at this year's show -Proline 1000.
Limited information available at time
of writing. The latest E200 machine will be
shown which is now equipped with
electronic servo controlled tension, modified
bias circuitry and an improved erase
head. There will also be an Ampro
broadcast cartridge machine to be shown at
a European show for the first time.

Lennard Developments will feature an
addition to the Woelke range of wow and
flutter meters. On diplay along with existing
models will be the ME 102CE. This
retains the previous characteristics of the 102
with the addition of a NAB /JIS
weighting facility to measure to these
standards. The company will also show a
range of Woelke recording heads.
Lockwood will show all their existing
loudspeaker products as well as a new range
of professional disc reproducing equipment.

3M. There will be demonstrations of the
XT-14 autolocator manufactured by
Sonaplan, which offers many functions
helpful to the editing process. The stand will
feature 24 and 4 track machines, API
Maglink and Minimag synchronisers with
demonstrations of the latter and the 6110
recorder test set. Naturally, the full range of
46 0.
recording tapes will be represented.
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SOMETHING NEW!
STUDIO PLAVeACK
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Designed with the future in mind, the `QUANTUM'
is a system that will grow with you, offering quadraphonic, stereo and multi -track monitoring and mixing
with full parametric equalization on every channel.

The mixing console is available in 24, 32 and 40 Channel
frames and may be fitted out with the required number
of channels as budgets allow. `QUANTUM' is a compact and flexible system logically presented to help
sessions along. It may be operated in any of four
Record, Overdub, Track Jumping and
states:
Remix.
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TEL: (03663) 2165 & 3617
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In
cred
ible.

How else would you describe a
preamplifier with:
A Peak Unlimiter that restores
dynamics lost in recording to
closely approximate the original.
A Downward Expander that reads
"gain riding" and expands
dynamics down to precisely the
intended level.
An AutoCorrelator that makes
record /tape hiss and FM broadcast
noise virtually vanish without
affecting musical content.
Plus an Active Equalizer that gives
you flat energy distribution over
the full audio spectrum, Joystick
Balance and Step Tone Controls
that allow precise music tailoring
to your listening environment and
SQ'° and Phase Linear differential
logic for Quad Sound.

APRS PREVIEW
Macinnes Laboratories will show the full
range of Amcron power amplifiers as
well as a CX844 four track tape machine
from the same company. Possibly the
greatest interest will be in small pa mixers,
available in either 16/2 or 16/4, featuring
two foldback sends, two echo sends,
mic /line switching and phase reversal. An
aluminium flight case forms the cabinet.

MCI UK hopes to show an MCI 500 series
console intended for CBS. The desk
uses vca faders for one buss subgrouping
facilities as well as the ability to subgroup
the mute function on each channel through
a single wired control signal. Naturally,
the organisation of these consoles lends itself
to automation although MCI has yet to
decide which system to head for. The
recently modified 24 track tape machines will
be exhibited.
Millbank Electronics Group will focus
attention on the new PAC System
range
of three power amplifiers with a 30, 50 and
100W rating featuring up to six pa inputs.
They can be inter -wired to provide powers to

-a

I000W. The established product lines will
be represented.
NEAT, have just released details of the new
140 four channel cassette recorder. It
uses the full width of a cassette compact to

record four channels simultaneously.
Four channel Dolby B is fitted. The rest of
the company range will be represented.
Neve. The company plans to show an
example from the new Compact Range of
recording consoles. There are three new
models, and all claim to feature 'innovative
concepts of styling and design, greater
operational convenience
and
competitive pricing'. The largest, the 8068,
is a 28 mie channel -1- four effects return
channels featuring full eq and routing
facilities, four subgroup, 16 output and
30 channel monitoring console with full
quad positioning. The next size down, 8058,
incorporates a 24 in, 16 out
24 track
monitoring thus providing adequate facilities
for 24 track recording. The smallest, 8056, is
an 18/8 + 16 format mixer with two
effect return channels with full eight way
routing.

...

The 4000 is an advanced stereo
preamp that actually puts back in
what recording studios take out ...
lets your music (at last) reach life -like
levels without distortion ... lets you
(for the first time) hear your music
from a silent background. It is, in a
word, incredible. Ask your dealer
for an audition.
Price: £465.00

Cabinet: L25.00

gPitirae

Address

Penny & Giles are using this year's
exhibition to promote a new Quad Pan
potentiometer. The device accepts a single
channel input signal and divides it into four
outputs each representing the sound
level needed in each channel of a
quadraphonic situation. Moving the joystick
enables location of a sound source
anywhere within the listening rectangle.
P & G say that the conductive plastic tracks
make for great smoothness of operation.
Also on show will be a range of column
ppms and the usual faders.

Distributed by: C.E. Hammond & Co. Ltd,
III Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KTI4 7LA
Telephone: Byfleet 41131 Telex: 262525

Pyral manufactures recording lacquers in all
the popular surface grades and sizes.
In addition, they will show their full range
of studio recording tape available in the
usual packages and sizes for that application.

Yrinea/t
4000

THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE
Please send me

literature on Phase Linear products

Name
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Quad will show the full range of products
including the current dumping amplifier.
Racal -Zonal will show a representative
selection from its range of recording tapes.
Radford will be showing the full range of
products from the Bristol factory
including the ZD100 and ZD200 power
amplifiers designed for operation into loads
from 2.5 ohms upwards with 'virtually
zero distortion'. The low distortion
oscillator, also on show, is claimed to
produce less than 0.003 n, harmonic
distortion from 30 to 20k Hz; the balanced
output has a common mode rejection ratio
quoted in excess of 80 dB at kHz. There
will be the new range of audio volt and
noise meters, some of which have weighting
networks for measurements to DIN /IEC
'A' and CCIR standards.
1

Raindirk will show the Mini -Mixer range as
well as a smaller series. An example
from the Quantum range of consoles will be
represented; the company also manufactures
peripherals such as ppm drive cards and
other ancillary equipment.

J Richardson Electronics

will show the
TC700 tape recorder electronics, used in

updating existing machines, introduced
at last year's show. New this year is the
MC6000 range of audio mixing channels
featuring up to 70 dB sensitivity set
against a quoted equivalent input noise level
of 127 dB. Facilities include three band
eq, pfl, two foldbacks, two echo sends etc.
Rockwool will exhibit its range of acoustic
materials which can be used to provide
acoustic absorption and fireproof properties.
Rugby Automation Consultants offer a
custom built mixer service for a variety of
applications ranging from hospital radio
to recording studio. The company also
manufactures a range of modules for
incorporation within an existing desk format.
Other products include 50 and 100W
amplifiers.

Scenic Sounds will display representative
products from the various agencies held:
dbx, Schoeps, Amber test equipment,
MicMix reverb towers (headphone demo),
Orban /Parasound equalisers and
frequency selective limiters, and calibration
equipment from the White Instrument
Corporation. The latter company's products
include a 27 centre audio spectrum
display analyser with built -in pink noise
source and a 27 centre equaliser for
monitor correction. Tom Ridley will be on the
stand to represent Eastlake Audio.
Shure. Focal point of the stand will be the
recently introduced SR range of sound
re- inforcement equipment comprising SR101
mixing console, SR106 electronic
crossover, SR105 power amplifiers and SR1OS
horn loaded two way loudspeaker units.
The company will also show a widened
range of microphone signal handling gear in
addition to its microphones.
50

NEW SOUND MIXER
from MACINNES
16/2
OR

16/4

This new mixer unit has been designed for use in high quality
P.A. systems, and is particularly suitable for use in conjunction
with AMCRON power amplifiers. Offered as a 16/2 or 16/4 the mixer
is built into a strong aluminium flight case.
show at the APRS '76 Exhibition at the Connaught Rooms,
from June 17th -18th.
It is on

Leaflets available from

:-

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK IP17 2NL TEL: (0728) 2262 2615

MACINNES FRANCE S.A.R.L.
RUE FESSART,
PARIS 19e
Tel. 203.30.01
45
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Re.recording for film
BILL ROWE

are not right, it shows. A small thing like a door close; if
someone shuts the door of a hut a precise door click isn't right. But
an untidy close with a rattle or bounce on the end belongs. A
guy is on the run -and all villains run or climb up something
so they can fall dramatically when they get their come uppance.
Who can believe in it when you have the sound of an inhale on a
visual exhale?
When a dub works out a lot of people have contributed to it

Re- recording is the final mixing of
dialogue, music and effects to create the

soundtrack master for a film. The
simplicity of this statement, however, belies
many of the practical aspects.

EMI ELSTREE

STUDIOS

before and during the actual dubbing. Rarely is one completely
satisfied -there is always something that doesn't quite gell. But
you remember the ones that did come off! In That'll be the Day and
Stardust, most of the music used was by famous artists from original
good quality recordings. These had to be treated for the
situations in which they were used-fairgrounds, holiday camps,
PA systems, dance halls, skating rinks, radios etc. Creating the
`acoustic' conditions was very satisfying.
The desk crew in the theatre must have a rapport and
understanding of each other's idiosyncrasies and fortunately our
team at Elstree, together with the projection department,
transfer department and maintenance, has just that. Without it, all
the front in the world means nothing.
Elstree has a 36 input Neve desk with a six way output. It
is driven by a desk crew of three on major productions. I handle the
dialogue and music while the other two take the sound effects
that's the fun bit, especially on action films. On sound effects
premixing which may be busy or complicated all three of us will
take tracks.
There are 34 35 mm Interlock replay machines available to us,
seven of which are triple track. Twelve of these machines
convert to 16 mm if required. Two three track recording machines
can be locked in, each track capable of receiving separate
information -the reason for this facility I will explain later.
Some films have only a few tracks per reel, but others can be
top heavy and require some premixing. Extensive premixing is
a disadvantage as it is always possible to commit sounds to each
other and then find when you run everything together something

-

TT ALWAYS pays to get involved in the film as early as possible
and not wait until the day of dubbing. The work at Elstree
can either be for a studio based film or an independent production
made elsewhere, such as an all- location film. Either way the
film will almost certainly have `how do we do that' problems
somewhere along the line and discussions with the dubbing
editor are essential as he will have had various `dialogues' with the
director and made notes of his particular points.
The dialogue tracks are usually the problem today. The films
shot on location are very `catch as catch can' for the production
sound mixers which ensures that they have to strive to overcome
many new problems. For his part the dubbing mixer owes it to
the sound mixer to use their sound and not just say `post -sync it'.
Usually a film has a very tight schedule-you don't look at
the calendar to check the release date, you look at your watch!
So you run the film with the dubbing editor and talk about it. It
helps if the dialogue can be handled without too much `off-laying'
for level or quality changes, and rock and roll technique does make
it easier to catch. This means the editor can devote more time
to the problems of finding the sound effects from libraries and
shooting the specific sounds and tracks that libraries don't carry.
However, the form of dubbing varies with circumstances. The
first few reels are usually laid up complete which makes it
possible to run all tracks of a reel checking both the synchronisation
and the positioning of the selected effects and music (and that
everyone likes the tracks anyway). But to indicate the other extreme
a recent film came in for which the music hadn't all been
recorded and the post -sync had yet to arrive from America. It was
very messy for most of the dubbing, but sorted itself out in the

final mix.
A film dubbing theatre's job is to convince an audience that
such a facility does not exist, as badly applied sound to the
visual can completely shatter the reality that is being put into a
film. The audience should not be aware of anything that stops
it being real (unless, of course, the subject itself is fantasy). A love
scene with camera noise all over it, badly fitting and sounding
post -synchronised dialogue and effects, the wrong wind or bird
atmosphere-all spoil the realism.
The dubbing theatre is the end of the line for a film. It has
been edited, scored, and now it is time to put it all together. The
dubbing editor can make life very difficult or easy for the
dubbing mixer. No matter how good the sound crew, if the tracks
48
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Above, right to left:
Bill Rowe,
Ray Merrin
(first assistant),

Dave Tappenden

(second
assistant).

doesn't work. So we premix down on to a three track mix which
keeps it loose and even if the reel is very top -heavy with a lot of
tracks we keep premixing this way until we run out of three track
replay machines or tracks, whichever comes first When premixing
effects, the dialogue and music are run as competition otherwise
what seems to be a well balanced premix could become a complete
disaster when the Seventh Cavalry to the rescue type music is played.
During stereo dubbing (which seems to be coming back into
fashion) both triple track recorders are tied in, and if the
requirements include a stereo foreign version, the full English dub
is recorded on one machine and the non -dialogue mix on the
saves time
other. Hence six outputs. This serves two purposes
and also guarantees that the foreign version balance is slave
to the main dub.
The other requirements will certainly include a mono optical
version and a mono foreign version, and we find that with care the
stereo versions will convert directly. As always, a number of things
were learnt the hard way; for example, if you don't keep an
eye on azimuth and phasing during the stereo dub, you could be in
trouble making the mono dub. Nothing chills the blood quicker
than the sound of `waves on the seashore', when stereo into
mono won't go. And in stereo dub, mono sound may need to be
split to outer speakers to create width for a panoramic scene,
in fact we often have to
or swung around to follow movement
take liberties which can result in great problems if we're not
careful! A film dub is then complicated still further by being made
up of sounds from several sources, such as the various libraries
and music stables.
Dolby Labs, with whom we now have a close relationship,
brought science to we `arty lot'. Each time the music studio
supplies the music for a film we also ask for Dolby tone, 10 kHz
tone and a reference level at 1 kHz. This information is used to
calibrate some of the replay heads to the characteristics of the
record heads used, and subsequently the music is only played from
those heads. Furthermore each roll recorded in the dubbing
theatre has 1 kHz reference, Dolby tone and 10 kHz on the front
so that on replay it proves the lot, including the hf response of the
head. If a roll replays incorrectly it is checked out with a short
test loop. Life gets complicated if music for a film comes from
more than one music studio, and if there are variations between the
studios, certain heads must be reserved for each recording. For
example if it is decided to extend a piece of music and a lift is
done for the extension by us, it has to be off-laid and run on a
head with our characteristic.
!

-it

...

We use rock and roll to dub -no, we abuse it. While dubbing
bad
we listen on replay, to detect drop outs (we still get them) and

punch -ins.

has
We also use what we call `fore and aft' meters. Each meter
the
and
on
is
going
what
indicates
red
needle
two needles, the
white what is coming off.
This is so advantageous because it indicates level and hf loss
on the recording. which, if subtle, are not noticeable to the
ear at first, especially during the heat of looking at the screen for
cues or at the chart for what happens next, for your cigarette
lighter or cup of coffee; one eye on the director, the tut -tutting
of the dubbing editor who can't hear his grass growing track,
and trying to remember what it was your wife wanted you to

bring home!
It is also useful for updating. Get the needles equal, have a quick
listen on the AFB monitor switch and punch in.
When the dub is complete the magnetic recordings go to the
transfer suite.
They take the reference level, check the hf response from 1 kHz
and 10 kHz on the front of each roll and just transfer it. On the
end of each roll there is another reference tone which is the guide
50 0given to the transfer operator as a check that there has not
Above: EMI
Elstree's
re- recording
console
in their theatre
No 1.

Left:

Boat
and water
effects
being recorded

for
'Swallows and Amazons'
in EMI
Elstree's sound
effects theatre.
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been a major malfunction during the transfer of the roll. An optical
rush print is checked by us in the theatre by comparison with
our magnetic master.
What is really needed is a standard of reproduction in cinemas.
At the moment the Academy roll -off is as variable as a
temperature chart during a bout of 'flu. While dubbing you think
of the good theatres and the bad, and then the American theatres
with their speakers and their roll -off.
Dolby Labs spent a great deal of time and money, measuring
cinemas, both in Europe and America, but when they showed
me the curves I clutched my worry beads and realised you can't win.
With dialogue of borderline intelligibility, you remember the
reverb time in such a theatre and the 'bass bounce' in that
theatre with the well upholstered usherette (is she the acoustic
problem I wonder?). Do you harden up the dialogue, and hope it
won't come out like a whiplash in the text book theatres?
Standard sound in theatres will arrive I am sure. So I hope will
an improved optical response in recordings.
Good theatre sound is the object of current research and we
spent a lot of time with Dolby, developing the extended range their
equipment allows. Thankfully other studios and influential
engineers are showing interest, especially in America.
The most important thing in a dubbing theatre is the monitor,
both level and characteristic. If it is a normal optical dub
you switch on the roll -off but if a magnetic release you stay flat. The
monitor level is critical. Too low a level and you overshoot and
restrict the dynamic range. Too high and you have too wide a
volume range-this being fine in the dubbing theatre but
useless when competing against the ambient level of a cinema
audience. When starting from scratch you arrive at a monitor
level in rather a crude way, by running a cross section of other films
from reliable stables and take an average setting. From there
you shoot something yourself and run it in a good friendly cinema.
This is not perfect, but you arrive at the true setting by error
detection, ie the complaints are fewer!

A dubbing mixer will turn out a competent job that he knows
will be acceptable in most cinemas, so long as he trusts his
dubbing room, and keeps proving the room with test pieces he
knows. Take him to another dubbing room and he will be most
unhappy until he is confident in that room subjectively.

One particular problem that dubbing mixers have is with music

as these days most music for film is recorded at music studios

with extremely good balance engineers. However the problem starts
at the music session since it is monitored on very efficient hi fi
speakers at a high level. Everyone loves the sound, so back
to the dubbing session. We run and they say 'it doesn't sound as
good here'. Of course it doesn't. We are fighting the cinema
speaker and usually the Academy roll -off and furthermore the
music has to be played at a lower level than when recorded.
We have to compensate for these problems and the end result is
usually fine, but the initial trauma explaining the differences is
difficult. if possible I will attend the music session in order to hear
what they hear. This gives me something to work from; a reference.
My relationship with one music centre has proven beneficial
both ways because not only do I visit their sessions but they
come, when possible, to some of the dubbing.
I actually got into this job by accident, and things just
snowballed. Sometimes when the 'Bad News' phone rings (people
don't phone good news-just bad) I wonder 'If I could read and
write proper would I still do this job ?'.
I think so. It's exciting and a challenge. You run a reel
for the
first time, and the only thing you think is, it'll never work. Then
slowly it starts to clear, and like a chef you try a drop of this
and a pinch of that, stir well and all of a sudden you have a reel.
There is, however, one part of dubbing that I'm not so keen onwhen the rushes are back from the laboratory, and you run the
film just sitting back, as it unfolds you see little things that
irritate and make you wonder why on earth did I do that, or why

didn't

I do this instead.
Sometimes a mistake worries you so much that you have to
mention it and if everyone agrees then you change
you know you're really only concerned in
case another dubbing mixer spots it

it-

!
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drivers, available separately or within a
recently introduced range of enclosures.

Soundcraft Electronics. The revised console
specification for 1976 embodies all the
features of the original plus extra facilities
and a new modular form of construction.
Input channels are available in multiples
of four with standard frame sizes
accommodating 12, 16 or 24 input channels.

Theatre Projects are the UK agents for Altec
Professional and will exhibit a full range
of this equipment including a 60W monitor
cabinet, 9849, and the well known
604 -8 G. Regarding Altec electronic
hardware, there will be a 9440A two channel
power amplifier and the 9860 26 centre,
octave graphic equaliser which uses a
rejection notch principle.

On input channels, facilities have been
extended to include two eq options, four cue
sends, direct line out pre and post
fade, and 45V phantom powering on all mie
inputs. Exhibit will be a 28 into 24
console with parametric multiband eq,
vu /ppm led meters on every channel and an
extensive patch bay.
Studio Republic specialise in cassette
duplication in runs of 50 to 5000.
Surrey Electronics. Trevor Brook will be
displaying the output from a Stereo Coder
on a spectrum analyser to substantiate
claims for 'the remarkably low beat tone
distortion'. The Stabiliser offers variable
limited frequency shift for use in howl round

reduction; transformerless electronics
provide balanced input and output lines.
There will also be a stereo disc
pre-amplifier, other wide range spectrum
shifters, distribution amps and ppms.

Tannoy will display their integrated speaker
50
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Trad Sales and Service. Second hand
brokers. They will have a couple of 'choice
pieces on show but will not know what they

are until

it

happens'.

Trident. At this exhibition, the company
stand will feature the new Fleximix sound
re- inforcement and small studio mixing
system; it offers a wide range of facilities in
a diminutive size.
Turner will show a range of amplifiers,

designed for studio monitoring applications,
with ratings between 100 and 500W.
Other exhibits from the same company
include transportable mixing consoles and
mobile sound equipment.
Tweed Audio. The company will show a 12/2

mixer from the range of portable
consoles, It is the first time that this type of
mixer has been exhibited at the APRS.

Edward J Veale & Associates. The firm of
acoustic consultants will offer engineers
free hearing tests, using an automatic
recording audiometer on loan from
Amplivox. They aim to show the effects of
temporary threshold shift by doing pre

and post session tests. The object is to focus
attention on the necessity for regular
hearing checks.
Vitavox will concentrate on the Thunderbolt
loudspeaker system first shown at last
year's exhibition. There have been slight
design changes to the dispersive elements to
improve upon the basic response. The
S3 pressure unit has a modified thread to
ease fitment to the horn.
Webland Electronics are the UK agents for,
among other things, BGW amplifiers
and KLH loudspeakers. At the APRS
exhibition for the first time, the
company will show the complete BGW
range comprising three power amplifiers
FTC rated between 90W /channel into 8 ohms
and 200W /channel into 8 ohms. These
power figures are quoted over a 20 to 20k Hz
bandwidth with a claimed the below 0.1
at any frequency.

Zoot Horn will exhibit both the PMR and
SMR series of broadcast, pa and recording
consoles. The SMR model is available for
interface with recording machines from 4 to
24 track depending on desk specification.

When you call yourself professional
for trouble.
ayou're

BASF LPR 35LH and SPR 50L1 On 5 ",
And the trouble is that people take you
at your word. And make you work. And work hard. 7", 81" and 10" brushed aluminium NAB spools.
Mind you, we're not complaining.
BASF -You've been listening to us for years.
Our professional tapes put in more
hours in places like Pye, Olympic, Island and
Basing St than any other recording tapes.
And there are very good reasons why.
At just 3",, distortion our LPR 35LH
and SPR 50LH have a signal -to -noise ratio of
68 dB. And a print- through factor of 55 dB.
But that's not all. We've backed each
tape with an anti -static matt backing that helps
them spool more evenly at high speed. It also
prevents air cushioning on rewinding, conducts
away static build -up, and repels dust.
What's more, the even spooling and the
clean edge and finish on our professional tapes,
mean that you have stability over the full
width of the tape.
So they last longer, and don't tear the
heart and soul out of your recording heads.
That's why our LPR 35LH and SPR 50LH are
easier and quicker to work with. And a lot safer.
.
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interested in knowing. more about your professional recording tage;.
Address

BASF (UK) LTD., Knightsbridge House, Knightsbridge, London 5W7 1SA. Telephone: 01 -584 5080.
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los Angeles~AES 54th Convention
GORDON SKENE
AND
RAY CARTER
The 54th Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society was held
between May 4 and May 7, 1976,
at the Los Angeles Hilton.

one gets used to conventions after a while. Like the
majority of eager onlookers who come to observe, touch,
listen and grapple for their cheque books, they all come to see the
nuances, steer away from last year's lemon disguised in this
year's clever packaging, all hoping that this will be the year of
incredible innovations.
And this year's AES convention probably was to some extent.
For one, Ampex have introduced a new mastering machine, the
ATR -100, apparently designed to take some of the steam out of the
overt popularity increase in the equivalent Studer product
within the States. The manufacturer's specification looks very
ISUPPOSE

Ampex ATR -100
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encouraging, performance claims include an unweighted 30 to
18k Hz noise figure referenced to 1040 nWb/m at 76 cm /s of 77 dB
for the full track machine in comparison to 72 dB for the two
and four track version. Equally, mid range distortion looks very
competitive with a claimed harmonic distortion of less than 3%
using 4.56 referenced to a fluxivity of 1040 nWb /m over `mid range'
frequencies at any speed between 19 and 76 cm /s. And they would
have appeared to have designed the transport to match even
if it was difficult to criticise earlier models. Certainly, even the most
well tuned tape op isn't going to notice a quoted 0.02% speed
variation between the start and finish of a 700m reel; and when he
spools, he won't have to catch a threatening loop if the dynamic
braking arrangement lives up to the promise.
One guesses that the way to market a new noise reduction system
is to sell something for nothing in which the real application
does not result in a trade off situation. And, according to Telefunken,
they have it. Marketed here in the US by Gotham Audio,
this sytem apparently takes the previous principles of the
established noise reduction systems and, to all intents and purposes,
expands on the combined theme with the claimed result of
eliminating the disadvantages of the component systems. At first
sight, it appears to exhibit a heavy degree of plagiarism, if only
because the number of variations possible with signal and
magnetic tape is strictly limited. But if what Telefunken say is true,
it works. First, it eliminates the need for alignment. The
use of four independent processing systems each associated with
a particular band results in the suppression of noise pumping
effects as well as the tape's own modulation noise. The
system is designed to produce a dynamic range of 110 dB, depending
of course on the performance of the recording medium. The
intended operational signal to noise ratio is 94 dB leaving 16 dB
of headroom. Aligned at a basic +4 dB level, the gain of both the
compressor and expander remains united at all frequencies. At a
tape working level from about 57 to +8 dB, the system shifts this
to 85.5 dB to +12 dB respectively, thus increasing the
dynamic range from 65 to 97.5 dB.
The attributes of the Telefunken system may have to maintain a
low profile status for the time being following the ingenious
repackaging of some dbx products. Just introduced, and apparently
received at the show with a considerable degree of excitement
was the K9 -22 noise reduction replacement card to fit straight into
a slot (literally) vacated by a Dolby Cat No 22 module. This dbx
is a pin for pin replacement for Dolby. This seems to be a bit
of a slap in the face, but of course, competition is competition, and
no one ever said it was clean. This cuckoo offers instant
interchange of units within a Dolby mainframe, be it a 361,
M16 or M24, giving the potential for full dbx system characteristics.
With the observed emphasis shifting over here from Dolby to
dbx, the concept has caused a minor sensation; nowhere more,
one imagines, than at Sansome Street, San Francisco.
In addition to the replacement card, the company has also come
up with a noise reduction unit, model 194, specifically for use in
conjunction with Nagra tape recording systems. Coupled as both a
noise reduction system and a portable mixer for use with models
4.2, 4L and 3, it could provide a useful tool for location motion
picture sound recording. The added attractions include a
healthy reduction of print through (a plague in motion picture
production), an easing of the level matching requirements, low
weight (1.35 kg) and the fact that the unit can be bolted directly to
the Nagra casing. Anyone who has ever juggled with a Nagra
plus extraneous boxes knows the advantage of the latter point.
During the time spent at the convention, the number of subjectively
poor sounding speaker demonstrations became increasingly
apparent-and disturbing. The immediate thought was that
54
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direction of disco style speakers, but this would be to contradict
all the claims for 'precision monitoring'. Far more likely is that
someone responsible for the music headed for LA with a
friend's bag of party discs and a six inch nail. Biggest surprise
came when visiting the JBL room who, last year, proved to be one
of the big hits of the convention (monitor wise). This year,
the unveiling of a rather bland and subjectively muddy line of
studio monitors was the created impression, and it came as a distinct
disappointment; the response from the scant turnout of previewers
in the room seemed to substantiate these feelings.
Judging from the excitement generally surrounding the show
demonstrations, there seems to be a bedrock acceptance for the
automated facility. After much hesitation by studios on the West
coast, the present situation shows there is now a real commitment
to the concept. At least one major manufacturer, MCI, claims no
less than 32 outstanding orders for versions of the 500 series
console, although a processing system from the same company won't
be ready much before the end of the year. The MCI automated
concept looks promising; the real application should not complicate
the ergonomics of mixdown if not actually simplify. The 500
series consoles use veas as standard fittings which offer subgrouping
capability even if no automation facility is fitted. However, when
implemented, it should offer several system advantages. In
operational mixdown, the engineer simply touches the fader knob to
send that channel into the update mode. From then on, a small
electronic channel subsystem monitors relative fader movement by a
differential process eliminating the need for prior level matching
course, the system does this, but it's an unconscious
process on the part of the engineer. The MCI orders constitute
headway although Allison, API and Quad Eight
have made much more albeit over a far longer period.
Naturally, the Neve Necam system produced standing room only
crowds at almost every one of the two -hourly demonstrations (system
description, see STUDIO SOUND, May 76, p14) but no definite
orders. Neve isn't worried; after all, not even the richest comes
across with $100 000 on the strength of 35 minutes spent
squashed against a rear wall. In any event, with three system orders
plus many more possibles in the UK, success seems assured.
The people in Tin Pan Alley haven't spent too much time
contemplating their own cheerful existence in the hills behind
Nashville for they've introduced a new concept to mixdown.
Allison refers to it as second generation automated mixdown
which amounts to a system of much increased capacity, faster
reaction times with a fundamental concept for central control,
as far as possible to clear the console of extraneous knobs. From
the lightweight technical view, every function of the desk can be
accessed by a 12 bit digital word, and control status information is
only recorded on tape (or played back from) when the status
of a specific control is altered (or to be altered). It is rare to update
more than two or three functions simultaneously. Since each
update requires 3.2 ms per control, that represents total access times

-of

not much more than 10 ms.
Operationally, the system offers a maximum desk organisation
of up to 48 inputs, 16 master groups /outputs with each channel

dbx K9 -22 noise reduction system

comprising up to 64 automated functions. Clearly, such a desk
would be art ergonomic disaster even given automation. Allison has
reached the solution to this problem by centralising certain
functions such as equalisation and routing. The basic premise is to
nominate a channel and then punch in the appropriate setting
or output buss from a central, single control panel. Result -the
wholesale elimination of eq and routing buttons on the basic
channel. However, operational facilities include the possibility of
ganged /subgrouped operation. An additional system feature is the
implement of a high resolution (within 0.25 dB where it matters)
optical /digital fader using a see -through touch sliding belt
with an led column to indicate position.
With the conglomerate possibilities offered by the various
systems, a point came to mind which may be valid to ponder.
Automated systems can make the entire job a lot easier to
handle. They save time, they are nominally error proof, and they
are this year's crowning grace to electronic achievement. But
one can take the introduction of the automated system two ways:
first it provides an avenue for the engineer to free his mind
from the demands of the mixdown and assume a more creative role
in another part of the session; or secondly, by creating a
foolproof area of operation make the area open for a sizeable chunk
of idiots turned engineer so to speak. With the, self confessed,
expensive Necam system, one imagines it couldn't happen. But
laws of supply and demand control the industry with the
implication that if ever Tascam were to introduce a system
and one of the most
For most people, back to earth
promising examples to come with the current wave of flanging
units. Marshall Electronic, of Joppa Maryland should find
there is a ready niche in studios for their Time Modulator.
Essentially, it is a voltage controlled, time sweepable analogue delay
line with some unusual design and operational features. This
accounts for the absence of quantifying noise which, derivatively,
allows the dialling of a desired phasing effect /cancellation
without the error of a stepped system. A voltage controlled
time function makes it possible to programme delay or phasing
swings from any remote source allowing easy interface with
peripherals such as synthesisers, joysticks and footpedals. Full

...
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versatility will extend to effects and to synthesising quad from stereo-(ambiance quad).
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You can see this up- and -coming trio at Stand 72 at the A.P.R.S. Exhibition.
Accompanying them will be Andrew Stirling and Steve Smith.
They'll be only too happy to demonstrate the equipment and tell you all about their
technical specifications.
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books
STAGE SOUND
David Collison

126pp, £7.50.

Published

by Studio Vista

35 Red Lion Square, London

WC1.

The number of people qualified to write a book
on stage sound can be counted on the fingers
of one hand. David Collison is one of that
small number and has a reputation which is
known both in the UK and abroad. No major
work has been written on this subject since
1959, when Burris -Meyer and Mallory published their book in the States, and I had high
hopes that this new book would close a large
gap on the theatre bookshelf.
According to the dust jacket, the book is a
work of reference and practical handbook for
sound enthusiasts in both professional and
amateur theatre. No assumptions are made
that they will have an advanced degree of
technical knowledge nor that they will be
working with expensive professional equipment.
The text has 126 pages of which half are
devoted to black and white photographs and
line drawings. Part One contains ten short
chapters: What is sound; Basic Equipment;
Loudspeakers; Power Amplifiers; Mixers; Echo
and Reverberation; Disc Replay; Microphones;
The Tape Recorder and The Control Position.
Part Two has three chapters: Sound Effects;
Sound Reinforcement and Permanent Installa-

tion. Part Three contains recommendations

by the Association of British Theatre Techni-

cians (ABTT) for loudspeaker and microphone
connections; a bibliography; a useful list of
theatrical terms in four languages; a list of
addresses-mainly American -and a glossary
of terms.
While reading this book I found it difficult
to reconcile the expressed aims of the book
with the actual contents. Whatever opinions
are expressed in a book the purchaser of a
work of reference has a right to expect all
factual statements to be correct and a beginner
needs a factually correct text. Unfortunately,
somewhere along the line things have gone
56
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with in one and a half pages and again one
wishes the author would commit himself to
positive statements rather than generalities:
'A mid frequency boost accentuates the voice
frequencies
A sophisticated mixer will have
presence in different bands to cater for a range
of voices and instruments.' But which frequencies? Is mf cut useful?
The chapter on echo and reverberation
greatly over-simplifies the problem and I doubt
whether anyone new to it could disentangle
instructions for tape delay echo. The illustrations are also over-simplified to the extent
that, if following them, it would be impossible
to produce echo. The one page chapter on
disc replay contains the kind of information
that can be gleaned from almost any issue of
Hi -Fi News.
By the four-page chapter on microphones, I
had realised what an impossible task it is to
write a book on theatre sound. Almost all of
Robertson's book on microphones is relevant
to the theatre; how much should one try to
incorporate in a book on stage sound?
Obviously more than can be contained in four
pages. The same applies to almost all the
chapters in the first section. The chapters on
the tape recorder is a beginners guide to the
topic and consists, almost, of a handbook to a
domestic recorder, hints on editing tape for the
theatre (are scissors still used for editing tape?)
and trouble shooting. Infelicities are still to be
found: '5 cm /sec =31 ips'; on page 42 'a
magnetic head has an extremely narrow gap'
but on page 45 'a full track head has one large
single gap'. No distinction is made between
half track stereo and twin track nor between
domestic machines with power amplifiers and
tone controls and the machines more likely to
be found in the theatre.
The final chapter in Section One on the
control room contains more contradictions.
After arguing for the sound operator to be able
to hear what the audience hears and that ideally
there should be a permanent room at the rear
of the stalls or circle, he illustrates his points
with a diagram in which the control room is
offset from a central position and another
diagram in which the sight lines are such that
from a position in the circle at least half the
stage would be invisible. It is in fact impossible
to hear what the audience hears from inside a
control room, no matter how large its window,
and the only totally satisfactory position is
amongst the audience.
Part Two is really one man's approach to
sound effects and sound reinforcement. Even
in this account of his own work, the author
contradicts himself. At one point he claims
column speakers to have a wide, smooth
frequency range with minimum coloration but
two pages later they have a restricted power
and frequency range. He carefully descri bes
how he angles and aims speakers in the theatre
but has a photograph of his own rig for
Superstar which contradicts his remarks
without any qualification.
In view of the current fad for radio microphones, the section on this subject omits a
No
great deal of necessary information.
mention is made of the fact that licences must
be held for each microphone; the procedure
for obtaining them; allotted frequency range
as 174.1 -175 MHz; and that it is considered
good practice to have the frequencies spaced

...

wray with the book's production.
The first chapter has the usual diagram of a
piano keyboard related to notes on treble and
bass clefs along with frequency comparisons
of various instruments. The author has based
his frequencies on the arithmetically convenient
middle C=256 Hz instead of A =440 Hz and
the octave sign is missing from the last 11 notes
-as it was in Burris -Meyer and Mallory's
book. The human voice is stated to range
from 40 -1200 Hz!
The book contains many comparative and
relative statements without providing a basis
for comparison. These statements provoke
questions, the answers to which the beginner
needs to know but which the author doesn't
supply. By the second page I was also asking
these questions. For example: 'Sound levels are
subjective and the ear quickly adjusts to
growing intensities'. Is the converse true? This
is a very important point in musical theatre;
audiences have difficulty with dialogue immediately following a loud musical number. How
does one cope with the problem? 'The human
ear can determine the source of sounds within
approximately 15° horizontally
but finds it
more difficult to determine the source of sounds
vertically.' How much more difficult? In 1968
Roffier and Butler found that a change of 5°
in the vertical plane could be clearly heard.
Chapter Two is about the basic equipment
one is likely to find in a theatre and the methods
of interconnection. Particularly useful is the
section on the 100V line system for connection
of loudspeakers, although the terms 'in parallel'
and 'in series' are not defined nor is there any
warning about possible overall loudspeaker
system failure with speakers wired in series.
The author's statement that ideally each
loudspeaker should have its own amplifier is
surprising. This statement is often made by
audio engineers outside the theatre but the
method can lead to a great deal of complexity
and inflexibility in an 'effects' situation.
'They [power amplifiers] come in many
shapes and sizes with varying inputs and power
ratings' and 'A deep bass sound requires a
large area of air moving slowly' are two remarks
taken from the next two chapters on loudspeakers and amplifiers. This style of writing
occurs frequently and is probably due to the
fact that the author is not a technical writer.
Unfortunately it means that certain sections of
the text come across as mere padding with
little information content. Mixers are dealt

...
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at least 0.9 MHz apart. How is it possible,
therefore, to use five or six radio microphones
together? They could possibly be narrow
band /low quality, but these compromises are
not discussed.
A method for miking the stage from the
floats position is discussed by the author,
but I feel that some more justification of such
techniques is necessary in view of the considerable criticism levelled at them. The author omits
a great deal of the background theory for this
method as originally outlined C.1970 and as a
result the method may be (and currently is
being) used in totally unsuitable circumstances.
The author's statement that the microphone
should be angled between 30° and 45° (without stating whether this is to the horizontal or
vertical) contradicts the theory of operation.

The gremlins have also been at work on the
photographs. The rear of a power amplifier
is shown to illustrate the line input socket,
but all the connectors are Cannons. An EMT
reverberation plate is referred to as an `echo
plate' and the Grampian 666 unit as an 'echo
spring' (why wasn't the 1136 used ?). This loose
terminology may confuse a beginner, even if
it is in common use. The AKG C414 microphone is labelled CJ2A and the Neumann
U87 a UH1T. The old favourite ribbon microphone finds its way into the index as ISTC
4039. Many of the photographs could have
supplied details missing from the text but are
usually taken in long -shot to show complete
equipment. It is a pity that so much space is
wasted with what are rather irrelevant photographs-recording traffic in Whitehall in 1923;
recording footsteps at dead of night; firing a
cannon on HMS Victory with recording equip-

AES 54th CONVENTION -LOS ANGELES
internal strapback and feed -through mixing functions allow
maximum control of echo and automatic double tracking
(ADT is the company trademark) functions. Naturally frequency
modulation of the control voltage input enable all the usual effects
associated with this type of hardware. In demonstration, the total
number and variety of effects were subjectively satisfying.
In a similar electronic line, Eventide introduced their Model
H910 Harmonizer (which we hope to review shortly). This is a
'versatile special effects instrument' based on digital circuitry
(including rams) but the name indicates the special effect of the unit
which is referred to as 'pitch changing'. Unlike 'frequency shifting'
which creates dissonances, the Harmonizer is claimed to vary pitch
by up to =1 octave but still maintain the harmonic relationships
and thus the `musical' value of a signal. Several applications could
exist; for example in the broadcast field a taped voice could be
speeded up (or slowed down) to fit a particular time slot and
the pitch returned to its original level without alteration
of the tonal qualities.
Perhaps occasionally forgotten is the maintenance and calibration
aspects of studio work. Amber, the Canadian instrumentation firm
caused quite a buzz with its powerful, all purpose test set, 4400,

Sound Mixing Consoles,
mixers.

8

to

32

for use in conjunction with an auxiliary oscilloscope. It
comprises a function generator, sweep generator, noise generator,
comb generator, burst generator, autoranging digital level
meter, autoranging digital frequency counter, wave analyser,
rejection filter, spectrum analyser and digital plot recorder (for
fuller description, see `Comprehensive test set' p34.
By and large, this AES convention did not hold the large
number of startling nuances of previous years. Perhaps hype has
always been recognised, and equipment with true merit has
formed a far larger proportion of this year's AES. Whatever the
true situation, people were generally very interested (over 300
sets of papers were sold at $20 dollars a time) and the intentions
were there for people to lodge large sums of money with each
other or whatever. Most people agreed that visitors in the category
of cowboys and tyre kickers was definitely down on last year,
while the real number of visitors with money to invest
showed a very definite increase (exact figures aren't yet to hand).
One always walks away feeling that this year's convention
had the epitomy of audio design and technology, it just
seems inconceivable that audio equipment could go through any more
transmutations. But even with all this convincing, the next show
comes on and convictions are blown to the wind. Perhaps that's why
one can never be blasé about the LA AES.
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AUDIX LIMITED

nient and engir.e:irs masked by smoke(!); a
24 track Studer and a full page photograph of
the counterweight system of an SME arm.
Apart from one reference to Madame
Tussauds, all examples are taken from the
proscenium theatres, and I find it very regrettable that despite the proliferation of end
stages, thrust stages, theatres in the round etc,
no mention is made of the special problems
associated with these types of stages since many
of the methods outlined in the book are most
applicable in these cases.
It would have been very useful for the beginner if the author had suggested types and makes
of suitable equipment in various price ranges
for use in the theatre. The book is lavishly produced with only one printing error but for
reasons given, a very disappointing book which
is difficult to recommend at the price of £7.50.
Ian Gibson.
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Hollywood film music
LEONARD BROWN

Film music in Hollywood is
supported by an established
recording industry where 'fashion'
is of little consequence.

Photographs courtesy of Ted Keep

Twentieth Century -Fox

picture industry is slow to change its production
methods, and when it does, the movement is ponderous

THE MOTION

and wary.
This reluctance is made up of several parts.
Innovation entails a risk of capital for long range results and that
kind of money is often hard to find. The economics of the
picture business are bound to the product itself, to the short term
gamble on script and stars, sets and costumes and on the other
elements which will show up on the screen.
For another thing, Hollywood believes devoutly in that which has
proven itself in practice. The strongest affirmation is in the
phrase It works'. And workability is the ultimate measure of all
that goes into picture making, as well as the source of imitation
and cycle.
But most basically perhaps, the movies are made by craftsmen
and technicians who have perfected what they do. They are
specialists, unique in their skills and intimately concerned with
quality. They tend to be individualistic and proprietary. And,
having witnessed past flurries of experimentation and ephemeral
gimmickry, they are inclined to weigh new techniques and
equipment with seasoned scepticism. Against this tightly professional
background, change has been making itself felt. Just how
revolutionary or how permanent it will be remains to be seen.
For a first hand look at the current state of motion picture
recording, made a visit recently to the scoring stage at
Twentieth Century -Fox, where Sherlock Holmes in New York was
in post production.
The picture is an original tale about the Great Detective,
written by Alvin Sapinsley, directed by Boris Segal and produced
by John Cutts. The score was composed by Richard Rodney Bennett.
Cutts and Bennett are Englishmen, and they were delighted
when I told them that I intended to write about the scoring of their
film for a magazine produced in England.
I had been hearing talk about the influence of the record business
on music for films. The booth was unmistakable evidence of this, an
opulent room -within -a-room, acoustically snug and comfortably
furnished. The lighting from flush fixtures in the ceiling was
ideal. There was neither glare nor reflection from the window.
The console was on the upper of its two stepped levels,
which gave the mixer, Ted Keep, a truncated view of the screen
at the back wall of the studio proper, a flaw in planning which
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suggests that the designer had momentarily forgotten the
relationship between the picture and the music. The console is a
16 track Auditronics with 35 inputs. In addition to its familiar
recording functions, it incorporates buttons and lights for
communication among the mixer and his projectionist and
recordist. Another, smaller desk at the side of the main console
enables the mixer to play back the music track in a rough mix
of sound and dialogue tracks, all synchronised to the film.
I looked around at first to see where the tape was running.
There were two Ampex decks in the room. One 12.5 mm console
was covered and unplugged. The other, a 6.25 mm machine, ran
constantly without any apparent reference to the session. Ted
Keep explained. He was programming through the heads of the
6.25 mm deck to add a touch of echo, thereby enhancing the
gas -light romanticism of score and story. The actual monaural
recording on three -track mag stripe film was taking place a
block -and -a -half away in the re- recording building.
In addition to Keep and the invisible recordist, the crew
included a prop man, who had set up chairs and music stands, a
stage or boom man, who had placed the mics to suit Keep's
requirements, a projectionist, who ran the film from his booth
above the mixing room, and an editor or cutter. The cutter's duties
are awesome. He shares with the composer the responsibility of
seeing that the cues are in sync with the action. He starts and stops
the clock, punches cues, builds 'click tracks', cuts acetates of
instrumental tracks for vocal dubbing and marks streamers and
flashes on film. More about all of this later.
The luxurious appointments of the mixing booth are in startling
contrast to the recording stage, itself a great, gaunt barn of a
building lined with exposed acoustical batting. Someone remarked,
'Isn't it a toilet ?' As a guest, I hesitated to agree. Instead 1
asked Keep about its qualities as a studio. He said that it had a bit
too much 'life', but that the problem was going to be worked
on. The 36 musicians who were performing the score seemed
untroubled by their environment.
Their conductor was Leonard Rosenman, himself a noted
composer whose score for Stanley Kubrick's Barry Lyndon won
an Oscar. (Bennett told me later that he never conducts his own
scores. '1 never learned to conduct', he said. 'That would have been
four more years in school
'). Rosenman's concert- master was
Paul Shure, of the California Quartet.

...

Motion picture scores are usually performed in brief takes,
which are called `cues'. Each cue is only as long as the scene
or sequence it accompanies.
While the film was being set up in the projector, Rosenman
led his orchestra through the matching cue. Keep listened
attentively, mixing and balancing his 23 Sony C-37 phantom
powered mies. Bennett followed his score, calling out a correction on
the talk -back when someone played a wrong note.
A light flashed on the console, indicating that the film was ready
to roll. Keep pushed the warning light button, Rosenman was
ready. Keep signalled for the film to roll.
There was a flickering on the big screen. Then the streamer,
a crude line across the film, appeared. Rosenman's baton came
down, and the cue was recorded. Bennett found a flaw, so the film
was rewound, and the process was repeated. And the cue was
finished.
They broke for lunch, and I joined Rosenman, Bennett and
Keep for a sandwich in the commissary. I was astonished at how
smoothly the work had gone. I asked Rosenman how much
rehearsal time he'd had with the orchestra. `Only what you saw',
he told me. Studio musicians are adept at sight reading, even
with difficult scores such as Bennett's obviously was.
Both composers are young men, yet both have had busy and
distinguished careers. Bennett scored Murder on the Orient Express,
Far from the Madding Crowd, Nicholas and Alexandra and
Lady Caroline Lamb, among others. Rosenman's credits include
East of Eden, Rebel without a Cause, Edge of the City and
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Both write and perform concert music.
Why, then, I asked Rosenman, do you do this? I think I
expected him to say that it was for the money. Top film composers
command as much as $25 000 a feature picture.
But his answer was, 'Because I love film'.
We talked about what he described as the 'invasion' of the
record business people. He said that the technology had

b.dd.
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Fantastic Voyage.
Rosenman likes to experiment, and he feels that avant garde
scoring improves the vocabulary of film music. He told me that he
had written the first 12 -tone score for a major motion picture,
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benefited, but the musicians were musical illiterates for the most
part. 'They're not interested in film music, only in eight -bar tunes
which will make hit songs. They're a pernicious influence.'
Bennett agreed.
Keep expressed other reservations. Having been a recording
engineer for Liberty Records prior to his present career in
pictures, he has perspective on both fields.
Record companies, Keep said, tape in 'dead' studios, and the rule
is to set up mies in absurdly excessive numbers, leaving it to the
engineer to keep in balance. His ideal is to achieve what he calls
'acoustical' balance in the studio. He looks upon the microphone as
a primary tool, to be used sparingly and accurately.
He doesn't trust Dolbys. He records at high levels. This, he
explained, helps to preserve the whole effect intact when the
music fades under dialogue, rather than just the melody with the
other parts lost in the fade.
He described some of the extraordinary situations he has
encountered. There was the Jerry Fielding score for Dalton
Trumbo's Johnny Got His Gun, a World War I story told
through the flashback memories of a soldier whose wounds have
turned him into a vegetable. Keep researched the recording
techniques of the period, then built his microphone from a
two metre megaphone with diaphragm and coil at the small end. To
record the score by Ralph Burns for Lucky Lady, a picture about
bootlegging in the 1920s, Keep duplicated early carbon mics by
suspending telephone ear pieces from booms. In both cases, he
positioned the orchestra according to the energy of each
instrument, relative to the mics, and in the latter instance boxed the
musicians with baffles to subdue the liveliness of the stage
ambience.
After lunch, we returned to the scoring stage.
Motion pictures are rarely filmed or scored in straight sequence
from beginning to end. The first cue after lunch was for the final
scenes. Bennett had composed an exquisitely tender theme to
enhance a bittersweet farewell between Holmes (Roger Moore)
and Irene Adler (Charlotte Rampling), and the wistful epilogue as
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Left: L to R : Professor Moriarty
(John Huston), Irene Adler (Char lotte Rampling),
Doctor Watson (Patrick Macnee), and Sherlcck
Holmes (Roger Moore), in 'Sherlock Holmes in
New Ycrk'. A film which will be shown on tv
in the United States, and on theatrical release
abroad. Above: Page from Richard Rodney
Bennett's score for Sherlock Holmes, New York.
Below: View of 16 track Auditronics recording
conso/e at Twentieth Century-Fox Pictures. Seated
at the desk in the background, composer
Richard Rodney Bennett.
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Holmes and Watson (Patrick Macnee) depart in their hansom.
Again, Rosenman and the orchestra sight read through the
material, to my ear flawlessly. But there was a brief and
urgent conference between composer and conductor. Minor
corrections were made in one of the parts.
Keep was checking his levels. The monitor system consists of
eight Altec 604s above the window, plus another two to the rear
for quadraphonic playback. Each of the eight speakers has two
separate controls, one for each track. Keep detected a gap
in the coverage. The boom man hurried into view, tightened a mic
connector, grinned and shrugged with embarrassment, then vanished
into his corner. It was a tiny crisis, resolved in a matter of
moments, calmly and smoothly. and I only mention it here as an
illustration of the unruffled professionalism which characterises
motion picture music craft. The record business could profit
from the example.
When Keep was satisfied, he gave me his attention until the
musicians were ready. The board signalled that the unseen
participants -the projectionist and the recordist -were poised to go.
I wanted to ask him about an enormous, gaudy beach umbrella
on the right side of the stage. It served as a ceiling baffle for
jazz or rock drums, he explained, adding that he had discovered the
best mic position to be high above the drums and directly under
the umbrella. He usually records drums with a single mic, to the
occasional dismay of pop drummers who are accustomed to four or
five -until they hear the results in playback. On the Sherlock
Holmes sessions, he was using five mics for the percussion section.
`They're moving around a lot', he said almost apologetically.
Now, in less than 15 minutes of preparation, the musicians
were ready to record the long and delicate cue. Keep hunched
attentively over his board. Other than to punch the record,
projection and warning buttons, there was little more to be done.
The mix was secure.
The sync frame counter, a pre -set automatic device, chattered as it
counted off the 40 frames leading into the cue, then started the
mag track.
The film rolled; again the streamer appeared on the screen; and
Rosenman led the music along at exactly the perfect tempo for
the action. There were a couple of flashes on the film to indicate
emphasis, and the orchestra responded with the required accents.
After the playback, there was a rush to congratulate Bennett,
who seemed very happy with the outcome.
It was a good note to leave on, so next I went around to the
music editing department. I had an introduction to Leonard Engel,
supervising music editor, who would be able to explain
some of the technical aspects of cueing.
Engel proved to be a very friendly man, and a fund of
information. I told him what I had seen thus far, and he said that

the Sherlock Holmes sessions, with only streamers and flashes,
were `primitive' when compared to some of the more intricate cues.
For films involving complicated action and scores to match, click
tracks are cut -loops of film which are hole -punched at regular
intervals to produce clicking sounds when played to the
conductor's headset. This enables him to control the pace of the
music relative to the events on the screen, working in the
relationship between audio and visual as a kind of metronome. A
click track might be a simple one click per second, ie once every
24 frames, which is the normal speed of film. Or it might be
immensely difficult, as in the case of a variable click track.
Engel gave me an example. A long sequence in a recent Western,
Breakheart Pass, showed a railroad car filled with soldiers
rolling out of control downhill, picking up speed as it went, until it
crashed off a trestle into a deep ravine. Composer Jerry Goldsmith's
score was to accelerate at the same rate until the wreck at the
climax, thus building the excitement of the horrifying turn in the
plot. 'It was a problem in calculus', said Engel, to cut a click
track which would help Goldsmith to quicken the music in smooth
sync to the action. It was simple enough at the beginning when
the rail car was moving slowly. The frequency of clicks could be
increased by dropping a frame, from one in 24 to one in 23. But as
the action raced towards disaster, the frequency had to be
computed in sprockets to avoid jerkiness.
Formerly, click tracks were prepared mechanically. Now there is a
digital click track. And to further aid the composer in matching
his music to film action, there is Project Tempo by Carroll Knudson,

computer- accurate book of charts showing the relationship
between tempo, timing and beats based on the speed of 35 mm
film as standardised at 27.45m per minute'.
How important is all of this? Virtually from the beginning,
motion picture music has been deemed essential to intensify and
sustain dramatic form and feeling, to involve the audience in
character and conflict and to reinforce the viewer's attention span.
The earliest known film score was written by Camille Saint -Saens in
1908 to be performed by a pit orchestra during the running of a
silent movie. And in the case of at least two highly successful
pictures of recent years, Jaws and The Exorcist, the consensus
of critics has been that music contributed an indispensable power to
their total impact. A note by note, frame by frame wedding of
arts into a dramatic synthesis made that happen.
Engel told me of an interesting incident which measures the
significance of motion picture music from a somewhat different
angle. One of the first jazz scores for film was by Alex North for
Tennessee Williams's A Streetcar Named Desire. Part of that
score was censored by the studio as being `too suggestive'.
Earlier, Ted Keep had praised the 16 track tape capability for its
economy and versatility. One reel of 1.5 mil tape is nearly
equivalent to three rolls of 35 mm film. Keep liked that, as well as the
control he could exercise in adding or subtracting tracks. He
66
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Orchestra under conductor Leonard Rosenman per forming Richard
Rodney Bennett's score for 'Sherlock Holmes in New York'. Recording booth in background.
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HOLLYWOOD FILM MUSIC
had used 16 track tape to record The Towering Inferno, among other
assignments, and he pointed to the obvious advantage of being able
to proceed readily to mixdown for sound track Ip mastering.
I asked Leonard Engel how he, as a music editor, felt about

track.
He was unimpressed. Its the greatest tinkertoy ever made', he
remarked. To his way of thinking, mag film is more flexible
because virtually any reasonable number of tracks may be assembled
in sync by means of film sprockets. I was told that this could
amount to as many as 50 tracks for a large scale production.
Schedule also imposes limitations. Scoring is one of the final
steps in post production. With only one 16 track system, mixing
must wait until recording is completed. Under the pressure of time,
Engel said, mag tracks are often edited and re- recorded while the
scoring sessions are still going on.
I asked Engel what qualities music editors bring to their work,
aside from their technical skills, and he said that all of the
editors in his department are able to read music and that most of
them play instruments.
How, I asked him, did a composer approach his work? Through
repeated screenings of the film? With a moviola at his side?
Usually, he said, the composer screens the picture once to get the
over -all sense of it. The editing department provides a set of
synoptic `music notes' followed by a `musical breakdown' nearly as
thick as the script itself, giving the timing and content of
every scene and indicating every cut. The composer works from
16

these.

After my conversation with Engel and Keep, I could see the
in both points of view, each representing well reasoned

sense

derived from long and varied experience.
the advent of mag stripe film in the 1950s, sound was
optically on film through light valves. This is still the
accepted sound projection system for theatres. Each
take had to be perfect, and because of the lag in processing
exposed tracks, acetates were usually cut simultaneously for playback,
to make sure that there were no mic failures, no extraneous
sound and so on. Optical sound was exacting in technique and
severe in its limitations, with no margin for error or allowance for
edit -and -splice. Yet that is the way it was done during what is
now called the 'Golden Age' of Hollywood film music, a period of
epic scores played by full symphony orchestras, often with choruses,
and staged musical numbers with dozens of singers and dancers.
Small wonder, then, that Hollywood approaches change with
reluctance.

opinions
Before
recorded
generally

16

track Auditronics console at Twentieth Century -Fox

One of these, Gerry Fried, was nominated for an Oscar this year
for his documentary score, Birds Do It, Bees Do It, written for

electronic instruments. Fried's credits include several Stanley
Kubrick films, among them Paths of Glory, and scores for
Robert Aldrich. He recalls the era of optical recording as 'a
composer's nightmare', and speaks of the introduction of
three -stripe mag film as a tremendous stride forward. Today,
working with 16 and 32 track systems, he finds `few technical
limitations', although it has only been within the last three or so
years that the studios have revamped their recording consoles.
The function of his art, as he sees it, is 'to get inside the heads
of a mass audience as quickly as possible'. Thus the need to
employ musical 'clichés, to get the blood and adrenalin flowing'
for people who are musically unsophisticated.
I mentioned the famous Dmitri Tiomkin Oscar acceptance speech.
'I would like to thank Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, Strauss and
Rimski -Korsakov
' Today, Fried said, the influences are, in
addition to pop and jazz, Bartok, Stravinsky and Copland. Copland,
in particular, `did it so right' when he scored The Red Pony,
that there are echoes of his music in the scores of many pictures
about the open plains,
Fried has used ring modulators, octave dividers, oscillators,
phasers and instruments programmed through synthesisers-and at
the other end of the scale, he conducted a 93 piece orchestra
because `that was what Robert Aldrich (the director) wanted for
Too Late The Hero.'
Another Milander client is David Shire, composer of the
hauntingly nostalgic score for Farewell My Lovely, based on
Raymond Chandler's private eye novel, and the 1975 Oscar
nominee, Hindenburg. For Francis Ford Coppola's The Conversation,
Shire filtered solo piano cues through an ARP synthesiser. He
likes electronic instruments, not for what he calls `instant
strangeness and futurism', but because they can 'widen material
almost to infinity'. These resources have emerged at a time when
Shire sees a need for new aesthetic tools and techniques. Motion
pictures are exploring a wider range of emotion, he told me,
and 'musical scores can follow into the nuances of this feeling'. He
is acutely aware of the recording process, of the placing and
balancing of instruments and microphones and of 'the ways you can
get an orchestra to sound. The composer should have a choice in
how his notes are going to be recorded.'
I have intended here to convey a necessarily fragmentary
overview of Hollywood film music today, of the quality of the people
who make that music, and of the changing means by which it
is produced.
The most important single influence is the record industry, and
its highly developed and singularly successful technology. If
the studios and studio people are slow to adapt and accommodate,
it should be kept in mind that they have worked for nearly
50 years to achieve their own highly developed and singularly
successful technology.
Moreover, their's is a going concern. On any given day the job
may be to record a marching band, a troupe of Swiss bell ringers, a
yodeler with three second echo delay, a Basin street jam
session, a gamelan orchestra, a Trinidad steel band, a Roman
phalanx of tubae, a quintet of recorders, a chest of viols, a salon
(for lack of a word) of synthesisers, a heavy metal rock group,
the New York Philharmonic or the Metropolitan Opera Company
or even a combination of several of these musical entities. All
these have been added to film at one time or another, and many
more to boot. To interrupt, not to say disrupt the process with
radical modification is to place great investments in jeopardy, but
perhaps worse, it is to deprecate the professional accomplishments of
technicians, many of them highly honoured by their peers, who
have built the movies from borrowed and improvised arts and
sciences to a highly developed industry with an integrity of its own.
This is why it will, and probably should, take time to revolutionise
sound in the motion pictures.
As for the composers, they are intelligent and receptive to that which
is new, be it avant garde musical language or electronic
breakthrough in the generation or reproduction of sound. They
scarcely need to be forgiven if they lack respect for the unlettered,
the would -be film composers who are called `hummers' among
post -production men. If the record business is to contribute
effectively to the film industry, let it be with the best and not the
least they have to offer.

...

-

To round out my impressions of new trends in film music, I
spoke with several other composers and with the agent who
represents them.
Stan Milander, of Bart & Levy Associates, an agency which
specialises in representing composers, believes that the public is
beginning to understand and appreciate the contribution musicians
have made to film. He sees evidence of this in the release of an
increasing number of sound track albums and title songs. I asked
him why so many films are scored by the same few composers,
and he said that producers are inclined `to go with track
records', with the proven thing. However, he added, there is a
current influx of young producer- directors who are open to
innovative ways to make a film score work creatively.
Milander referred me to some of his clients.
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Adjustable
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Internal rubber end
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Detachable legs of
solid 20mm steel.

Rubber protective end caps
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JBL's new 4315.
There's never been a wider range
studio monitor Of any size.
And, four more things:
it's a four way system. It has the most sophisticated
cross -over network ever designed. It's compact, shallow,
portable. Perfect for wall mounding, horizontally or
vertically.
There's more. Much more. Go hear the rest.
[Please send me information on the 4315.

1

Name
I

Address

C. E. Hammond & Co. Ltd., III Chertsey Road,

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
Professional Division 3249 Casitas Avenue Los Angeles 90039

JBL

Byfteet, Surrey KT14 7LA.
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Rockfield
Wales and the southwest doing an
They don't shout about it but they early rock act with varying degrees
started it. Started what? And who of local fame until the inevitable
are They? They could be the studio time arrived for country boys to
or, perhaps, Charles and Kingsley go to the city and chance their
Ward. Perhaps, it all amounts to fortune. George Martin said what
the same thing. But what, exactly, a pity it was that they didn't
did they start? A recording facility bring the tape to him before 'cause
that wasn't in London, that in he might have been able to do
itself unusual in 1964, or a durable something with it -there you
fashion for rural studios echoed are, that's life. But, in the event,
subsequently by many famous things did happen, albeit fortunames. Take your pick; Rockfield itously. The Brothers met Joe Meek
was the first country studio to open who involved them with recording
in the UK and, over the passing and engineering work in a conyears, has still been able to preserve verted room in his flat. The venture
the mentality that went into the was a success resulting in the
original concept of a place to work acquisition of more extensive hardin relative peace and quiet without ware. For reasons of space, this
the hassle of meter maids, traffic created almost as many problems
noises and crushing overtime rates. as it solved. Anyway, the stresses
The other part of the concept is of milking the cows on the family
that the good life does not com- farm in the morning, commuting
promise the facilities on offer. Both from Monmouth to London to do
the 16 and 24 track studios lack for the sessions, and back again in
nothing and the latter will be much time to milk the cows in the
in advance of many of its peers evening proved too much. Somewhen the new Allison Automation/ thing had to be done.
:'tosser 42/'24 desk is installed.
The answer seemed logical
The roots of the Monmouthshire enough: move all the hardware
'studio go back to the early sixties. down to the farm where there was
Brothers Charles and Kingsley plenty of room. But would the
used to play the pubs and clubs of clients come? If they were to, then
The original studio.
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The original control room. Dave Edmunds prepares to do an overdub.

the recording studio would have to
be run in such a manner as to offer
some special advantages -like all
the things which make a feature of
the rural environment.
The suggestion that these two
country boyos would start a top
flight recording studio outside the
boundary of the London County
Council gave the recording status
quo a little snigger. Then a laugh
when idea became fact. Then a
frown when the waiting list for
studio time generally exceeded
theirs. The country studio was born.
From then on, life for the Ward
Brothers became a natural progression culminating in a 24 track
studio with automated mix -down
and their own record label .. .
Nobody has specific job functions
at the studio, although people
naturally tend to gravitate towards
what they're best at. These days
Kingsley, an amiable eccentric
whose zany craziness belies the
fact that his head is firmly screwed
on, handles most of the business
side-entailing trips to London
about three days a week. He also
makes vats of tea. His wife, Anne,
looks after the bookings and provides sanity where necessary.
Kingsley also supplies much of the
guiding light for the Rockfield
record label. He used to do most of
the session engineering in the early
days but has since handed the bulk
over to staff engineer Dave Charles,
an ex drummer and client who
liked it so much at the studio that
he stayed.
Charles, self-described as `the
disappointment of my mother's life
when I gave up classical piano to

play rock and roll', sees his main
function as a jack of all trades. A
bit of producing here, a bit of
engineering there, design a studio
somewhere else, make more tea,
etc. His manner suggests a three
way cross between Tom Hidley,
Fred Emett and Farmer `the last
16 of the cows fetched top price at
Monmouth Market' Giles. Like
his brother, he is as totally charming as he is a head case. Not that it's
loose. He was responsible for most
of the acoustic design, which can
be shown to operate very efficiently.
Where necessary, he takes advice
on hardware matters from Otto,
the maintenance engineer, and
Rosser Electronics, a local studio
hardware manufacturing firm with
whom Rockfield has dealt since the
beginning.
The studio is situated a couple of
miles down the road from Monmouth town centre, thus offering
quite reasonable travelling connections with the Big Smoke. The complex is formed from a large farmhouse and a converted quadrangle
of typically agricultural outbuildings
such as barns and stables, etc. The
original studio, a 16 track facility
unchanged for the last five years,
was constructed from an extension
built onto the farmhouse. There is
nothing of the plush veneer associated with urban establishments;
it looks rather as if the carpenters
had deserted three- quarters of the
way through the conversion job.
This results from a split roof with
sound proofing at one end and bare
rafters at the other. Whatever the
aesthetic considerations, it works,
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PROBLEM:

Sound Recording Practice
Ec itec ay John Borwick
The pace of technical advance in the recording of music,
speech, and drama was never greater than it is today. Yet
harassed studio managers, engineers, and producers have
less time than ever to sift through the numerous
magazines and manufacturers' brochures in search of
complex and vita: data.

STEREO PHASING
IN CARTRIDGE!
ANSWER:

Now, for the first time in the English language, a handbook
has been produced which is designed for the user of studio
and electronic equipment rather than the designer or
engineer.
Compiled by the Association of Professional Recording
Studios, Sound Recording Practice presents in one
comprehensive volume a digest of the experience,
techniques, and philosophy of leading practitioners
currently working in sound broadcasting.
There are numerous references to existing literature and
international standards, and a substantial glossary of
terms, as well as hundreds of illustrations
photographs
and line drawings.

-

23 x 16 cm., 456 pages
Now available

£16

The biggest single problem facing broadcasters
today is undoubtedly mono -stereo phase corn -

patability.

Oxford University Press

The answer is the new RP0006 cartridge
machine from ITC. It offers the same reliability and
simplicity of operation associated with all ITC
cartridge machines, plus the most significant
operational advance for years
a motor -driven
azimuth adjust
operated by a two -way 'updown' switch.

RAC MIXERS
RUGBY AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS
Mixers built to your own specification. Tell us
your requirements, we will be pleased to send
quotation.

APRS EXHIBITION STAND

ITC RP0006 CARTRIDGE MACHINE

a
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In this way every individual cartridge can be
easily recorded to is optimum alignment. You
simply adjust the two -way switch until the 8Khz
cue signal, indicated on the front panel of the
machine, is at maximum for each cartridge. It's as
simple as that and you get performance corn parable to the best reel to reel tape machine.

Prove to yourself what other broadcasters
already know. If you use cartridge machines or
other studio or broadcasting equipment, talk to us
first. Most others did, that is why the B.B.C., 17 of
the 19 commercial stations and most of the major
studios already use our equipment.

The RP0006 is also available with +18dBM
output. For further information on these and other
equipment and exchange details for +18dBM
P.C.Bs

contact:

Also Power Amplifiers and wide range of Audio
Modules.

19

Freemantle Road, Rugby,
England
Tel: 810877

C.

Welsh

LEE ENGINEERING
Napier House, Bridge Street,
Walton -on- Thames, Surrey KT12 1AP
Tel Walton -on- Thames 43124
Telex 928475 Cables LEETECH
:

:

:
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although the rafters in the control
room give it a fairly bright feel.
This has never worried people who
did control room overdubs; indeed,
the only instruments that Dave
Edmunds, musician best described
as a rock Mike Oldfield and regular
Rockfield client, didn't overdub
seated in at the control room desk
were the grand piano and the
drums. Besides, one imagines that
people who regularly use a facility
with a dominant characteristic tend
to adjust for it when doing the
resulting mix down.
In contrast, the new studio
installed in the yard quadrangle
has completely neutral characteristics. It was deliberately designed
flat and dead by the Brothers
Ward and that was what they
achieved. The control room is
large, although it has to be to
accommodate the massive Cadac
monitors. At the time of the writer's
visit, the hardware complement
was in a state of flux caused by the
expected arrival of the automated
Rosser desk. With 42 inputs and
24 outputs, it is going to be the
biggest around. It was decided to
go for the Allison computer mix down system for reasons of corn patibility with other studios in the
UK. At present, three other studios
use the same system. "Pat Moran
came to Rockfield with a group
called `Spring' which Charles and
Kingsley auditioned. After hearing
them it was decided to manage and
handle their recording careers.
They then recorded an album here
produced by Gus Dugdeon. Later
the band dismantled and Pat
decided to stay on as an engineer.
He has been engineering for four
years and in 1975 he was highly
commended for the Ace Single
`How Long'."
Control room peripherals are not
lacking either. Since it opened, the
new studio has collected Eventide
digital delay lines and omnipressors in addition to all the usual
things such as compressors and
plates. Both Charles and Kingsley
have great respect for using the
natural properties of rooms and
open spaces to add ambience to
recorded music. With this in mind,
they built an entirely separate
studio adjacent to the main (new)
control room, with acoustic properties more in keeping with a church
hall although the reverberation of
the large room can be loosely controlled by opening or closing floor to- ceiling curtains covering all four
walls. This room provides three
main functions: a bright recording
studio, an echo chamber and a table
tennis room. For the second function, careful shifting of speakers
and microphones can give a very
natural feel to the reverb. But they
70

This is a recording studio.

are going one step further still.
Charles is going to build-wait
for it
chandelier room. It is a
highly refined and totally controlled
echo chamber wherein all the
ceiling suspended sound reflecting
plates are adjustable. `It's going to
be an oblong room about 30m long
with three lots of tracking running
the length of the room. Running in
that, there will be tracking beams
at right angles to the first ones.
Below that, suspended from the
lower tracking, will be plates of
glass about lm x 2m which will
revolve through 360 °. If we have
about 14 of these, we can slide
them down and along into various
shapes; you can form rows and
channel sound through passages
you can do what you like.' He says
that the reason for the length is to
get a respectable echo at the bass
end; something which he considers
the downfall of all existing designs.
The design work will be based on
results from empirical tests once
the initial concept is realised:
`What we'll do is to put down a
basic channel, put some sound
through and take it from there . . .
We'll see what eventualities will
come from there which you can't
see at the moment. It's all a question of building and trying the
thing. It may be totally unsuccessful but we've every reason to
believe it will be a success.'
The courtyard in the quadrangle
also gets used for add -on echo
although, anywhere else, it would
annoy the neighbours: `There's no
problem with them. We could not
be curtailed by distressing neighbours.' Don't suppose they could.
Charles and Kingsley have bought
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them all out.
People at Rockfield implied that
there were two good reasons for
creating their own label. Firstly, it
could provide a lucrative return
provided that the a & r was
handled carefully. And, according
to them, there is no shortage of
local talent simply waiting to be
discovered. One wonders what
influence the early life of the
Brothers Ward had on this. Give
the locals a break.
The other reason was put succinctly like this: `Agency and
production companies like XXX
have bought up recording studios
and will no longer allow their acts
this is
to record at other places
a prod in the back to studios like us
to have our own people to fill up
the gaps
get a good distributor
like RCA and there are no problems.' At only £240 /day (£24 /hour)
there aren't many gaps.
Generally, Kingsley and Charles
don't see the studio getting much
bigger. They reckon it's big enough;
to increase the size would be to
imperil the country image. Further,
it would mean that Kingsley would
spend even more of his day on the
telephone. There will be equipment
updates as they become necessary.
Already, plans are in hand to
modernise the original 16 track
studio and turn it 24 track. But
there again, the terrible twosome
seems capable of just about
Frank Ogden
anything.

...

recording studio at his house in
Henley, I ill disguised my boredom. In fact the thought occurred
to me that people might be more
interested in hearing about a rock
artist who had decided not to
build his own studio. Albeit in
politer terms, I made the point to
Hensley that although 1 didn't
doubt his ability to plan, build and
equip a home studio, I would lay
even bets that it would unexpectedly
cost him so much to finish and
run that he would end up hiring it
out, at least to recoup maintenance costs. `No,' he told me, `it's
part of my house, so I certainly
don't want strange musicians and
bands trooping in and out. In any
case, I've set myself a very tight
budget of £15 000 for eight track,
and I reckon I can stick to it.'
That made the story sound more
interesting. Fifteen grand is more
or less the price of a small cupboard freehold in some parts of
London, so I was interested to see
and hear how Hensley could put
together a fully operational, eight track studio for the same amount.
With only a little cheating he
seems to have done it.
Like so many rock artists these
days, Hensley has a large house in
the Henley rock and roll retirement area, which looks as if it
once belonged to a bank manager.
How times change; but that's
another, sociological story. Three
small rooms along one side of the
house made an ideal area to gut
and rebuild as a small studio and
control room. As there was to be
no external modification of the
house and no plans to use the end
product on a commercial basis,
local planning permission wasn't
needed. Hensley brought in local
builder Bob Pullenger to do the

construction work and Tony Patrick to do the electronics. Working
regularly with Uriah Heep at the
Roundhouse Studio, he also had
the happy chance to pick up a
mass of useful technical information first -hand from the Roundhouse engineers.
The first move was to clad the
walls of the gutted area with board,
fibreglass and veneer, and the
ceiling similarly, but with fireproof
tiles. Double glazing on all windows and heavy doors home -built
(cheaper than buying ready -made)
came next. Choosing the equipment proved rather less easy.
Hensley had originally wanted
Studer -`I had been conditioned
to think Studer' -but couldn't
find a secondhand eight -track for
less than around £6000 to £8000.
So he stopped thinking Studer and
Heep nice studio
When I heard that Ken Hensley, thought Scully instead, finding a
guitarist, keyboard player and reasonable machine at half that
songwriter for the rock group price with Malcolm Jackson. Next
Uriah Heep, was building his own

...

Switch on

to the new generation
Yes, the news is Neve has produced a new range of
standard consoles. We think you'll be excited about the
significant changes we've made. But you'll also be glad to
hear that we've kept the things that really matter the
high standards of performance and reliability you've
always associated with the Neve name.

ergonomics and studio operations. And we've packed the
same, sophisticated Neve system of electronics into more
compact consoles to perform in the Neve way at a better

What's different

Neve

-

is

:

new concepts in desk styling
new control designs
more unit compactness
greater operational efficiency

attractive prices

After extensive research, we have developed a range of
consoles that increase the effectiveness of the sound
engineer and enhance the studio environment. We have
based our designs on the most contemporary concepts of

price.
The only thing we haven't altered is the quality. We think
you'll agree when you switch on to the new range.

N

The Sound of Neve is Worldwide
Rupert Neve Et Co., Ltd., Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts.,
SG8 6AU, England. Tel. Royston (0763) 60776 Telex 81381
Cables NEVE Cambridge
Rupert Neve Incorporated, Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel,
Conn. 06801, USA. Tel. (203) 744 -6230 Telex 969638
Hollywood: Suite 61 6, 1800 -N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Ca. 90028
Tel. (213) 465 -4822
Rupert Neve of Canada Ltd., 2721 Rena Road, Malton, Ontario, Canada.
Tel. (41 6) 677 -6611
Rupert Neve GmbH, 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse, 114 West Germany.
Telefon (06151) 81764
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came ten secondhand Dolby 361s
at around £200 each, and a new
Allen & Heath 16/8 mixer, for
around £2000 including special
patch bay. Originally Hensley had
been `thinking Neve', but the
cheapest secondhand Neve available was around six grand. The
Allen & Heath had everything that
Hensley needed, but was a bit
restricted on eq. So four channels
of Audio & Design sweep equalisers
were bought at £700 new for
patching in wherever necessaryan interesting thought for anyone
wanting sophisticated eq but short
of enough readies to buy a desk
with everything on every channel.
A Master Room echo at £800
proved a reasonable substitute for
EMTs and at a fraction of their
price. A dbx compressor /limiter,
Eventide instant phase,. (originally
used by Hensley on stage) Neumann
Above:
Ken
and AKG mics more or less corn Hensley
pletes the picture so far.
Yet to come are noise gates and
mic stands, which should bring the
total equipment bill up to around
£Il 500. The mild cheating starts
with a pair of Tannoy Lancasters
and an Amcron D60 for monitoring and left over from a domestic
hi -fi, a Revox A700 now to be
used for stereo mastering and a
Teac 4- channel originally bought for
simple multitrack home recording
and now pressed into service for
echo. In the garage there's already
a pile of keyboard equipment used
for the band. A Steinway grand in
the music room can be used
for recording simply by patching
through the adjoining walls.
All in all, then, it looks likely
that Hensley will get his studio
functional, and apart from keeping
Right:
Ken
engineer Patrick on wages, the
Hensley
running costs should be low
trying out
enough to make the project realisthe controls
tic in the long term. Fine; but
what's the justification? Is it just
a toy, or can it pay?
fident that he can produce, not
Hensley works on the road with only the demos he needs for passUriah Heep seven or eight months ing on his songs to the band
of the year, and for the rest of the (deliberately simple, to avoid temptime records and rehearses with tations for the band simply to
the band. By his own admission, re- create the demo sound) but also
obsessive about music, and inter- fuller demos for other artists interested in very little else except his ested in his songs. He is also confihome and racing car team, Hensley dent that the carefully considered
has relatively little time to spare. concessions made to keep the
He writes most of the songs for budget down to 15 grand will not
Heep, has a couple of solo albums prevent him from producing master
already out and plans more. There tapes if the need arises. And at no
are also hopes of film and jingle cost to himself he can now also
writing. Whether or not the old find out a few things for himself;
school of musician and writer like, for instance `spend three days
likes it, the new breed of musician - trying to get that American
writer, of which Hensley is typical, acoustic guitar sound that I haven't
`writes' by producing demos. To yet managed to get'.
produce demos in London costs
Given all this, it seems likely that
not only the time of getting there the studio will more than pay its
and back but also costs more than way. When I left, Hensley was just
a little studio time. Hensley is con- off on a USA tour, and Patrick
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Mountain music
For many musicians, a holiday in
Switzerland could be a lakeside
resort with sunshine and surrounded
by mountains, a restaurant terrace
to chat over the standard aperitif
before a good meal and then a jam
session or get together in a mountain
chalet with homely atmosphere.
When that tricky riff starts getting
too tricky you could try a flutter of
20 or 25 francs at the Casino next
door or just have a drink in the bar
or on the balcony. Nice, n'est -ce
pas? Substitute recording session
for jam session and studio for
chalet and there you have Mountain
Recording Studio SA Montreux,
Switzerland. I was taken on a very
comprehensive tour recently of the
studio by John Timperley, chief
engineer and in charge of production, and the first thing that is
evident is the homely and warm
atmosphere of the small studio,
which we visited first.
The acoustics are Westlake designed. As can be seen from the
diagram, the layout of the traps for
drums, bass and keyboards are such
that you have open studio contact,
visual and personal, with high
separation between instruments.
The raised platform is more lively
and is used for guitars, brass, woodwinds, strings, etc, the studio floor
slate, covered with removable carpets and rugs. Walls are a mixture
of wood panelling and stonework,
plus hanging drapes on rails so
acoustics can be altered at will;
ceiling is of the active trap system.
The studio is designed for small to
medium groups (which, from a
musician's point of view, I would
put at up to ten with comfort).
Contact with the control room
Iwhich is on the floor below) is by
cctv so the feeling is playing in a
cosy room and not a studio
very
relaxing situation and certainly
conducive to the process of getting
on with making good music and
forgetting about the distractions of
the control room. Instruments I
saw available in the studio were
Hammond B3 with Leslie, Yamaha
grand and a couple of Fender
Twin Reverbs. Microphone selection is very comprehensive, spanning Neumann, AKG and Electrovoice. John personally likes the
Electrovoice RE 20 for vocal work.
Next stop on the tour was the
rack room downstairs, not a
medieval torture chamber but a
confrontation with row upon row of
Cannon sockets and the terminations of some 30 km of mie cable. An
expensive project but one well worth
it in terms of flexibility, the room
houses the mie lines from the concert hall downstairs -54 in all;
they can be patched directly into
the control room desk and by

-a

was planning to bring in local
musicians for shakedown tests.
It's a nice idea. Offer the studio
to local musicians, charge them
only the cost of tape, and let them
record what they like, while using
them as studio guinea pigs to iron
out all the bugs. Doubtless by
now some local Henley aspiring
musicians will have had the unusual

opportunity of recording an 8
track demo for free.
What Hensley has done really
amounts to an interesting set of
compromises which so far satisfy
him. As someone accustomed to
working in professional studios
they may or may not cause him
frustration in the longer term. I
suggested that we talk again in six
months time and find out how
things had worked in practice.
Adrian Hope
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smaller unit has now

the handy and robust BX 15. Designed

to till the gap between the less sophisticated and
the more costly and some times elaborate studio

products.

The BX 15 is

ideal for small studios,

0. B. work and professional musicians.
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TF: 08- 680745

Brief specification:
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Two independent channels with variable high and low frequency

equalization. Switchable input level with additional overdriving safety
factor by means of a built -in limiter. Inputs and outputs are balanced
and the decay time is switchaole from 1.5 to 2.0, 2,5, 3.0 and 3.5
seconds. Continuous mixing of'reverb' and 'dry' signals with separate

potentiometers. Dimensions: 17
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means of split leads and distribution amplifiers simultaneously
patched into lines for radio and tv
ob vans, not to mention also back
down into the hall for injection
into a pa desk. This means that a
group, orchestra or whatever can
be miked up to best advantage and
the same microphone used for
recording in the studio, the radio
tv ob (where the engineers can do
their own mix) and for the pa in
the hall (where the group's balance
engineer can mix the sound he
wants). In short, everyone is
catered for-avoiding `I don't like
your mix' arguments.
West lake Audio control room at the Mountain Recording Studio, Montreux
From the rack room we descend
to the control room. Before you
enter, there are two small cubby
MOUNTAIN RECORDING STUDIO- LAYOUT
holes adjoining the corridor, one
housing the array of Amcron power
amplifiers and the other the EMT
stereo echo plates. At the time of
the visit co- manager Anita Kerr
was having a lesson in setting up a
Moog Series 12 (presumably also
at client's disposition) by David,
John's co- balance engineer. Though
a bit small (space governed by the
kEY90AR1
Casino and not by finance), the
rqpP
BASS TRAP
control room is designed on the
same lines as the small studio,
intimate and cosy. Upon seeing the
giant Neve 32/24 desk, you are
reminded of the chicken and the
egg; desk or room? The control
PIAIEptN
room is designed to be completely
symmetrical for quad and the
acoustics are certainly first class.
We listened to some pop recordings
made in the concert hall in stereo
image was rock steady at any point
in the room. Monitoring is by four
TM I speakers which are built into
the walls and each powered by a
Crown DC 300A and two Tannoys
-used mainly for classical music
each powered by a D150. All
speakers are bi -amped and the final
Ccty monitors to st idio and recording hall
adjustments to the room acoustics
are done by equalisers housed in
the amplifier rack room. It is
worth a mention that control room
frequency response is measured for
flatness about once a month with
B & K test equipment and any
tweaking done as necessary.
The custom Neve desk is very
flexible-simultaneous quad and
stereo mastering no problem -with
special attention to foldback and
monitoring; it is possible to have
separate 24 track remix, one for the
producer in the control room and
another for the musicians in the
tudio upstairs. There are also four
foldback outputs. For those interested, the equaliser sections on the
input channels are even more flex5*
opMftriu
Mlim
ible and comprehensive than on the
g..$
Elk gOk
m4 Mie Mil
standard Neve desks and have met
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with approval already from clients.
The studio only opened at the end
of 1975.
A whole array of Studer A80rfrom two to 24 track and eight in
all-are in recesses behind the desk,
thus saving floor space and making
it easier to circulate in the room.
The Eventide phasing units and
ddl, Universal Audio limiter /compressors and Kepex units are
mounted on a small trolley which
can be wheeled into position where
and when wanted, as can the tea
and coffee machines. The 32 Dolbys
are also mounted into the wall.
Contact with both small studio
and main concert hall is, as mentioned, by cctv, the three screens
mounted in full view in front of the
desk. Camera positions are such
that visual contact is very good
indeed. Lighting in the control
room (always important) is controlled by a panel of switches and
three dimmers, so any ambience
can be created to suit -as was
easily demonstrated. All in all, the
surroundings are such that working
here must be a real pleasure
John mentioned that during the
Jazz Festival he was often working
12 to 16 hours at a stretch with no
fatigue being noticeable.
From the control room, last stop
was the main concert hall downstairs. (The studio complex is on
three floors.) For those who are
familiar with the Casino, no
explanation on the acoustics is
necessary-for those who don't,
suffice it to say that this is a
designed concert hall ! The hall can
be divided by partitions into three
sections, so if you have only 70
musicians to record and not 250,
you can feel more at home in one of
the wings. Again, the live sound is
very comfortable with a complete
absence of boomy or ringy resonances. As can be heard from
recordings made of concerts here,
this is a hall ideally suited at the
same time for performing and
recording. As would be expected,
lighting facilities are very extensive.
Though this article may seem
rather like an eulogy, this just
reflects the pleasure when one
finds working conditions that will
be most enjoyable for musicians
and production teams alike. The
aim of the managers of the studio,
Anita Kerr and Alex Grob, is to
make it a European cultural centre,
joining the two functions of concert
hall and recording studio together
to form a focal point for musicians
and artists. To this end, they have
also formed a production company.
Rates are a reasonable $100 an
hour-flat rate-whether it is for
24 track recording or just editing.
Terry Nelson
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electronic
A fantastic new generation of instrument
amplifiers

- v-s

MUSICIAN

STOP PRESS
A most important communication to
musicians who play electric musical instruments.

WHY

H.H. Electronic have developed a totally
new generation of instrument amplifiers 10
years ahead of their time, incorporating new
controls, new techniques and producing new
sounds. The signals from your musical instrument will be transformed into controllable
super sounds.

HOW
FIRST. The new instrument amplifiers
have the best calibrated tone control system ever
built into any amplification - as good as many

studio mixers.

SECOND. A new and unique feature
called the "Voice" Control has the ability to
change the basic sound character of the ampli-

fier.

&vs BASSAMP

THIRD. The amplifiers can produce soft
creamy valve distortion at any volume level not
fast at full output; alternatively the sound can be
as clean as the clearest transistor amplifier. You
I-aya the choice and the control!
FOURTH. A truly vast range of sounds!
The V.S. Musician can be set to sound like a 5
watt practice amp, a 11X1 watt valve amp on
full steam, a chan and ti -igly transistor amp or
any other amp you may favour.
FIFTH. The Secret. A new unique, protected, patented and fully encapsulated circuit
module that will only ever be available on H.H.
equipment.
SIXTH. l- .H.amplifiers are made to the
higiest standards in the industry bar none!

- call in at your local
ICI-. dealer anc experience the new V.S. Range.
Afterwards yoLr amplifie- will simply have to be
H.H.
Don't take our word for it

çeuïew,
Nagra IS -LT portable recorder
Hugh Ford
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION

Signal -to- noise: ASA 'A weighted

(Typical figures referred to reference level 0 dB =320
n W b/m)
Input: 200 ohm, maximum sensitivity 0.2 mV.
Condenser mic: (T +12V), maximum sensitivity
1

mV.

Unbalanced line: 218 mV, 100k ohm.
Balanced line output: 4.4V .600 ohm.
Pilot signal input: -10V rms.
1

Pilot signal output: 1V rms.
Crystal generator: 50 or 60

Hz, 1V rms, internal
switching.
Clap: acoustic by short recording of 'beep', or pilot
generator break, or both simultaneously.

Loudspeaker amplifier: 300 mW.
Record -Playback Performance
Frequency response: at
dB,
±2 dB.

50 Hz

to

15 kHz

THE Nagra type IS machine is basically
a single track recorder with the
'Neopilot' pilottone recording system,
and is specifically intended for film and
broadcast recording work where
only a monophonic recording is required.
Two basic models are available, the IS -L
which is a single speed machine operating at
19 cm /s, and the type IS -LT which is
a two speed machine operating at 19 cm /s or
9.5 cm /s. Mechanically both machines
are identical and are based on a three motor
design which, unlike other Nagra
recorders, gives the facility of fast winding
the tape in either direction -and fast

NAB equalisation and 3M 206 tape better than 66 dB.
CCIR equalisation and LGR3OP tape better than
64 dB.

Distortion: at 400 Hz, third harmonic less than

Speed regulation: at

1

cm /s, ±0.1%.
Wow and Flutter: per DIN 45 507 ±0.12 %.
Internal power supply: 8 x 1.5V D (R20) batteries.
19

Recording time: with standard batteries 8h
continuous, 18h in 2h per 24h rating.
Operating temperature range: -30 to +70 °C.
Dimensions: excluding handle and connector lugs
275 x 200 x 80 mm.

Weight: including batteries and tape, 4.5 kg.
Price: £1638;
Manufacturer: Kudelski SA, 1033 Cheseaux/
Lausanne, Switzerland.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

winding does mean fast winding!
The maximum spool diameter which can
be accommodated is 127 mm giving a
potential recording time of 16 minutes when
using standard -play tape at 19 cm /s
which will probably be the most common
usage. As with the Nagra IV the spool
hold down is by means of knurled nuts.
From either spool, the tape passes over a
tension sensing roller effecting a constant
tension wind which proved to be of
excellent quality in all modes of operation.
From the payoff spool the tape then passes
to the ferrite erase head and thence over a
fixed guide and to a tape driven stroboscopic

roller of very light weight. Underneath
this stroboscope there is a red led, driven
from an internal crystal source which
provides a reference for checking the tape
speed. Following these items there are
the three heads, record, pilot and replay, a
further fixed guide and then the capstan
assembly.
Both the capstan pinch roller and the
stroboscopic roller are moved by the
three position slide type control knob on the
front of the transport; this level has
a stop position for tape loading when the
tape path is completely clear of
obstructions, a test position when the tape is
pushed into contact with the heads
with the electronics activated, and an on
position when the pinch roller is engaged
and the tape running. When in the
test position, the spool brakes are left on,
but a toggle switch on the top of the
transport can be used to disengage the
brakes when editing.
The normal inputs to the machine are two
microphone inputs which may be switched
for dynamic or capacitor type microphones
by screwdriver operated switches underneath
the machine; microphone powering can be
optionally +12V, 12V or +48V by
internal adjustment. When the `line' button
is pressed one microphone input is
disconnected and replaced by a line input
which may be either a voltage input to
two unbalanced banana sockets in the side of
the machine or a current input to a seven pin
Tuchel connector.
Recording level is controlled by two
calibrated gain controls, both of which are
recessed for safety and are calibrated in
decibels. In the playback mode one of
these becomes a replay level control affecting
the line output, the meter and the
headphones socket. Perhaps surprisingly,
these levels are fixed in the record mode with
no provision for altering the monitoring
level at the headphones.
Level monitoring is controlled by a
tape /direct switch in the conventional
manner, the metering being by a single meter
which may be optionally a Nagra
`modulometer' or a new device called a
`super vu meter'. In the review machine a
`modulometer' was fitted and this had an
exceptionally clear scale calibrated in
decibels, in addition to which there was the
battery check scale and a further small
scale associated with the inbuilt automatic
level control. This device was switchable
in and out of circuit with the option
of the meter indicating either level or
compression according to the setting of the
on/off switch co- axially mounted with
an automatic level control threshold
potentiometer. So far as audio is concerned
the only remaining control is a small
four-position switch which selects filters in
the record mode-the provisions are for
a flat response, high pass speech filter, the
latter plus extra bass attenuation and finally
roll -off.
Pilottone input is via a four pin Tuchel
socket which is normally fitted with a
dummy plug which links the internal crystal
source to the pilot input thus providing
a crystal sync recording, which like
78
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Bauch Limited -Exausive agents
for the most sophisticated
professional studio equipment from
the World's leading manufacturers

F.W.O. Bauch specialise in supplying the
highest quality equipment for professiona
recording and broadcasting studios. Product-,
include condenser microphones, booms,
stands, audio cables, connectors, limiters,
compressors, equalisers, faders, reverberatory,
mixing consoles, tape recorders, synthesisers,
disc cutting lathes, turntables, test tapes,
loudspeakers, film recorders, record blanks
and record plating equipment.

scAus

LAW.,

Switchcraft Audio Connectors
The range includes 3, 4, 5, or
6 pole contacts with a variety
of marching plugs, receptacles,
adaptors, interchangeable with
other leading makes.
These quality connectors are low cost,
available ex -stock with attractive
quantity discounts.

STUDER

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire ,WD6 4RZ
Tel C1953'0091 Telex :27502
:

NAGRA IS -LT

FIG.

other pilottone sources is indicated by a
cross type indicator at the front of the
machine which turns white when pilottone is
present during recording or playback.
The same socket also functions for generating
clapper signals which may take the form
of either a burst from the internal
reference oscillator, or by blocking the pilot
generator, clapper initiation being by
application of a dc voltage.
Pilottone output is at the previously
mentioned seven pin Tuchel socket on
the side of the machine which also provides
for speed correcton, current line input and
dc power to external accessories.
Normal internal powering may be by
means of ordinary dry cells or by
rechargeable cells with the option of a mains
power unit type ATI which also serves
as a charger for the rechargeable cells. These
three devices very simply clip on to the
rear underside of the Nagra and automatically
make contact with the machine without
plugs or sockets. Furthermore, the
mains /charger unit also clips externally on to
the rechargeable cell package for
independent charging.
The mains/charger unit automatically
selects its mains operating voltage over the
range 110V to 240V nominal supplies at
48 to 52 Hz, surprisingly not covering 60 Hz.
As a further surprise it is also specified over
the voltage range 100V to 145V at 400 Hz.
Mains input is by a standard IEC
connector and the power supply /battery
charge function is selected by a screwdriver
(or coin) operated switch which provides
for two charging rates. The only other
user functions are a pilottone output at
banana sockets and a red light which either
indicates that the charger is in action or
that the power supply is overloaded in
the power supply mode.
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Replay performance
Initial investigations were directed at
checking the replay frequency response using
BASF calibration tapes to the 70 µs
characteristic at the tape speed of 19 cm /s or
the 90 1.s +3180 µs characteristic at the
tape speed of 9.5 cm /s. The results at the
two tape speeds are shown in the following
table which suggests that the high frequency
performance could be slightly improved.
Frequency
Tape speed
31.5 Hz
40 Hz
63 Hz
125 Hz
250 Hz
500 Hz
1

kHz

2 kHz

4 kHz
6.3 kHz
8 kHz
10 kHz

12.5 kHz
14 kHz
113-kHz

18kHz

19 cm/s

9.5 cm /s

+1.7 dB
+0.7 dB
+0.3 dB
+0.2 dB
+0.4 dB
+0.3 dB
0.0 dB
-0.2 dB
-0.8 dB
-0.8 dB
-1.1 dB
-1.1 dB
-1.1 dB

+0.0
+0.7
+0.0
+0.3
+0.0
+0.0

-1.3dB
-2.8 dB
-4.4 dB

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
0.0 dB
-0.1 dB
-0.5 oB
-0.6 dB
-1.5 dB
-1.8 dB
-4.5 dB

--

1000

500
FREQUENCY

IN

Hz

It is believed that the correction of replay
equalisations is a simple screwdriver
operation, but as is not unusual with Nagra
equipment, no proper instruction manual
was available. However, replay head azimuth
was checked and found to be correct,
and it should be emphasised that this is a
very simple and secure adjustment.
On the maximum available output before
clipping, it was found that the replay
amplifier clipped at a flux level corresponding
to +9 dB above the reference level of
is felt that this level is not
320 nWb/m
adequate for future tape materials and
is rather marginal with current tapes. So far
as could be determined, this clipping
occurred in the early amplifier stages and
remained relatively constant with frequency.
Turning now to replay noise, the
performance was found to be really excellent
with a very substantial margin between
machine noise and tape noise. The following
figures which relate noise to the reference
level of 320 nWb /m at 19 cm /s or 250 nWb /m
at 9.5 cm /s were unaffected by the use of
battery or mains power and also refer
partially to the recording performance of the
machine. The only matter of concern in the
above table is the unweighted noise with the
machine set to 19 cm /s. This took the form
of a cyclic noise at about 50 Hz and
depended upon the motor load at the
capstan but not upon whether mains or
battery supplies were used. Checking the
output noise spectrum did not reveal

-it

116 kHz appeared in the line

any other spurious tones of significant level,
but it was noted that irrespective of the
mode selected some bias frequency at

However the level was very low -at least

60 dB below the reference level of 320 nWb /m.

Record/replay performance
Because the machine had been set -up for
BASF type LGR3OP tape, all record /replay
measurements were made using this
material, as changing bias or record
equalisation is an internal wiring operation.
In this context it is interesting to note
that the tape speed selector has four positions,
two for each speed. While it is understood
that the two extra positions are intended
for the future use of chromium dioxide tape
(this is quite an interesting material
at 19 cm /s under the right conditions), maybe

Reference level to noise
9.5 cm /s
19 cm /s

Condition

Unweighted rms noise
band limited 20 Hz to
56/63 dB cyclic
20 kHz, motor running:
'A' weighted rms noise
machine only -no tape: 76 dB
Machine erased LGR3OP: 64 dB
CCIR weighted rms
noise machine only
72.5 dB
no tape:
Machine erased LGR3OP: 58.5 dB
CCIR weighted DIN
peak meter machine only
68.5 dB
-no tape:
Machine erased LGR3OP: 54 dB

-

output.

70.5 dB
70.5 dB
63.5 dB

68dB
57.5 dB

they could also be used for alternative
tape types? Anyhow, using the machine as
supplied the record /replay frequency

63dB
53dB

FIG. 3
NAGRA IS
DISTORTION AT

320nWb /m 19cm/s

low level.

The measured noise performance has
already been tabulated and shown
to be excellent; the introduction of 4 dB(A)
bias noise over bulk erase noise is a little
on the high side.
Crosstalk between the pilot track and the
audio was found to be completely inaudible,
as were servo system tones and other
possible spurious noises which are common
to portable recorders. In addition the
erasing performance was extremely good, a
1 kHz tone at reference level being erased
by a minimum of 85 dB.
A final aspect of the record chain is the
characteristics of the inbuilt filters.
The response of the filters is plotted in Fig 4.
from which it is apparent that their
characteristics are similar to those of the
Nagra IV series machines.
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SIOEBANOS VIA ELECTRONICS ONLY

SIOEBANOS VIA TAPE

MORENO,

9800X:

9900H:

Inputs and outputs
The recorder's line output is in the form of
a balanced output from standard banana
sockets with a maximum drive capability
of +24 dBm from a source impedance of
approximately 70 ohms. In the
monitoring mode this output delivered 4.4V
rms for a tape flux of 320 nWb /m with
a minimum load recommendation of 600
ohms. The only other audio output is the
headphone output which is at a fixed level
when in the record mode. The measured
output was O.58V for no load conditions
from a tape flux of 320 nWb /m, with an
associated internal source impedance
of approximately 20 ohms. Whilst such a
fixed level output may be subject to
criticism, the internal impedance and the
voltage level have clearly been carefully
chosen, and the output will happily drive
Sennheiser HD414 phones or more

NAGRA IS
FILTER RESPONSES

PEN:

response is as shown in Figs 1 and 2 for the
two tape speeds. The performance at
19 cm /s is seen to be extremely flat
with little evidence of low frequency head
contour effects, but at 9.5 cm /s the
response is decidely disappointing in its
entirety.
Checking third harmonic distortion
showed that 3% third harmonic of 1 kHz
at 19 cm /s occurred 6 dB above the
reference level of 320 nWb /m and 3% third
harmonic of 333 Hz at 9.5 cm /s 7 dB
above the reference level of 250 nWb /m -all
reasonable figures. Reference to Fig. 3
shows that second and third harmonic
content at a constant record level of
320 nWb /m at 19 cm/s; it is of particular
interest that the even harmonics are at a very

100005

15550

FIG. 5
NAGRA IS
SCRAPE FLUTTER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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TO THE

SPECIALISTS

?

Our new Bantam range gives a space
saving of up to 50 per cent.
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PANELS AND ASSEMBLIES
No supplier offers a wider range of panels,
inserts and accessories for just about any
configuration. And you can get them in
any stage of assembly . . . individual

components, sub -assemblies, or complete pre - wired and connectorised
assemblies ready to install.

conventional moving coil phones.
On the input end the line input was found
to have a sensitivity of 210 mV for
recording reference level of 320nWb /m with
an overload margin in excess of 10V and
a sensibly high input impedance of 100 000
ohms which was for all practical purposes
constant with record level settings. Noise
from the line input was constant irrespective
of input gain at -76 dB unweighted below
an equivalent tape flux of 320 nWb/m
(i.e. -76 dB below 210 mV at maximum
gain).
The sensitivity of the dynamic microphone
inputs was found to be 185 µV for
recording reference level, a well chosen
sensitivity for most dynamic microphones
with its associated input impedance of
8000 ohms at 1592 Hz which is more than
adequately high. Measurement of the
equivalent input noise showed that over the
band 20 Hz to 20 kHz when loaded
with 200 ohms the input noise was -126.5 dBm
(0.37 microvolts), with an input
clipping point of 55 mV!
The capacitor microphone input showed
less desirable characteristics so far as
overload capability and input impedance
were concerned -an overload point of
about 400 mV will be too low for some
applications and an input impedance of 188
ohms is far below some microphone
manufacturers' recommendations. On the
other hand the input sensitivity of 820 [A.V
was high and the equivalent input noise
of 1.3 microvolts was low, and the powering
of a nominal 12V was very accurate at
11.92V.

The pilottone output was found to deliver

1V rms sinewave over a wide range of
pilot level inputs, provided that the input

was in excess of around 0.2V at which point

the pilot indicator operated. Checking
the frequency of the internal crystal source
showed that it stabilised at +0.1% on
nominal frequency.

JACKS AND PLUGS

...

...

Singles
twins
back -to -back ..
2+1 ... patch and switchboard cords ...
most standard types are available for
immediate off- the -shelf delivery.
For information on these and our range
of B.P.O. type components contact:
COMMUNICATION ACCESSORIES and
EQUIPMENT LIMITED.

CAE LIMITED
AKEMAN STREET,
TRING, HERTS HP232PJ
Tel. (044 282) 4011
Telex 82362 AFB BATELCOM
70/80

:

Other matters
The modulometer takes the form of the
well established Nagra device which has a
short integration time and a relatively
long release time, this is a well established
meter which l personally like, and in the
case of the Nagra IS it has a remarkably

clear scale. It is not however an illuminated
meter as is the case with the Nagra /V
series. Subjective testing of the automatic
level control system on the single microphone
input showed that it had the characteristic
of a rapid attack time with a long hold
followed by a rapid decay. Such a
characteristic can be extremely annoying
due to background sounds `pumping'.
However, the variable threshold control can
be used to overcome this objection and
with careful use this system can give good
results.
Wow and flutter, as measured to the DIN
weighted method, was to a good
standard and virtually constant throughout a
reel of BASF LGR3OP tape -0.035
at
19 cm /s or 0.05% at 9.5 cm /s, the
unweighted figures being 0.15% and 0.20
respectively. However, the scrape flutter
situation was not so healthy as is shown by
Fig 5 which is a narrow band spectrum
analysis of a recorded 10 050 Hz constant
tone. Reference to this figure shows that
there are two distinct pairs of sidebands not
short of 20 dB below the wanted tone,
and that there is a considerable amount of
sideband noise.

Summary
In practical use, the Nagra IS is a delightful
little machine which is so much lighter
and more comfortable to use than its bigger
brothers. Naturally. being so much
smaller it has less facilities, but for very
many purposes it offers all that is required
for broadcast and film work. Such
applications would normally use the higher
tape speed of 19 cm /s which offers
excellent performance; however, it is felt that
the facility of working at the lower speed
of 9.5 cm /s is somewhat of an afterthought!
One operational snag to this machine is
possibly that it offers too many facilities,
such that a `driving lesson' is vital before
the machine is used for serious work -but
it does not take too long to master the basic
operation.
All indications are that the machine is
solidly made and that its form of
construction is such that it should be very
reliable and robust as is so essential for
location work. Performance -wise, there are,
of course, some limitations, but as has been
seen, the basic parameters are excellent.

NEW PEAK PROGRAMME METER
A PPM drive circuit with standard performance. Manufactured under licence
from the British Broadcasting
Corporation it is based on the ME12/9 but with the addition of our electronic
floating input circuitry which will
withstand mains or static voltages on the signal line

Intended for use in the most critical monitoring applications it possesses
excellent temperature and long term
stability. Meeting BS4297, the proposed revision of BS4297 and the proposed
new IEC Type 2 meter specification,
it also fulfils the requirements of the IBA, EBU and BPO.
The circuit board is designed to mount on the rear of the meter movement
and it accepts balanced or unbalanced
signal inputs at line level. The sensitivity may be increased by 20dB
and the supply requirement is 24V at 30mA,

either polarity or earth free.
ERNEST TURNER 642 and 643 meter movements stocked with 1/7 and
-221+4 scalings.
Ring or write for leaflet with specifications and photographs.

SURREY ELECTRONICS
THE FORGE, LUCKS GREEN, CRANLEIGH, SURREY GU6 7BG.
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Standing Room Only for

SR

Shure's SR auditorium -size professional sound reinforcement componentry
is probably the only equipment that's been field- proved in Opryland, Las
Vegas and Moscow. The SR's modular flexibility has proved its adaptability
in outdoor rock festivals, theatres, and on the road with many of the world's
popular entertainers. Best of all, the SR's rugged durability and enormous
power potential make it the expandable sound investment of a lifetime. SR
components can be used as a system, or inserted as individual links within
a system of quality componentry in virtually unlimited combinations.
Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6A19
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881

Tor.

SHIJRE
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Nagra
QGB

large reel

adaptor

for
Nagra IV

recorders

Hugh Ford

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
Dimensions: 435 x 96 x 110 mm.
Operating temperature: O to 70 °C.

Weight: 3 kg.
Rewinding time: for

267 mm reels of 730m when
powered by mains supply; full reel 2 min, half reel
1 min.
When powered by fully charged cells in
Nagra, rewinding time multiplied by 2.5.
Power consumption: normal transport 220 mA,
fast rewind 300 mA, standby 5 mA, stop without
tape 1 mA.

Operating time: with rechargeable cells installed
in the Nagra (recording and rewinding); 4 Ah
cells 8h, 2.5 Ah cells 5h.

Accessories: QGBC Cine type reel adaptor,
QGBA AEG type reel adaptor, QGBN NAB type

reel adaptor.

Price: (including QGBC) £420 + VAT
Manufacturer: Kudelski SA, 1033 Cheseaux,
Switzerland.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.
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HE NAGRA

QGB is the much awaited

adaptor for converting the excellent
Nagra IV series recorders into large reel
machines, thus making the recording
performance of the Nagra IV virtually
equivalent to a studio machine. The QGB
takes the form of a rectangular box having the
same height as the Nagra IV when in its
horizontal position, and the unit can be
clamped on to the basic transport within a few
seconds making use of the two metal hoops
at the rear of the machine. It is naturally
necessary to remove the Nagra's plastic cover
to accommodate the larger reels and the
modified tape path.
A single cable, equipped with Tuchel
connectors, links the power socket of the
Nagra to the QGB adaptor which includes a
further socket so that the normal powering
functions of the Nagra remain available.
Three powering modes are therefore
possible-the complete setup may be
powered from the Nagra's internal batteries;
it may be mains powered from the normal
Nagra power supply, or the internal batteries
may be charged when the adaptor is in
use. As the power linking cable does nothing
except provide powering facilities, the
function of the large reel adaptor is
controlled solely by tape tensions or tape
movement; it could therefore be used with
any other recorder, provided that a suitable
tape path can be arranged.
Turning to this particular aspect, the QGB
adaptor contains two separate servo motors
(one for each reel) on to which the spools
are mounted by means of adaptors. These
adaptors are available for either cine type,
NAB or European AEG type spool hubs.
Each is equipped with two spring loaded
prongs which locate in a cutout in the servo
motor driving plate, thus providing a very
simple method of mounting the adaptors.
This sytem completely encloses the servo
motor spindles when the adaptor is in transit

thus eliminating the possibility of damage to
the motor shafts while in transit.
Probably the most interesting adaptor
is the NAB. This device provides a positive
lock for NAB spools which are located
on to a splined drum which engages
their slots and are then pressed on to their
reference face by three retracting spigots. It
follows that no slop whatsoever is possible in
any direction. While at first sight the
adaptors have a slightly `tinny' feel about
them, in use they are functional and
foolproof. From either spool the tape passes
over a roller which is mounted on a spring
loaded arm at the centre of the adaptor,
from where the tape goes to the normal input
and output rollers on the Nagra and through
the normal tape path avoiding the
Nagra's spool hubs. As the latter could
possibly do tape damage if the tape were to
spill, threaded sleeves are provided to cover
the hubs and in particular their spool
locating pins.
Also at the centre of the adaptor are the
three operational controls and a black and
white cross type indicator which shows a
cross when the adaptor is in operation and
tape tensions etc are correct
blank
indication occurs under fault conditions,
including insufficient power supply voltage.
The most useful control is the fast winding
knob which is pulled to initiate the fast
wind mode and rotated in either sense to
effect variable speed spooling in either
direction. The other two controls are a
three position miniature
`loading switch'
toggle switch which is in its centre position
for normal operation and disenables either the
left or the right spooling motor for loading in
the other two positions, and a small slide
switch labelled `automatic standby'. The
latter is a power saving function which when
in operation de- powers the spooling servo
motors when the tape has not moved for
about 1.5 seconds and applies the spool 84
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Avato
Developments

MAKE PORTABLE MIXERS
TAILORED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

14

INPUTS 4 OUTPUTS WITH ALL THE FACILITIES

THE BROADCASTING WORLD EXPECTS FROM AN
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS MIXER AND STILL

PORTABLE.

THE EXTENDER UNIT COULD

HAVE UP TO

INPUTS.

12

mixer built to a customers specification using a basic AD007 with modifications.
Phone or write to see what we can do to tailor our mixers to your needs.

Shown is

a

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
HALL LANE, WALSALL WOOD, WALSALL, W. MIDLANDS, WS9 9AU
Telephone: Brownhills 5351/2/3 (STD Code 05433)
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NAGRA QGB
brakes, thus saving power when the tape is
not moving. A final operational control is
another small slide switch located at the
right hand end of the unit between the
Tuchel sockets for the power supplies.
This slide switch simply switches between
either an external power supply or the
Nagra's internal batteries.

i

Construction

o

r
.

9

s
UNBEATABLE
PERFORMANCE

KlarkTeknikLtd

Summerfield Kidderminster
Worcestershire DY117RE
Tel Kidderminster
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The spool hold -down platforms are an
integral pulley mounted onto a shaft
equipped with an electromagnetic brake. This
takes the form of a cork mat which is spring
loaded between a fixed and a rotating plate.
A quadruple electromagnet assembly is
used to release the brake, thus providing a
fail safe feature in the event of loss of power.
Each spool platform is driven by a dc motor
via triple belt drives, and other than the
tension sensing arms, these are the only
moving parts within the unit. The majority
of the servo electronic circuits are mounted
on to two glass fibre printed boards
which house an amazing number of
transistors but are not unduly crowded;
however, no component identifications are
printed on to the boards which does not
exactly help servicing work!
In addition to these two printed boards,
the tension sensing arms and their
immediate electronics are mounted on to a
third printed board and other small boards
are associated with each spool turntable.
As is to be expected from anything from the
Kudelski stable, sound engineering principles
have been adopted throughout and the
standard of both electronic and mechanical
construction is very high. Furthermore,
the accessibility of all components for
servicing is excellent, it being a very simple
matter to remove the protective covers.

Operation
The attachment of the adaptor to the
Nagra recorder was found to be quick and
simple and provides a really secure
mechanical mounting. So much so that it is
possible to use the combination of the Nagra
and the adaptor as a portable unit, but in
this role it forms a rather bulky contraption!
The reel adaptors were found to be a
secure fit both on the reels and on the drive
hubs, but the recommended method of
loading the tape on the machine was tiresome.
In practice it was found far better to
ignore the loading switch (which
disenables one reel motor at a time) and to
thread the tape directly between the two
spools initially. It was then easy to take a
loop from the tape straight on to the tape
path and drop this on to the recorder. In
fact the loading switch could be an
operational hazard for, it if were
accidentally operated during tape motion,
there was a good chance of tape damage.
Checking the quality of the tape wind
showed that a good pack was obtained when
using 3M type 206 tape both in the
normal recording mode and in the fast
wind mode when powered from the internal
power supplies, however the use of the
maximum winding speed with external
power was found to produce a rather 'leafy'

wind. The measured winding tension was
70g which is clearly a compromise between
power consumption and good winding
quality. But no problems are anticipated
even with single sided spools; clearly these
must be handled with some extra care. When
internally powered the time to rewind a
full NAB spool of standard play tape was
found to be four minutes and 30 seconds at
full speed, falling to two minutes and
15 seconds when externally powered.
Wow and flutter of the Nagra was found
to be unaffected by the use of the large
reel adaptor. The performance with the
authors well used Nagra was 0.035°,0' DIN
weighted at a tape speed of 38 cm /s
increasing to 0.05 ", at 19 cm /s. This wow
and flutter performance was achieved
after a rapid start time, which depended
upon whether the `automatic standby'
function was in use. To re- iterate, this
facility is switch selected when required and
puts the adaptor servo system into a low
power consumption standby mode if the tape
has been static for a short time, the full
servo power being re-applied as soon as
tape motion is detected. Without automatic
standby, the start time was measured as
800 ms at a tape speed of 38 cm /s or 500 ms
at 19 cm /s. With 'automatic standby' the
start time becomes variable depending upon
the precise tape tensions in the static mode,
but speed stability is achieved quite rapidly.
Another potential disadvantage of the
automatic standby mode is that the reel
brakes are applied during standby and are
released on re -start with a slight click
which could in some circumstances be
undesirable.
The brakes were another source of noise
when the tape was run out, in which
circumstances the spools took rather long to
stop and the brakes made an unpleasant
squeaking noise. This lack of brake power
was also evident in the case of power failure
which, in the fast wind mode, slung a large
loop but did not result in disaster. A final
aspect of the large reel adaptor is the
possibility of editing on the Nagra with
large reels. This tended to be a clumsy
operation as satisfactory tape tensions for
rocking and rolling were difficult to
achieve; the change of function of the loading
switch to a motors off switch might alleviate
both this problem and the ease of loading.

Summary
The large reel adaptor offers the valuable
facility of using NAB spools on the Nagra IV
(and possibly other recorders) and gives
excellent tape control in all but the fastest
wind mode when using mains power. Power
consumption is generally minimal with the
result that the battery life of the basic
Nagra is little affected. Likewise, the
normal wow and flutter performance of the
Nagra appears to be unaffected by the use
of the large reel adaptor and a good start
time is retained.
While this is certainly not a cheap
addition to the Nagra, the facility of using
NAB spools can be extremely valuable for
location work and, in this application, the
QGB large reel adaptor is to be strongly
recommended.

MAGNETICS

total supply capability
from new UK factory
professional tapes
on the finest polyester base in

2 ", 1 ", 2" and 4" format, in all accepted
lengths. Exclusive PUA dispersion process ensures valuable optimum
balance of signal /noise, MOL at 3% harmonic distortion and print- through
Europe's most modern coater lays it all down right and keeps it right
throughout. Quality is consistently of the highest.

-

Lacquer discs
Made by Pyral, originators of the process, and used by leading record
companies throughout the world. Unsurpassed for quality and dependability.

duplicating tapes
3.8mm or á" on reels or N.A.B. hubs to DIN or Philips standards. Here again
the PUA assures essential balance. And what price C.60 /C.90 compatibility.

prompt delivery - competitive prices

it's easy to get in touch with

NM now!

PYRAL MAGNETICS LTD. COURTLANDS ROAD EASTBOURNE SUSSEX ENGLAND
Telephone Eastbourne (0323) 638965
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Dolby A unit
for Nagra IV
by

Future Film
Developments
Hugh Ford

DNR -Q4S
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
Noise reduction: Dolby A -type professional

characteristic using Cat No 22 modules. Noise
reduced by 10 dB between 30 Hz and 5 kHz rising
to about 15 dB at 15 kHz.
Case dimensions: 330 x 216 x 60 mm excluding
spring fasteners, controls and connectors.

Weight: 4.5 kg.
Power required: 20 to 28V dc at 300 mA maximum.
Battery life: more than six hours per charge in
any mode. Battery will withstand hundreds or even
thousands of charge cycles if used correctly.
Self -discharge 70% after one month at 20 °C.

Shelf life is indefinite.
Signal levels: record and play input signals
must be identical. Dolby level may be in the range
150 to 500 mV, internal auxiliary amplifiers are
switched in as required.
Input impedance: unbalanced 47k ohm without
internal auxiliary input amplifiers, switchable with
amplifiers 'in' between 47k ohm and 100k ohm.
Output impedance: unbalanced, low with internal
auxiliary output amplifiers 'in', otherwise 2.5k ohm.
In either case load impedances should be high
and not less than 10k ohm.
Headroom: 15 dB minimum, normally 23 dB at
inputs, 18 dB at outputs -above Dolby level,
before clipping.
Distortion: less than 0.01% thd at 1 kHz in
auxiliary amplifiers at Dolby level. Overall: less
than 0.1% thd at 1 kHz Dolby level -0.2% thd
40 Hz

to 20 kHz at Dolby level.

Noise level: record /play

80 dB (30 Hz to 20 kHz
bw) below Dolby level.
Crosstalk: record /play better than -60 dB at
10 kHz with Nagra IV-S at Dolby level.
Matching: plus or minus 1 dB between channels
and units 30 Hz to 20 kHz.
Settling time: 2s on internal supply, converted
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to 0.5s by DNR -CIE shorting plug or by using
external supply.
Switching signals: standby/on and play /record
switching is either by -10V signals or by grounding

positive sensing inputs.
Price: £881.88 including batteries and leads.
Power supply /charger £102.92.
Manufacturer: Future Film Developments,

90

Wardour Street, London WI.

FOR some time now there has been talk
about Dolby A noise reduction for
the Nagra IV and now at last the Future
Film Developments unit has materialised to
meet this requirement. So far as the
Dolby noise reduction part of the unit is
concerned, the standard Dolby Cat 22
modules are used so there is no compatibility
problem in this area. However, connecting
the Cat 22 modules to the Nagra IV
was a problem area because not only does
the external noise reduction socket on the
Nagra IV offer signal levels which are
incompatible with the Dolby unit, but also
the available signals are limited in their
number and are complicated in their
function because of the internal switching
within the Nagra IV.
In order to overcome the signal level
compatability problem the noise reduction
unit contains four buffer amplifiers
for the audio signals, two input buffers and
two output buffers each of which has an
associated internal gain control for

setting levels. An internal relay deals with
the record /play signal routing and
Dolby function switching, and this relay is
automatically operated when the Nagra
is switched into record by sensing via a level
detector the Nagra's power supplies
to the record section.
A further level detector is used to sense
the Nagra's dc supplies and to drive a second
relay which automatically applies power
to the Cat 22 modules etc when the Nagra is
switched on. Thus, the power consumption
of the noise reduction unit is minimal in
the standby mode.
The Future Film Developments unit may
be used with a standard unmodified Nagra
IV-S by connecting the unit to the Nagra via
a small adaptor box which is fitted with
two leads, one of which goes to the
`ext NRS' socket on the Nagra and the other
of which goes to the `outputs' socket
which is repeated on the adaptor box. The
use of the unit this way provides the
automatic switching functions for record /replay
and stop /start, it does not however
solve the problem of the complicated internal
switching within the Nagra which makes
alignment of levels tiresome and also inhibits
the possibility of monitoring the input
signal before Dolby coding.
Modifications to the Nagra have therefore
been devised to overcome these problems;
the modification kit simply consists of
replacing the 'ext NRS' socket on the Nagra
with a pre-wired 14-way Lemo connector.
This modification gives the noise reduction
unit direct access to the playback
pre -amplifier and the recording amplifier,
such that fixed level signals are available
from tape and the Nagra's gain controls do
not affect levels between the noise
reduction system and tape.
So far as the Nagra's original performance
is concerned, this is restored by inserting
a dummy plug into the new noise reduction
socket and other than the noise
reduction switch becoming inoperative the
performance is completely unaffected.
When this modification is incorporated the
Dolby unit can be aligned without any
complications, and a further great advantage
is that the unprocessed signal can be
monitored before tape in addition to which
the Nagra's level controls and other
functions behave as they would without
noise reduction.
It follows that this is a well worthwhile
modification if the Dolby unit is to be
used, and in the following review it is
assumed that this modification will have been
done. Also, as the Dolby noise reduction
system has already been reviewed in
STauto SOUND in the form of the Dolby type
360 units which use the identical noise
reduction module, I do not propose to deal
with the performance of the Dolby system
per se. Reverting to the Future Film
Developments unit, this is about the same
depth and width as the Nagra IV but
about half the Nagra's height. However, it is
also quite heavy, largely because of a
self contained power supply in the form of
twenty `C' size nickel cadmium cells. An
optional carrying case with a shoulder strap
88
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FAMOUS ENTERTAINER

Roger Whittaker chooses
AKG C451 condenser
mic's for stage.

4r4

AKG

AKG condenser mic's
the popular choice for
Radio, TV and Theatre.

AKG Equipment Limited, Eardley House,182 -184 Campden Hill Road, Lordon W8 7AS Tel: 01 229 3695
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DOLBY A UNIT
is available, but as a

portable unit the
Nagra IV attracts enough comment about its
weight without the extra weight and bulk
of the Dolby unit!
The mechanical construction is based on a
shallow alloy box, the lid of which is secured
by means of four toggle clamps. The
box has a smart crackle finish in light
grey /green and is of relatively strong
construction, however no attempt is made to
protect the front panel controls from
mechanical damage. Internally there is a
single large glass fibre printed circuit
onto which all the electronics except the
Dolby modules are mounted, including the
front panel controls. The power supplies
are also mounted on to this board by
means of moulded plastic battery holders
and the 22 modules plug -in underneath this
mother board. The construction of the
complete unit is generally neat and to full
professional standards, but components
are not identified on the board and the
albeit provisional instruction manual does
not include a board layout to assist with
servicing. In other respects the provisional
instruction manual is excellent and it does
include full alignment data and operational
recommendations.
Turning to the physical layout of the unit,
the input /output connector is on the left
hand side of the unit and a short cable is
provided for linking this connector
to the modified connector on the Nagra. On
the right hand side of the unit there is a
further connector of the Leuzo type for
connecting to the external mains power
unit /battery charger. The front panel houses
three rotary switches
two position
switch for selecting internal or external
powering, a further two position switch
which switches the power on /off and
effectively also switches Dolby in /out, and
finally a three position switch for checking
operation. The latter switch has a
`normal' position and a `check left' and
`check right' position. In the latter
positions a front panel meter, calibrated with
Dolby level and also DIN 320 nWb /m
level, is connected to the left or right
channel. Also, when in the record mode, the
Dolby tone is recorded and a miniature
red led illuminates to indicate this condition.
In addition to the Dolby level meter there
is a second small meter for battery
checking; this is a simple device with the
scale divided between red and white,
the latter indicating a satisfactory battery
voltage. Finally there are two 20 mm fuses
for internal and external power supply
protection. While a spare fuse is supplied
within the unit, neither of these fuses
are clearly identified with their correct ratings.
Before turning to details of the noise
reduction system, mention must be made
of the mains power supply type DNR -P1 A
which is designed not only to power
the noise reduction unit or charge its internal
batteries but also to power a Nagra
IV recorder (or a Nagra III by changing
tapes). The mains input is via a standard IEC
connector and is then fed to a slide
type on /off switch, a slide type voltage
88
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selector for 100/125V or 200/250V at
50/60 Hz, a pilot light and 20 mm mains
fuse. Inspection of the unit from a point
of view of electrical safety revealed that both
slide switches would not meet the
requirements of British Standards for
clearance between live parts and the chassis
of the power unit -these should be modified.
On the output end there are a further
two 20 mm fuses, the fuseholders being
identified with the required fuse ratings. There
is an external power /charge battery
switch for the noise reduction unit which in
the latter position has an associated red
led for indicating the correct charging
conditions. The dc output to the recorder is
via a seven pin Tuchel socket which matches
that on the recorder; power to the noise
reduction unit is via a five pin XLR socket.
In addition to these outputs there is a
1V pilot output at power line frequency from
two banana sockets.
The standard of construction of this unit
is, to say the least, substantial. The housing
is a heavy duty alloy cast box fitted with
a good class carrying handle. Internally the
layout is clean and accessible with the
electronics section mounted on a glass fibre
printed circuit which, for some reason,
includes a further fuse not identified
in function or value.

Performance
As with any Dolby system it is vital to set
Dolby levels on record and replay
before using the system. In the case of this

1000

2K

5K

10K

20K

H

unit with a modified Nagra IV this is
a simple procedure aided by the use of three
multi -turn preset controls for level
setting of each channel. Once the recorder
alone has been correctly aligned a reference
level tape is replayed and the replay gain
pre -set adjusted for the correct indication on

J

the Dolby level meter, the Cat 22
modules are then set to unity gain by using a
second pre-set and cancelling noise
reduction by means of an internal press type
switch and finally the record gain is
adjusted by using the internal Dolby tone
oscillator. Unfortunately, as a result of the
design of the Nagra, it is necessary to
re -align these levels for each tape speed. But
generally a particular operation uses a
single speed, and re- alignment is really no
hardship anyhow.
Measurements of the available noise
reduction showed that over the band 20 Hz
to 20 kHz the Dolby unit reduced replay
noise by 11.5 dB in terms of rms noise with
14.5 dB reduction occurring in the
third octave band centered on 16 kHz. The
overall picture of noise reduction versus
frequency is shown in Fig 1 which was
plotted with both the Dolby unit and the
Nagra mains powered. It is therefore
noteworthy that mains hum components are
at very low levels, but this was only
achieved by removing the mains power unit
at least one metre away from the
recorder. This power unit has a very large
stray magnetic field from its mains
transformer with the result that not only
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must it be kept well away from the
recorder, but also must be rotated for
minimum hum induction. Crosstalk between
channels while using the Nagra with noise
reduction is shown in Fig 2 which
demonstrates a quite satisfactory situation
but does not conform to the specified
60 dB crosstalk at 10 kHz where the
measurements give 55 dB. This however is of
no practical significance for normal audio
recording. Distortion with and without the
noise reduction system in operation with
a constant amplitude recording at Dolby
level at a tape speed of 19 cm/s is
shown in Figs 3a and 3b from which it is to
be seen that the use of the noise reduction
system introduces a very slight increase
in second harmonic distortion and up to
about 2 dB increase in third harmonic
distortion at some frequencies. It is not
however felt that these differences could be
audible and the distortion performance
is generally very good.
Checks on other parameters in conjunction
with the Nagra /V-S did not reveal
any shortcomings that could be associated
with the Future Film Developments
conversion of the Dolby modules for use
with the Nagra, and it is interesting to note
that a simultaneous code/decode version
of their adaption is possibly on the way. This
will overcome one of the major
disadvantages of the system whereby it is
not possible to monitor the unencoded
signal from tape.
While this unit is basically designed for
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use with the Nagra, it has internal
facilities which make it quite suitable with
other recorders if suitable inputs and outputs
can be arranged with the recorder. In addition
to the internal controls already mentioned
there are two banks of dual in line
type switches, one for each channel. These
switches provide variations in available input
or output gains and loading variations
to suit other interfaces, also the specified

methods of record /replay and on/off switching
are versatile for interfacing with other
control systems.

time when everyone around
you seems to be making a cheaper
mixer ... we're still making a better
In a

one.

Built to professional standards with
quality components, the 2022
portable mixer goes anywhere. any
time, with specifications
comparable to the finest European
and American studio consoles.

Summary

The 2022, modular in design and
hand -assembled, gives you more
than money can buy. Its versatility
and dependability give you security
on the job. And then, of course,
there's our full factory support and
a warrantee unique in the industry.

normal Nagra performance. The
noise reduction system, as such, does all
that is claimed of the Dolby system, and its
use produces fully compatible tapes.
Furthermore, alignment is extremely quick
and simple. Clearly the disadvantage of
this system is its weight and bulk, and also
you really
it is very expensive
need Dolby with the Nagra in a relatively
portable form this system is the only
answer, but neither your back or your bank

There are many other reasons for
buying a 2022 (or two). Please write
for further information; dealer
inquiries invited.

Very much thought has obviously been put
into the design of this noise reduction
system, and, in particular, into the
modification which has been devised for the
Nagra IV-S. Without this simple
modification, the system is not quite so
simple to use, and personally I would
strongly recommend its incorporation
which in no way upsets the

-if

will like it

2005AD, Inc.

2005 Naudain Street
Philadelphia, PA 19146
215 -545 -3488
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1

dbx

192

noise reduction
system

for
Nagra IV -S

recorder

Hugh Ford
MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION
Compression/expansion ratio: fixed at 2:1 com-

press; 1:2 expand linear in decibels.
Dynamic range: greater than 100 dB unweighted.
Equivalent input noise: 100 dB below Nagra 0 vu
(20 Hz to 20 kHz).
Effective noise reduction: greater than 30 dB.
Input impedance: greater than 10k ohms.
Output impedance: 100 ohms.
Maximum input/output level: +13 dB with 0 dB
=560 mV, which is equivalent to Nagra 0 vu.
Unity gain level: 560 mV rms adjustable.
Record /play frequency response: ±1 dB: 30 Hz
to 22 kHz. +1,-3 dB: 25 Hz to 25 kHz.
Harmonic distortion at 0 vu, record-play cycle,
with tape recorder:
2nd
3rd
100 Hz

<0.2%

<0.5%

kHz <0.1%
<0.05%
10 kHz <0.2%
<0.1%
Intermodulation distortion: at 0 vu, record-play
cycle, with tape recorder-less than 0.2% at 0 vu
1

SMPTE.

Power supply requirement: -10V dc.
Power consumption: 330 mW.
Operating temperature range: 0 °C to +60 °C.
Connector with cable: DIN, mates with Nagra
NRS connector.
Controls: record /play switch, level set controls.
Case: natural anodised 3.2 mm aluminium.
Dimensions: 22.9 x 18.1 x 3.2 cm.

Net weight:

Price: £360,

1.1 kg.
$600.

Manufacturer: dbx, Inc, 296 Newton Street,
Waltham, Mass 02154, USA.

UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment.

27/31 Bryanston

Street, London W1.

reviews in srtmio SOUND have
dealt with the dbx noise reduction
system, and also with the Nagra /V-S
portable recorder. Both units showed an
excellent performance and the now
possible combination of a very high quality
portable recorder (stereo at that) with a
noise reduction system, which is not only
light and compact, but has negligible
power consumption, is something which many
an engineer has dreamed about!
The dbx unit is designed to mount
90
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underneath the Nagra recorder and consists
of a very heavy duty alloy tray containing
the electronics which is secured directly
onto existing screw holes in the Nagra by
means of angle strips. Both the signals
and the power, which is derived from the
Nagra, are connected by a single short lead
which plugs into the existing Nagra external
noise reduction socket. Thus adding the
dbx system involves only four screws and
a single cable equipped with DIN type
connectors.
Internally, the dbx consists of three
printed circuit boards. These comprise a
mother board into which are plugged two
noise reduction cards-one for each stereo
channel. The mother board comprises an

input buffer and a rather complex input
filter for the noise reduction cards together
with a power supply section which splits
the Nagra -10V supply into a positive and
negative rail for the noise reduction system.
In addition there is a manual record /play
switch for changing the noise reduction
function. The standard of layout and
component quality is first class, but
individual components are not identified
is hoped that later production models will
have identified components.
The only front panel operator control is
the record /play pushbutton switch, which
is of the type which shows a green coloured
window when the record function is
selected. Two ten turn `level match'
92
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POWER AMPLIFICATION

BY MUSTANG

NEAL
NEAL
NEAL

STEREO

3 CHANNEL AUDIO VISUAL

4 CHANNEL RECORDERS
140 Series
4

Our SS.I00 and SS.50 are economical amplifiers with outputs
of up to 150 and 80 Watts RMS into 8 -15 ohms, typical THD
figures Jeing 0.1 %, slewirg rate > IOv/ps, noise > 93dB
down, zero level input, anc full electronic protection.
Considering these points with their proven reliability and
robust construction, plug n output transistors and driver
board, optional balanced input and 100V line output, and
virtually ex stock despatches we reckon we take some beating!
Contact us now for the full technical specifications.
Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplif ers and slave amplifier,,
studio power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment arid
cabinets for the home and export markets.
Contact os for full illustrated tecinical brochures.

MUSTANG
COMMUNICATIONS
Nelson Street, Scarborough,
North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ
England
Telephone 0723 -63298

L

Channel

CASSETTE
RECORDERS
FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL
USER
Special models
to order
NEAL Range includes

102,103
110

S`EREODOLBY
MONO AV DOLBY

02AV, 103AV STEREO AV DOLBY
4CHANNEL
i40SERIES
104
HEAVY DUTY REPLAY
'

HEAL

TRANSCRIPTION CASSETTE RECORDERS
NORTH EAST AUDIO LIMITED
5 Charlotte

Square. Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 4XE. Telephone (0632) 26660
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192

potentiometers can be screwdriver operated
through holes in the front panel, and the
only remaining front panel feature is the
DIN style input socket which has all its
connections clearly identified.

Practical application
Initial attempts to secure the dbx to the
base of a Nagra IV-S showed that while the
fixing holes in the dbx brackets were
correctly located the screws which secure the
existing feet to the Nagra were too short and
of the countersunk type which is inappropriate
to the holes in the dbx mounting brackets.
Furthermore, it was found that while the
mounting surface of the dbx is virtually
flat, it does not correspond to the base of
the Nagra which has several minor
protrusions about the battery cover. It
follows that, not only must dbx provide
long mounting screws, but they should also
supply four small spacers (or similar) so that
the noise reduction unit does not foul
the protrusions on the Nagra baseplate.
Having overcome these problems the
dbx plugs into the noise reduction socket
on the Nagra by means of a short lead
which is equipped with locking plugs at
each end. As, at the time of writing, no
instruction book was available for the noise
reduction unit, some time was spent
exploring the functions of the Nagra in
conjunction with the noise reduction system.
It came to light that the Nagra's noise
reduction system socket was only functional
when the 'TAPE /DIRECT' monitoring
switch was in the 'DIRECT' position when
in the replay mode. In the record mode
the noise reduction socket was always in
action but the line output and headphone
monitor were located after the noise
reduction processing-this means that it is
impossible to monitor an unprocessed signal
when recording. However, the metering
system always indicated the signal applied
to, or read from, tape; it may be argued
that the characteristics of the meter are not
ideal for monitoring a 2:1 compressed
signal.
In the replay mode the meter can monitor
the signal off tape, but normally monitors
the signal output at the line outputs. These
are controlled by two level pots on the
recorder when (as is essential) the TAPE/
DIRECT switch is in the 'DIRECT' position.
Some caution is required in the adjustment
of the replay level controls, for while the
noise reduction system had unity gain
around the zero of the Nagra meter, the
replayed signal from tape is expanded
both above and below this level. As a result,
the available output from tape is considerably
in excess of the normal and the line output
amplifiers can be easily driven into
clipping if the replay gain is set too high
this condition can be avoided if a weather
eye is kept on the level meter indicating
the output level.
From the preceding comments it should
be apparent that some caution is required
when using the dbx noise reduction system
with the Nagra; fortunately, the likely
finger troubles are to be found in the replay

mode where mis-operation will have
immediate, obvious and drastic effects upon
audio quality. It is however unfortunate
that it is impossible to monitor the
unprocessed signals in the record mode.

Performance
Because the basic dbx noise reduction
system has already been subjected to a
detailed review and field trial in an earlier
edition of STUDIO SOUND, I do not propose
to go into the detailed performance of the
system as such, but purely to comment
on the performance of the type 192 unit in
conjunction with the Nagra IV--S recorder.
As the basic dbx noise reduction system
works on the principle of 2:1 compression
on record and 1:2 expansion on replay
it is a basic fact that frequency response
errors in the record /replay process will be
doubled. Fig. 1 shows the record /replay
frequency response at 38 cm /s of the
writer's Nagra which had not been aligned
for a considerable period of time, but was
probably typical of many machines in use
in the field. The effects of using the dbx
system on this machine are shown in fig. 2
from which it is to be seen that the +2 dB
response error at 15 kHz becomes +4 dB
and that the low frequency head profile
effects are also doubled with a consequent
serious dip in response at 125 Hz. The
high frequency errors can of course be
corrected by proper alignment of the
machine, but there is nothing to be done
about the low frequency head profile effects

STUDIO SOUND, JULY 1976

harmonic content at 1 kHz and 100 Hz
also showed a useful improvement,
particularly at 100 Hz, but this turned out
to be an unfortunate choice of frequency
because of the low frequency head profile
effects upon the frequency response.
It has already been mentioned that
considerable care is necessary to avoid
clipping the Nagra's line output amplifier
and that use should be made of the level
meter during replay to avoid this condition,
but perhaps this problem should receive
some explanation. In the replay mode,
with dbx in use, the meter indicates the
signal after expansion, or without dbx it
indicates the replayed signal from tape. Now,
the dbx is normally set for unity gain at
zero meter indication and during recording
the meter is showing the signal applied to
tape which may go as far as +4 dB meter
indication. When such a signal is replayed
the +4 dB becomes +8 dB as a result of
1:2 expansion. Thus if the Nagra's replay
gain is set to handle a normal signal it will

.
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which are fairly serious.
On the distortion front fig. 3 and 4 show
the third harmonic content from the
record /replay process at a record level of
zero on the Nagra meter (510 nWb/m) at a
tape speed of 38 cm /s using CCIR
equalisation. From these plots it is quite clear
that there is a useful improvement in
distortion at almost all frequencies in spite of
making the measurements at such a high
recording level at high frequencies.
Spot measurements of the second
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have to cope with an extra 4 dB when
dbx is used which may drive the output
beyond its +10 dBV output capability.
The following figures demonstrate the
maximum attainable dynamic range using
3M 207 tape at 38 cm /s in terms of the
three per cent third harmonic distortion
point at 1 kHz related to noise:

potential systems which record pilot tone
is that the effective pilot tone crosstalk
appears at a much lower level in the output,
as do print through and other spurious
signals generated within any machine.
However, a price has to be paid for this
luxury, and in the case of the dbx concept
any frequency response errors in the
record /replay chain are doubled, as are tape
uniformity errors. In the case of the
Nagra /V-S the middle and high frequency
response can be adjusted to be extremely
flat, but low frequency head profile effects
become somewhat emphasised when the
dbx system is used.
On the mechanical front the dbx unit
is very well built, but a little more
thought is required about the method of
mounting the unit on the Nagra IV.
Operationally things are not particularly
sweet, but dbx have clearly done all that
they can with the limited connections
available on the Nagra IV. My impression is
that the noise reduction connector on the
Nagra was, perhaps, given insufficient
thought by the manufacturer as it only
gives a pair of inputs and outputs and a
single power rail which has been put to
good use; the dbx unit draws remarkably
little power from the Nagra supplies.
Ideally facilities should have been
incorporated for simultaneous noise
reduction code/decode for proper off tape
monitoring, and also automatic record /replay
switching -perhaps this is something to
come in the future?

without
to 20 kHz unweighted
'A' weighted rms
CCIR weighted rms
CCIR weighted with DIN
quasi peak meter
20 Hz

dbx

with dbx

74
76

dB

74

dB

103 dB
103 dB(A)
99.5 dB

dB(A)

70 dB

95 dB

The above indicates a very substantial
improvement and it is thought that the
actual noise improvement is better than
indicated by these figures which were
influenced by breakthrough of the capstan
servo tone; unfortunately time did not permit
a detailed investigation into this factor.

Summary
The dbx noise reduction system for the
Nagra recorder offers a substantial reduction
in noise and overall increase in dynamic
range, with the result that recordings may
be made at lower levels with consequent
reduction in distortion. In addition there is
no reason to disbelieve the dbx claim that
the system is fully compatible with other
dbx noise reduction systems.
A further advantage of the use of dbx
noise reduction with the Nagra and other
FIG. 3
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Dreadnaught
1000 and 500
audio power amplifiers

Model

1000

specifications

continuous power output per channel with
both channels driven
into 8 ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at less
than 0-25% T.H.D.
continuous power output per channel with
both channels driven

250 watts

500 watts

into 4 ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at
less than 0-25% T.H.D.
continuous power
800 -1000 watts
across 2 ohms

T.H.D. from 0.1 watt
to 250 watts per
channel with both
channels driven into
8 ohms across 20 to
20,000 Hz

intermodulation dis-

tortion at

60 and

0.25% maximum
0-025% typical

% maximum
0025% typical
0.1

7,000 Hz mixed 4:1
at any power from

001 watt to 250
watts into 8 ohms
20 to 20,000 Hz,
frequency response at
±0.5 dB, -0 dB
250 watts per channel
20 co 20,000 Hz,
frequency response at
±0.05 dB
I
watt per channel
greater than 25 V /us
slew rate
100 dB minimum
signal to noise ratio
2 ohms or greater
load impedance
100 k ohms
input impedance
1.75 volts RMS for
input sensitivity
full output
power line requirements 120 V AC, 60 Hz
+240 V AC 50 Hz
temperature rise at full less than 40°C
power fan on low
(silent) speed
19 "W x 7 "H x 12'D
dimensions, amplifier
only
85 pounds
net weight, amplifier
only

Model S00 specifications
(identical to Model 1000 except for the
following):

=:w1is==:nimmw---1=

=mown
w==/

PEN: 31mm /s

--N-

STATE -OF- THE -ART

DUNLAP CLARKE

10K

20K

Hz

continuous power output per channel into
8 ohms
continuous power output per channel into
4 ohms
input sensitivity

150

watts

300 watts

1.2 volts RMS for
full output
temperature rise at full 60 °C maximum
power
60 pounds
net weight, amplifier

only

front panel features

power on /off switch, lighted push -button
professional quality meters with true VU
characteristics
five position meter switch indicates following power levels at 100% or 0 VU
0 full power
-3 half power
-10 one -tenth power
-20 one- hundredth power
Off meter out of circuit
individual channel level controls to balance
unequal drive from preamp and prevent
amplifier overload

STATE -OF- THE -ART AUDIO ENGINEERS

DEDICATED TO PERFECTION

Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex

J
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REAL TIME AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALYSER
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS WHERE THE SOUND
SPECTRUM NEEDS TO BE CONTINUALLY OBSERVED.
28 x

II band 3- octave led readout.

10.20.40db sclaes.
Fast. Slow

Accumulate and Hold display.

Pink -White

noise generator.

Loudspeaker output.

to 135 db spi ranges on microphone
input.
-85 dbm to -1- 35 dbm line inputs
(isolated).
Full range LED meter.
Calibrated AKG C451 -CA condenser
microphone.
Portable Flight Case.
45

£1200 plus VAT user net.
Loudspeaker measurement. Noise analysis. EQ design Tape alignment. Disc
cutting. Acoustic measurement. PA set up. Room equalisation. Master
recording. Crossover design. Audio research. Noise measurement.

OURT
ACOUSTICS

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS (CONSULTANTS)

J

50 Dennungton Park Road, West Hampstead, London NW 6

10

Long Acre, London WC2E 9LN
01
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Tel 01 435 0532
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Classified Advertisements

STUDIO ENGINEER

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 14p per word, minimum £2.80. Box Nos. 35p
extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in AUGUST 1976
issue must reach these offices by 14th JUNE 1976 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager,
Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box
or
No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job advertisement which indicates
can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of
or (3) it is otherwise excepted
a private householder or (2) it is in a business employing less than six persons
from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

PRESSINGS

RECORD COMPANIES

&

D. J's

VINYLITE

Single discs, -20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3 -4 weeks, Sleeves /Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO /Mono Lathes. We cut for many
Studios U.K. /OVERSEAS. S.A.E. list.

r

ALLINGTON AUDIO
DEVELOPMENTS

RADIO ANNOUNCERS
thread for most mic. clamps.
E15.50 plus

-

*Service problems? Contact Studio Equipment
G
Services. Tel. 01 -200 1229.
*Offbeat recording studio in 'country' halfway
New York /Boston. Low overheads, plenty of
space, converted barns, farmhouse, acreage.
Near major airport. Exciting possibilities
music /film complex; working hideaway for
producer or artists. Sale or joint venture. Montrose Mils, 159 W. 53rd Street, N.Y. N.Y,10019.
G

SOUND EFFECTS

01 -200 1229

REDAN PLACE
LONDON W24SA

23

01 -727

9801

FERROGRAPH, TEAC.
REVOX,
SERVICED, MODIFIED,
SUPPLIED.

CASSETTE FAST -COPIER
SCS Appointed Main Dealers
Maintenance
Personal Service
Demonstrations
Cassette Fast -Copying -Short or Long Runs
Request
on
Full Information

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICE

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SERVICES
01 -200 1229

ds Cross, Bucks

(SS1)

SL9 8EG

Tel 02813 84409

RECORD PRESSING SERVICE

Mono or Stereo commercial vinyl pressings from your tapes, manufactured in

our own presses.
For details send SAE to

Yarmouth Recording Studios
Scratby, Great Yarmouth
Tel. 0493 730136
TONY WALDRON

WEST OF ENGLAND SOUND LTD.
14 SWAN ST., TORQUAY
TOP SOUND ENGINEERS

Available any time, any distance
Sensible rates

Phone 0803 28783

FERROGRAPH

X

gauges

*One of Europe's most experienced mobile
recording teams is available to consult on your
installation, transport and special recording
problems. Tel. John Jacob and Chris Hollebone (ex Granada Recordings, Bob Auger
Associates, Manor Mobile), on Turville

*R.

G

Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and

Philips VCR service. 21 Southway, Ilkley,
X
West Yorkshire. Tel. 094-33 2026.

* * * * * ** * * * * * ** ** ** *** ** ***
UHER 4000L RECORDERS. ExBBC fully overhauled to manufacturers specifications. With case L145
UHER 4000S recorders, as above
£75
...
...
...
but case extra.
MOLE RICHARDSON microphone
£I95
boom on dolley. ...
16mm
400X
MAGNASYNC
£395
recorder. Single case
LABOR dynamic gun mike, app.
£39
43" length. With shock mnt.
ELECTROVOICE 649B lavalier
£16
mikes. Excellent ...
£15
RCA BK6B lavalier mikes. Ex'lent
£35
AKG D202 microphone. Near new
£I2
BEYER Ml 19 stick mike ...
£25
STC 4037 reporters mike
£25
STC 4033 BBC studio cardiod ...
STC 4105A BBC cardiod hand mike.
£25
Excellent directionality
MIXING BAY BBC type B. No
...
...
electronics ...

PAUL SIMMON Ltd.
2

UHER

SALES

We are contractors and suppliers of the above equipment to H.M -G. Depts., Broadcasting and Local
Authorities. For competitive quotation contact the
specialists:

P.O. BOX 22,

HILVERSUM, HOLLAND

FOR SALE -TRADE

WOLLENSAK 2770AV

for film, TV, stage and disc from our huge
library of tapes collected since 1959

to:-

DALI PRESS

Heath 503.

VAT.

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SERVICES

PO Box 2, G

Manufacturers of MIXERS, modular desk and transportable. Comprehensive facilities available. Write for
quote on your requirements.
MICROPHONE AMPLIFIERS balanced I /P. £20 plus
VAT. See June issue or write for details.
794A2 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NGS 3GG.

Write giving details

G

1

DEROY RECORDS
Eastwood, Cove. Dumbartonshire,
Scotland.

Holland.

of film or slides transferred to
VCR Cassette or U-Matic by colour broadcast
telecine. Send for Rate Card. Zaar Colour
Video Ltd., St. Annes 0253 721053, Lancashire.

Have your microphone where you want it with our
two-section spring loaded 45" long wall or desk

mount, with

16

Pop.

SERVICES

55 Charlbert St, London, NW8 6JN. Tel. 01 -722 8111.

I

in

*All

specialist recording studios for sound commercials and
radio programmes: contact Tony Newman orJayne.

MASTERS FOR

Channel experience
Prepared to live in

Must have

0483 61684.

Roger Squite studio/
RECORDS MADE TO ORDER

REQUIRED

*Fanfare Records. Tape - disc pressings,
demo's, masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile
Neumann disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1
Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.

STUDIO FACILITIES

DEMO DISCS

98

-

MARKET STREET,

HALIFAX, W. YORKS.
Tel: 0422 52240 and 57442.

Half

day Thurs.

WATFORD, Herts. Tel:

32006

*J & B Recordings. Tape to disc. 12in. L.P
£4.00. lin. 45 rpm £1.80. E.P. £2.00. Pressings
-stereo /mono. Tape Copying, 14 Willows
X
Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 01 -648 9952.

VAT and carriage extra

all items.

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LIMITED

255a St. Albans Road, (Entrance in Judge Street),

*********A** * *** ** * * ** ****

*Revox A700s, new and guaranteed- limited
import facility. £689.00 plus VAT. Delivery
about one week from placing order. Reading
(0734) 690177.

G
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FOR SALE-TRADE

SOWTER TYPE

(Continued)

Primary windings for 600 ohm, 200 ohm and 60 ohm
with Secondary loadings from 2K ohm co 10K ohm.
Frequency response plus /minus }dB 20 Hz to 25 kHz,
Contained in well finished Mumetal box. 33mm diameter by 22mm high, with colour coded end leads, low
distortion. DELIVERY (small quantities) EX STOCK.
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICE. FULL DETAILS ON

A SOUND TECHNIQUES

STABILIZER

8 TRACK SOUND MIXING CONSOLE

channels in, 8 out with 8 track

18

E. A.

IP4

monitoring facilities. Panning and
Eq on all

channels.

P

REQUEST

SOWTER LTD, Dedham Place, Ipswich,

lip

Telephone 0473 52794

and G faders.

BARGAIN?

Only £900 complete.
Phone:

DEMO STOCK

01 -836

7608.

Two 8/16 track recording consoles which have
been used for demonstration purposes only, are
for sale.
16 inputs 8 outputs 16 track monitoring and power
supply units.

*Audiofact No. 1 ! You can build 8 Cathedra
Complimiters into your mixer for less than the
cost of the one medium price competitor-and
they perform. We also manufacture a range
of high quality audio modules. S.a.e. details.
Cathedral Sound, Fourways, Morris Lane,
Halsall, Lancs L39 8SX. Tel. Halsall (0704)
!

The Stabilizer is a versatile frequency shifter for howl reduction
on both speech and music. It offers variable shifts either up or
down between I and 10 Hertz so allowing choice of the optimum shift for the particular acoustics and sound sources

involved in each installation.
The standard practice which is emerging for music is to split
the mixed audio feeds with those instruments which produce
sustained notes, such as guitar and organ, fed direct to the
amplification systems and the feedback-troublesome vocals
going through the shifter first. A shifter not anly allows more
usable gain (4 -8 dB) but also gives a greater stability margin
between the onset of 'warbling' and actual howling. With a
shifter this is something between 3 and 5 dB whereas a conventional system will go from 'ringing' to howling with a gain
increase of I or 2 dB.
Available as a boxed unit with either balanced or unbalanced
signal lines or rack mounting version offering studio quality
'SHIFT' control, duplicated jack and XLR connectors and a
smart anodised finish with engraved front panel. Stabilizers
include a signal overload LED, a 24 Hz high pass filter to remove
VLF signals before connection to power amplifiers and a
mumetal shrouded mains transformer to achieve low noise
levels.

+ 5 Hz FIXED SHIFT CIRCUIT BOARDS for WW
July 1973 article.
Small enough to be built inside the cabinets of many amplifiers.
Complete kit and board E24. Board built and aligned L31.
Including psu and mains transformer. DESIGNER APPROVED.

SPECTRUM SHIFTER

Variable shifts 0.1- 1000Hz for weird special effects on
speech or music.

840328.

CARDINGTON

32006

JBL STUDIO MONITORS
top of the range Model 4350
including crossover units. Still

SNS
See

Dog

Bedfordshire =

A. SOWTER LTD.

Transformer Manufacturers and Designers

Dedham Place, Fore Street, Ipswich IP4 IJP
Telephone 0473 52794

STUDIO SOUND, JULY 1976

Tel: 01 -340 3291
Telex:
Bastiste Ldn 267727

CONTENTS OF 16 TRACK STUDIO
including: Tape recorders, Mixing consoles, Microphones, Reverberation devices, Dolbys, Compressor / Limiters,
Delay units, Grand piano, Microphone
stands, etc.

Viewing by appointment with Malcolm
Jackson.TheStudios, Rickmansworth,
Herts, England
Tel. Rickmansworth 09237 -72351
Telex 262284 Ambsdr'G

RAC MIXERS

FOR SALE.

West End 16 -track Studio
comprising I6 -track MI000 Ampex Dolby
'A'. Fully equipped. Sale includes lease, very
low rent. Established name in business.
Eight years goodwill.
Offers over £20,000. Box No. 734.

Custom - built mixers for groups, P.A.,
hospital broadcasting, recording, discos, etc,
RAC plug - in audio modules for building
your own mixers.
Sony, Akai, TEAC, Tandberg, Marantz, Lux,
Nikko, Dual, Quad and Armstrong dealers.
Shure, Calrec, AKG mikes and stands, etc.
APRS Manufacturing members.

.ON,

Creative Equalisation cannot be accurately yet
arbitrarily adjusted with a few pre- determined

1

\

-

switch positions. There are just too many variables
area resonance, environmental
factors, phasing effects, feed back and many others
with differing characteristics.
If you need 3dB of equalisation at 6,510 Hz, for
1 example, maybe (just maybe), you can switch in
2 or 4 dB at 5000 Hz since they're preset on your
Ipresent equaliser.
THE PROBLEM IS -YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED
BECAUSE WHAT YOU HEAR IS JUST NOT

Ito consider

\
\
\

RUGBY AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS
19
1

\
1

1

IRIGHT.
The solution
Full range equalisation giving you
the right amount at the right frequency for the 1
Iprecise sound you require. This is the capability
of Qu Zan Laboratories new parametric equaliser.
The parametric equaliser lets you vary parameters 1
by ear-accurately and effectively. It combines the
?

\

\

1

\

\
1

\

1

\
OA.

Freemantle Road, Bilton, Rugby
Warwickshire CV22 7HZ
Tel. 0788 -810877 (Rugby)
Call, write or phone us

o

MA !LAIN
LTD

\

Ispectral response of a I. octave graphic equaliser
with the rapid access and economy of a "3 knob"
system. You can continuously vary the frequency
1 from 45Hz to 18 KHz via 4 range controls, boost
or cut any amount at any frequency centre up to
14dB; and variation of any one control does not
1 affect performance of any other; so you needn't
worry about cross compensation.

E.

96

Cople,
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We are suppliers to many well -known companies,
studios and broadcasting authorities and were established in 1941. Early deliveries. Competitive prices.
Large or small quantities. Let us quote.
7

House,

Phone: 01-237 1737

FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT

*

our advertisement on page 22.

under guarantee. (1,000 o.n.o.

SOVVTER TRANSFORMERS

Pembroke House,
Campsbourne Road,
Hornsey, London N8.

fH

SALE
S

404:

All Studio Equipment bought and sold.

Repairs,

WATFORD, Herts. Tel:

Allen & Heath Ltd.,

G

S

PROFESSIONAL REPAIR SERVICES

Albans Road, (Entrance in Judge Street),

guarantee.
Also four Minimixers at L111.00 each, plus V.A.T.

X

TRAD

CASH WITH ORDER less 5% UK POST FREE ADD
VAT at 8%

255a St.

one year

plus V.A.T.

etc.

SE26.

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG (STD 04866) 5997

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LIMITED

LI ,350.00

Used but clean, l0"
spools, £4. Rehab, 27 Cator Road, London

*Tape !" Ampex,

SURREY ELECTRONICS

overhauls, etc., to Ferrograph, Revox,
Tandberg, Uher, 8 and 16mm Projectors and other A/V
equipment. Maintenance and quantity quotations to
Educational or Industrial users.

3678

MULTITAP MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

[(you want more than just "good enough" performance start playing it by ear. Our new parametric
equaliser gives you exactly what you are listening
for. Costs only E35. Power Supply (will operate
4 units) EIS.
H U ZAN LABORATORIES,
32 Royal Avenue, Chelsea, London S.W.3.

- /-

/.,m, /.mu, //Mr

/- /
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Manufacturers of

a

quality range

of acoustic screens which
provide the discerning studio with

truly effective, attractive

and

durable means of improving
separation at source
Tel: 01- 950 -1667
36 The Four Tubs.Bushey Heath. Hertfordshire. WD2 351

FOR

=C .= _ MAILMEN

SALE-TRADE

.

S

(Continued)
*Disc-cutting styli for all types of mono and
stereo disc- cutting heads. Heater windings
fitted, relapping and specials. County Recording Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,

ó

T
U

A

Berks. Tel. Bracknell 54935.
X
*Nagra III and IV and SN models available.
Immediate delivery. Write or phone J. J.
Francis (Wood Green) Ltd., Manwood House,
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel. Matching
476.
X

T

u

I

O
N

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

H

437 6255.
*Revox 700,

G

year old. Recently overhauled.
New price over £800, bargain at £550. Tel.
01 -437 6255 or 01 -472 6759.
G
*Mains voltage stabiliser, 240V 12A. 25%
Claude Lyon. Cased, clean condition, suitable
studio, laboratory, film processing, etc. £25.
Tel. 01 -422 7431.
G
1

ALLEN & HEATH

24

CHANNEL MIXER

Low -high input.
Band Equalisation.
8 Sub Groups out to stereo.
PFL all functions inc echo plus auxiliary modules.
All facilities terminate to a jack field.
6 built -in noise gates.
Input /Output /PFL, all on V.U. Facility.
FOR LEASE, HIRE OR SALE
Contact (10.30 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.)
3

P. S.

WALMSLEY

(01 -499 0671)

WANTED
*All Nagra equipment urgently required for
cash.

J. J. Francis (W G.) Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17
ORS. Tel. Matching 476.
X
*Ferrograph 702H or 722H tape recorder.
Please ring Winchester 822556 during working
hours, or write Mr. M. J. Hillier, 43 Prideaux
Brune Avenue, Bridgmary, Gosport, Hants. G
*Bound or loose copies of STUDIO SOUND
urgently required, any years. Please telephone
Oxford 778343.
G

SITUATIONS -WANTED
*Yorkshire. Has anyone a job for a design/
development /applications engineer (24) in
Yorkshire? Good electronics degree, wide
industrial (analogue, digital control) and studio
experience. Box No. 735, c/o STUDIO SOUND. G
*Young man, 23, with six years experience
music business, seeks trainee position in recording studio or similar, London area. Just finished
studio course. Tel. 01 -485 9984 or write Box
No. 733, c/o STUDIO SOUND.
G
*Recording engineer, 26, B.Sc. (Eng.), seeks
part time work in London area. Experience in
music and film studios and knowledge of classical guitar. Box No. 732, c/o STUDIO SOUND.
G

1

1

1

-
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A leading firm of Consultants in the entertainment
industry are looking for a specialist to expand their
team dealing with Theatres, Conference Halls and II
Studios in the U.K. and abroad. Practical experience
in communications systems, sound reproduction and
reinforcement, recording and television is appropriate
and an ability to define equipment and installation 6
details is required. Based in Central London.

A
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-
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Motoring Broadcasts Ltd.

If

RECORDING

you can handle: Radio Editorial work
High Speed Duplication
Audio Visuals
Radio Commercials

Studio Production
Broadcast Engineering
AND A 25 HOUR DAY
Then we would like to meet you:
If on the other hand, you have only a
little recording or broadcasting experience and feel confident that you can
handle the above with training-Ring

ENGINEER with experience in
music recording and good

technical knowledge.

POLYDOR RECORDS
STUDIO LONDON
Tel. 01 -499 8686 extension

GG

C.

STUDIO OF MAJOR
RECORD COMPANY
requires

1

_ _ -:

AUDIO; COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANT

NON

*3 x Beyer

1

_

Applications in confidence to Box No. 736.

S

15ft. extending tripod microphone
stands, used thrice,£100. Colin Poppleton, 34a
Villiers Street, Hertford SG13 7BW.
G
*MixerSoundcraft 16 -4, 18 months old, £850.
One pair Tannoy H.P.D. 15" monitor speakers,
£200. Dolby-Teac 4- track, £150. 4 x AKG
D202E microphones, £100. Tel. Eastbourne
(0323) 36495.
G
*Brenell Richardson 8-track, inch, 7 t, 15, new
heads running in. Richardson electronics
comprising separate record, playback, sel
sync and bias modules. New tape guider, converts to I inch, £1,850. Tel. 01 -472 6759 or 01-

-

=

FE

E DENNIS KING.

01-353-6128

51

=

Motoring Broadcasts Ltd.

_
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Tannoy, the international name in the field of audio electronics,
are part of the Harman International Group. Now entering into a
period of development and expansion in the Hi-Fi equipment
field we are increasing our UK Sales Team and are looking for a

Professional Products
Representative
Based in London
To sell the Tannoy range of studio loudspeakers to professional
users, mainly in the London area.
Applicants must be fully trained in modern sales techniques and
have a successful selling record. In addition they should have
technical appreciation of loudspeaker design and experience of
dealing with professional users including recording studios. If you
can meet this exacting specification you can earn over £5000
per annum. A company car will be provided.
For further information or for an application form please telephone
Peter Fletcher,
Personnel Manager,

Tannoy Limited,
Canterbury Grove,
West Norwood, S.E.27.
Tel 01- 670 1131 or
01 -670 7076.
:
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for
FULL INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN

STUDIO
SOUND

iBARCLAY STUDIOSIi

PARIS
fully experienced Maintenance
a
Engineer. Applicant must have knowledge of
all types of Studio Recording and Disc Cutting
equipment. French language desirable but not
essential.
Seek

s

Contact:

MR G. LEHNER,

s
s

BARCLAY STUDIOS,
9 AVE HOCHE,

TELEPHONE 01- 686 -2599

75008 PARIS,

and ask to speak to

FRANCE.

TONY NEWMAN or
PHYLLIS BIRCH

UllO(

s

Tel: PARIS 924 8130

)O

FILM SOUND
RECORDIST
NORTHERN IRELAND
Responsible for the balance control and recording of sound for
television film on all types of programme including news; working
as a member of a film crew in close co- operation with Cameramen
and Directors. Candidates must have thorough knowledge of
modern film recording techniques and ability to deal with a
wide range of recording problems. Initiative, tact and ability to
work without supervision, and awareness of the operational
technical and artistic problems involved, are essential. Must be
able to drive a car (or learn rapidly) and be prepared to travel
in the U.K. or abroad at short notice and be away from base
for long periods.
Salary: £2,994 p.a. (may be higher if qualifications exceptional)
x £141 (then, after 3 years' satisfactory service x £162) to
£4,134 p.a. plus approx. 15% irregular hours allowance.

Write or telephone immediately for application form (quoting
ref. no. 76.G.650 SS) to Appointments Department, BBC, London,
WIA IAA, telephone 01 -580 4468 Ext. 4619.

NORTHERN
IRELAND

s sssssssssssssssss
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'Unmistakably
`i/Vand*Beck,

WEI 9

Ward -Beck creates and produces custom designed professional sound control
equipment for the broadcasting, film and recording industries.

Tomorrow's Technology Today.

Ward-Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1H 2X4
Canada
Telephone (416) 438 -6550. Telex 06 -23469

1111111111

TV Studio R.T. Sarajevo, Yugoslavia

Europe's most modern studios
choose the UPS. 4000
They select it because the UPS 4000 console
offers the latest state -of- the -art mixing
techniques for sound recording, broadcast and
television studios. They select it because it
reflects years of Schlumberger experience in the
design and manufacture of professional audio
equipment - including tape recorders,
switching networks and special interconnection
units for total studio systems, as well as mixers.
This latest console, with fully modular plug -in
units made from die -cast aluminium to ensure
highest accuracies, gives you a system
custom -built to your own requirements but
costs no more than a standard production
model. And modularity means you get the
exact facilities you need now, with the
flexibility for expansion you might need later.

-

Integrated circuits, field- effect transistors,
printed circuit cabling the UPS 4000 is really

-

state -of- the -art. With filters, reverberation,
foldback and much, much more.

Studio complexes in countries across Europe
now use the UPS.4000. Find out from
Schlumberger about this new concept in
modular mixers. Write for our brochure, now.
ettfEffFEFEf Ftttìl
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COMPTEURS

Schlumberger

COMPTEURS SCHLUMBERGER DEPARTMENT AUDIO PROFESSIONNEL
296 AVENUE NAPOLEON- BONAPARTE 92500 RUEIL -MALMAISON TEL 977 92 23
TELEX 692474 LABOPHY

-
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